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     Abstract  

 

 By analyzing and contextualizing the polarized discourses on coffee and 

coffeehouses in post-1652 England, this dissertation argues that the divisive 

worldviews of the English population at this critical historical juncture shaped 

the contentious reception of coffee.   Countless scholarly efforts dealing with 

seventeenth-century coffeehouses, those of London in particular, have helped 

explaining the rapid growing popularity of coffee and the establishments in 

which it was consumed, the coffeehouse.  Building upon exiting literature, this 

work advances a new approach to shed light the interconnection between social 

and cultural anxieties, paradoxes and contradictions in seventeenth-century 

English society, and the contradictory discourses surrounding the rise of coffee 

in England.  

My project demonstrates that pervasive anxieties about the rise of 

religious heterodoxy, the ambiguous dispositions of the English people towards 

the Ottoman Turks, and the ever-present concerns surrounding the tenuous 

state of patriarchal manhood collectively helped to both encourage and 

discourage interactions with the Islamic practice of coffee drinking in 

coffeehouses.   Coffee and coffeehouses came from the Ottoman Empire, th 

eland of the presumed Turks.  One sector of society, the optimists, embraced the 

exotic novelty from the Islamic world and participated enthusiastically in a 
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custom shared with their Turkish, Arab and Persian counterparts since the early 

sixteenth century.  Conversely, the pessimists vilified the adoption of cultural 

and dietary practices from a non-Christian society; they condemned the 

enthusiasts’ cosmopolitanism as a sign of disloyalty that would only deepen 

discord in the nation.  Indeed, they proclaimed the craze for the Turkish-

imported habit as a sign of degeneration, threatening not just Englishmen’s 

religiosity, but also their manliness.  Coffee and coffeehouse came from the 

Ottoman Empire, the land of the presumed effeminate Turks at that.  Intimate 

intermingling with this imported novelty thus compromised England’s identity 

and even sovereignty.  

 By relying upon a borderlands approach that is inspired by gender 

analysis, this dissertation seeks an alternative theoretical path to explain the 

controversy and contention swirling around a new drink and novel spaces of 

sociability among a populace dislocated by years of religious, political and 

cultural turmoil. 
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     Introduction 
 

 In April, 2006, the far right British National Party, known also as the BNP, 

exploiting increasing Islamophobia in England, pushed for a referendum on 

Islam.  The BNP, appealing to “white” British nationals, particularly the English, 

inhabiting areas such as Birmingham with relatively sizeable Muslim 

populations, stressed the importance of voting before it was “too late,” and they 

became a minority living in a “Eurabian caliphate.”1  The deputy chairman of the 

party, Simon Darby, argued that cities like Birmingham, even with only fifteen 

per cent Muslims, was transforming into an Islamic city, and that it could easily 

swap over to sharia law.2  Darby and his sympathizers were hoping to capitalize 

not only on the discontent surrounding the stagnant economy in the region, but 

more importantly the anti-Islam sentiment that was further exacerbated by the 

                                                
1 Oliver Duff, “Rising Islamophobia makes Birmingham fertile ground,” The Independent 
[London, UK], 08 April 2006: 6.  In this dissertation, I maintain a distinction between “British” 
and “English.”  When using the word “British,” I am referring to the English, Scots, Welsh and 
the Irish in the entire United Kingdom of Great Britain and the Northern Ireland, which is the 
proper name for the commonly used term the UK.  On the other hand, those from England are 
referred to as English, who are the main focus of my project.  The BNP, founded around 1982 by 
John Tyndall and under the leadership of the Cambridge law graduate Nick Griffin, as well other 
minority parties such as England First, stand up for Englishness and advocate anti-immigrant 
policies, even the repatriation of non-white immigrants to their land of ethnic origin.  The party, 
mainly because of inadequate financial contributions and mismanagement, is mostly in disarray, 
but whether its ideological stand has withered remains to be seen.  For, other radical parties such 
as UKIP, founded in the 1990s and currently under the leadership of Nigel Farage, also fan the 
flames of pervasive racism and anti-immigration sentiments in England, drawing people to join 
their cause. For more on the UKIP see Michael Lavallete and Laura Penketh, “Race, Racism, and 
Social Work,” in Race, Racism and Social Work: Contemporary Issues and Debates, eds, Michael 
Lavalette and Laura Penketh (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014), Introduction.   
2 Duff, “Rising Islamophobia.” Sharia law is the Islamic legal system. 
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deadly attacks on London’s transit system in 2005 by several British-born 

Muslim youth.3  The tragic assault was also followed by series of failed bombings 

in the city of Birmingham, creating further anguish among Britons.4  The BNP 

followers embarked on their agenda by going door to door, carrying leaflets with 

pictures of the London bus blown up in the July 2005 attack.  The party had 

launched similar tactics within hours of the terrorist attacks on September 11, 

2001 against targets in the United States.5   

 The BNP developed flyers with quotations from the Qur’an, warning the 

populace that their nation, because of its large population of Muslims, was in 

imminent danger of turning into an Islamic republic, threatening its Christian 

cultural identity.6  This perverted representation of Islam and its believers was 

by no means a twentieth-century phenomenon.  It had been deeply rooted in the 

West ever since early encounters with Muslims.   For centuries, many European 

writers and travelers, including those of early modern England, cultivated 

distorted images and fabricated views of the Islamic world.  They 

overgeneralized about Muslims, including the Ottoman Turks, typically 

characterizing them as erotic, barbaric, proselytizing tyrants and dangerous 

                                                
3 Mark Townsend, “London Bombings: The Real Story of 7/7,” The Observer [London, UK], 07 
May, 2006: 16.  The 7 July, 2005 was England's worst terrorist attack, killing 52 people and 
injuring more than 700. 
4 “Police arrest nine more in connection to failed bombings: ; London official says 3 others are 
'on the run',” The Associated Press, Charleston Daily Mail [Charleston, W.V.] 28 July 2005: 11A. 
One of the suspects arrested was a male refugee from Somalia who came to Britain in 1992. 
5 Matthew J. Goodwin, New British Fascism: Rise of the British National Party (New York: Rutledge, 
2011), 68. 
6 Goodwin, New British Fascism, 68. 
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enemies among other derogatory terms.  Against this background the BNP found 

the 2005 bombing in London a favorable occasion to invoke those enduring 

images to attract more votes from anxious and traumatized Britons, and to 

mobilize Islamophobia.  They even alarmed the public by alarming them about 

the Islamic colonization of Britain.7  

 This dissertation will show seventeenth-century English coffee opponents 

also appealed to myths and reproduced stereotypes about the Muslim Ottomans 

to express their discomfort with coffee enthusiasts’ fervor for the drink and its 

consumption in Ottoman-inspired coffeehouses.  The central question this 

dissertation addresses is why did so many see the rise of the seemingly innocent 

beverage and the establishments in which it was consumed as a menace to 

English cultural sovereignty?  This dissertation, by examining debates about 

coffee drinking, and the particular historical juncture at which they occurred, 

will argue that the contemptuous debates surrounding English people’s 

interactions with the oriental novelty reflected pervasive anxieties about the rise 

of religious heterodoxy in seventeenth-century English society; the biased 

attitude of many English people towards the Ottoman Turks, shaped mainly by 

lurid early English literary depictions, and the ever-present fear surrounding the 

precariousness of English patriarchal manhood.  All collectively helped to 

generate the controversy surrounding the arrival of coffee in English society.   

                                                
7 In 2010, the BNP won about 6.25 percent of the vote nationally. 
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 The panic coffee provoked illuminates an overlooked outcome of the 

religious instability of the 1640s.  Coffee emerged, in 1652, into a society torn by 

the English Revolution, 1642-49, and dismayed by its calamitous upshot, the 

trial and regicide of Charles I, 1625-49.  The revolution left English people 

without a king, or their national church the Church of England, throwing its 

ecclesiastical affairs to disarray.  Under the Puritan rule of Oliver Cromwell, 

1642-1658, people found themselves even further disillusioned, because they 

could no longer go to theater, play sports, or celebrate Christmas or Easter.  This 

religious instability contextualizes discourses about coffee, showing how the 

specific social and cultural anxieties, paradoxes and contradictions in 

seventeenth-century English society played out in the process of the diffusion of 

coffee.  Understanding how English people conceptualized the world around 

them is central to discerning some of the major forces stimulating the polarized 

reactions towards coffee and coffeehouses.  Strict focus on the English 

Revolution and its origins offers little attention to its manifold impacts. 

Examining the response to coffee reveals the Puritan regime’s underresearched 

consequences in people’s everyday lives, including their eating and drinking 

habits, or marital relations. 
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Religious Heterodoxy 

 Enormous efforts has gone into analyzing seventeenth century England, 

particularly the English Revolution, analyzing its origins, its course, and ongoing 

crises in its aftermath.  Earlier generations of historians emphasized the 

centrality and significance of the revolution.  Provoked by political and 

economic instability, the revolution brought on the explosion of radical 

sectarian groups such as the Fifth Monarchists, Diggers, Seekers, Ranters and 

Quakers. 8  While at first the religious sects seemed insignificant, by the late 

1650s they engaged in revolts, arousing anxieties about their threat to the 

traditional values of the whole nation.9  England, according to many, was a world 

turned upside down.  Revisionist scholars argue however that the emergence of 

the revolution was linked to long-standing religious divides, anti-monarchist 

sentiments and traumas of the bloody early phases of the civil wars which took 

place between 1642-1646.10  Another blames tumultuous state of its political, 

social, and cultural institutions for England’s troubles.  The revolution created 

political and religious void only filled by radical ideologies and ambitions.  These  

                                                
8 Christopher Hill, The World Turned Upside Down (New York: Penguin Books, 1991, first 
published 1972), 13-72. 
9 Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 15-106. 
10 John Morrill, The Nature of the English Revolution (New York: Routledge, 1994), 10-25, 67-68.  
Over 27,000 fighters had perished between 1643 and 1644 alone. For more see,  Florence S. 
Memegalos, George Goring (1608-1657): Caroline Courtier and Royalist General (Burlington, VT.: 
Ashgate, 2007), 174-84. 
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includes the idea of establishing an English republic, as well as religious 

pluralism.11  These aspirations appeared catastrophic to many at the time.   

 Historians of early modern England also propose outbreaks of anarchy, 

mainly on religious grounds, in English counties, Ireland and in Scotland as the 

major causes of the revolution.12  The above approaches, while not addressing 

the rise of coffee drinking culture in English society, contribute to 

understanding the volatile world in which the Ottoman novelty emerged.  They 

help to explain how and why in a world that was constantly in flux the rise of an 

alien cultural practice stimulated antagonistic attitudes towards the Ottoman 

cultural phenomenon.  

 The scandal of coffee also helps illuminate relations between early 

modern England and the Islamic world, especially Europeans’ hostile views of 

Islam and Muslims as a whole, views echoed and reproduced by BNY in twenty 

first century.  Earlier literature on early Modern England and Islam examined 

strongly the prejudiced, even humiliating, images of the Turks and their 

religious beliefs depicted in English drama.13  To idealize Christianity, Islam and 

its believers were almost always defeated on the stage by Christians.  To 

denigrate the Muslims even further, in some plays, Islam’s holy book the Qur’an 

                                                
11 Jonathan Scott, England’s Troubles: Seventeenth-century English Political instability in European 
Context (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 1-19. Also see David Cressy, England on 
Edge (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 421. 
12 Anthony Fletcher, The Outbreak of the English Civil War (London: Edward Arnold,1981). 
13 Samuel Chew, The Crescent and the Rose: Islam and England during the Renaissance (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1937). 
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in a dramatic spectacle would be proclaimed as enemy and set on fire in a 

dramatic spectacle.14   

 Few existing works reflect on the relationship between the prejudiced 

debates and attitudes towards the Islamic world and the anxiety surrounding the 

state of religion in England in the aftermath of the English Revolution.  Many, 

utilizing English travel accounts, sermons and plays, argue that the ubiquity of 

forced or voluntary conversion to Islam, by English men and women traveling or 

living in Ottoman societies created much anxiety among those at home.15  

Although Britain was hardly menaced by Ottoman armies, as was continental 

Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, fear of the allure of Islam 

was so great in England that many, like the BNP centuries later, saw their nation 

and its Christian culture already conquered by Muslim warriors.  Converts, or 

“Turned Turk” as they were commonly called, were perceived as great 

adversaries not just to the English kingdom, but to Christendom as a whole.16  

Becoming a Turk, in the eyes of many in England, was not an indication of one’s 
                                                
14 Chew, The Crescent and the Rose, 469-78. 
15 Nabil Matar, Islam in Britain, 1558-1685 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 1-72; 
Matar,  Turks, Moors, & Englishmen (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999), 8-9; Linda 
Colley, Captives: Britain, Empire, and the World, 1600-1850 (New York: Anchor Books, 2004), 1-
20, 99-134. Apostasy to Islam was a phenomenon popular among Christians from continental 
Europe. Sources tell us there were many Christian women, including those of England, who were 
captured by the Muslims, and after being captured converted to Islam in pursuit of advancement, 
employment and security, just as the men did. In Arabic sources female captives were referred to 
as “iljat” and the males as “laj.” For more see “Piracy and Captivity in the Early Modern 
Mediterranean: the Perspective from Barbary,” in Pirates? The Politics of Plunder, 1550-1650, ed. 
Calire Jowitt (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 69-70. 
16 Matar, Turks, Moors, & Englishmen, 8-9; Matar, Islam in Britain, 8-9.  In the 1530s, while 
awaiting his execution, the statesman Thomas More’s chief concern was the frequency of 
conversion to Islam, and thus the growing menace of the religion to the Christian lands. 
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racial transformation, but rather an ethnic one produced by affiliation of any 

sort with Islam and its believers, making the apostates into England’s enemies.17  

Travelers, preachers and playwrights demonized Islam, Muslims and English 

converts.  Contradictorily, however, interest in the study of Arabic science and 

Islamic theology, including the Qur’an itself, was rising among seventeenth-

century English intellectuals and aspiring orientalists, stirring controversy.18  

This dissertation will show that cultural practices like coffee drinking was 

similarly interpreted as betrayal.  

 Recent studies delve into early modern tales of conversions produced by 

freed English, Welsh, Scottish and Irish captives in the Ottoman lands.  They 

reveal pervasive anxiety in Britain about the Islamic empire.  Although captivity 

texts often contain lies, errors, and fictional interludes, they show why and how 

the testimonies could be used to instill fear in the public by invoking dreadful 

images of the Muslims.19  These narratives generally told of how an individual or 

group was seized by the Ottoman corsairs, the challenges faced while enslaved, 

the humiliating process of forced conversion to Islam, and how they escaped or 

were ransomed.   Captivity narratives were one of the basic ways through which 

                                                
17 Richmond Barbour, Before Orientalism: London’s Theatre of the East, 1576-1620 (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009), 21-22. 
18 Matar, Islam in Britain, 73-102. 
19 Colley, Captives, 1-17; & 73-81. The captive testimonies were usually written in the first 
person and completely or in part by a one-time captive, but occasionally dedicated to someone 
else. They narratives also indicate that they were often manufactured to appease an army court 
martial, or on the instructions of suspicious magistrates, even as a means of collecting charity.  
Some captives even when freed did not return home, and lived as Muslims.  
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those who never traveled in the distant civilization learned about the Muslims 

and their way of life, including their religious practices.20  Analyzing early 

modern English plays, another scholarly endeavor goes further, seeking to show 

that English people’s imagination about the Ottoman Empire was also nurtured 

by perverted views of Islamic culture and the Turks enacted on the stage.21  

Cruelty, violence, divine retribution for apostasy to Islam, and Ottoman males’ 

lasciviousness predominated in scripts for the English stage, giving the audience 

a vicarious sense of threat about the land of Muslim warriors, where Christian 

traitors were converting en masse.22  

 Coexisting with the derogatory stereotype of Muslim Ottomans as 

barbaric and tyrants was the consistent allusion to their men’ libidinous 

extravagances.23  The trope of Turkish sexual excess helped to depict all of 

Islamic civilization as despicable and debauched.  Early modern English captive 

narratives and travel accounts commonly portrayed the Turks as sodomites and 

unmanly in early modern English captive narratives and travel accounts.24   

 As part of this dissertation argues, eroticizing the Islamic world, a long 

and deeply rooted tradition in Western literature of all kinds, was to deter 

                                                
20 Colley, Captives, 73-74. 
21 Daniel J. Vitkus, Three Turk Plays from Early Modern England (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2000). The plays explored in this work include, Selimus, Emperor of the Turks, 1594, 
attributed to Robert Greene and Thomas Lodge, A Christian Turned Turk written by Robert 
Darborne in 1612, and Philip Massinger’s The Renegado, written in 1630. 
22 Vitkus, Three English Plays, 1-6; & 16-43. Around thirty seven plays were written about the 
Turks between 1580 and 1642. 
23 Samuel Chew, The Crescent and the Rose, 192-95.   
24 Colley, Captives, 129. 
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Christians, men in particular, from intermingling with Muslims, their cultural 

beliefs and habits, including coffee drinking in coffeehouses.  To many in early 

modern England, as will be shown, close interactions with the Turks 

compromised English manhood.  Exploring this sentiment is crucial for 

understanding the relationship between the prejudiced attitudes towards the 

Muslim Ottomans and the contemptuous debates surrounding the emergence of 

the Islamic-imported coffee drinking practice in England.  

 Examining hostility to coffee and coffeehouses enriches historiographical 

debates on early modern English manhood.  Some studies show how patriarchal 

ideals of manhood gained new force in seventeenth century England creating 

anxiety for men, even those married, about their manly reputation in society.25  

As prescribed in English didactic literature, while women were to be chaste and 

obedient, men were to be the heads of households, governing their wives, 

children, and servants.  Men’s role as household patriarchs was so important 

that it was seen as a major indicator of male ability to govern the society as a 

whole.26  The key to their dominant status in the family was to have control over 

their woman’s sexuality.  Divorce and defamation suits reveal failure in their 

duties, including to physically satisfy their wives, compromised husbands’ manly 

                                                
25 Elizabeth A. Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England (New York: Longman, 1999).  
26 Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 3-4. 
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honor, subjecting them to public ridicule, even being labeled as cuckolds.27  

Marriage was thus fraught with dangers for men.   

 Other masculinity scholars conclude that patriarchy was organized 

around marriage, and that marriage promoted the moral code of the sexual 

double standard, resulting in husbands’ violence against women.28  As separation 

litigation shows, when it came to sexual honestly within the confines of 

marriage gender mattered.  While the court allowed no acceptable justification 

for female infidelity, it showed leniency towards men’s violence against their 

presumed adulterous wives.29  The honor of the household patriarch rested 

mainly on the wife’s chastity, and sexual insults against him betrayed not merely 

the woman’s sexual promiscuity, but almost invariably his failure to control 

her.30  Recent scholarship on the meanings of early modern English manhood 

and its tenuous nature further argues that patriarchy was  inherently 

contradictory and problematic, inevitably spawning anxiety among males.31  

Marital status proved one of the most honorable way of achieving manhood, as 

emphasized in domestic advice literature and sermons.  Only in matrimony 

could a man achieve the completeness and independence deemed necessary to 

                                                
27 Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 55-94. 
28 Laura Gowing, Domestic Dangers: Women, Words and Sex in Early Modern London (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1996). 
29 Gowing, Domestic Dangers, 9-11; & 111-113. 
30 Gowing, Domestic Dangers, 60-67, 112-13, & 274-75. 
31 Alexander Shepard, Meanings of Manhood in Early Modern England (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2003). 
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become a respected member in patriarchal society.32   Yet, inconsistencies 

existed in manhood itself because even as household patriarchs, men often 

found themselves unable to live up to the gender roles expected of them.33   

 The scholarly debates on early modern manhood, including those 

discussed in this dissertation help to identify how early modern English people, 

men in particular, conceptualized manhood and its relation to marriage and 

household formation.  They also tell why men felt victimized as anxious 

patriarchs, forced to rely on their wives’ sexual conduct to maintain their own 

sexual honor.  Sexuality thus proved central to the construction as well as 

preservation of manhood.  Part of the project of this dissertation is to continue 

with this conversation and even spread the net wider from courts and family to 

coffee to show how pervasive manhood anxiety played out in the discourses 

against the rise of the Turkish-imported coffee drinking habit in early modern 

English society.   

 This dissertation, by moving beyond the typical focus on factors 

triggering coffee’s rapidly growing popularity, advances a more sensitive 

approach that illuminates the cultural entanglements and complexities, 

including gendered implications, of the consumption of coffee drinking culture 

in England.  At the larger level, it contributes to the early modern history of 

                                                
32 David M. Turner, Fashioning Adultery: Gender, Sex and Civility in England, 1660-1740 (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002), 54-55. 
33 Shepard, Meanings of Manhood, 70- 89.                             
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consumption and its role in the rise of modern, as well as global, consumer 

culture.  The dissertation hopes to open up space for historians to think about 

consumer culture as a phenomenon evolving, despite local variations and 

resistance, across time rather in isolation from each other.  The spread and 

evolution of fifteenth-century Istanbul coffeehouses to worldwide Starbucks 

coffee-shops, even found in twenty-first century London, is an example. 

   

Theoretical approach 

  To explain the controversies surrounding the diffusion of coffee into 

seventeenth-century England, this project positions the analysis of debates 

within the border and transcultural interaction theory.  This approach helps to 

explain how and why concerns about the fragile state of religion in England, 

English people’s suspicion towards the Ottoman Turks, and pervasive manhood 

anxieties helped to encourage or discourage interactions with the oriental 

import.  A borderland is a region where two different societies come face to face 

and even overlap, influencing interaction between them.34  Borderlands, 

paradoxically, create as well as reinforce political, social and cultural 

distinctions, but simultaneously stimulate new networks and arrangements or 

                                                
34 Quoted in Michiel Baud and Willem Van Schendel, “ Toward a Comparative History of 
Borderlands,” Journal of World History 8, no. 2 (Fall, 1997): 216, from Stanley Ross, “Forward,” in 
Views across the Border: The United States and Mexico, ed. Stanley Ross (Albuquerque: University 
of New Mexico Press, 1987), xii. 
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interactions across them.35  This phenomenon is well-explained by one of the 

most prominent studies.  Identifying four main categories of borderlands based 

on ideal-type borders and border regimes, the work shows the broad range of 

interactions that take place in these zones.36   

 The first type is the alienated borderlands, where transcultural 

interaction is almost totally absent, the second and third categories are co-

existent and inter-dependent ones, where because of their relatively open nature 

greater flow and levels of cross-border interaction are to be founded.37  The 

fourth type is the integrated borderlands where unrestricted movement of 

people, goods and ideas take place across them.38  While political forces remain 

prominent determinants for the existence of the variant border types, the 

distinct historical, social and cultural worldview of the borderlanders also play 

out in the level of cross-cultural intermingling, even in fluid borders.  Those 

open-minded and tolerant of cultural differences embrace the opportunity to 

interact with foreign cultures.39  Contrarily, the xenophobic keep their distance, 

because they see the intrusion of anything foreign as threatening to their 

national and cultural sovereignty.40  They even condemn the cosmopolitan 

enthusiasts for exposing their society to external influences, and proclaim them 
                                                
35 Baud and Van Schendel, “Toward a Comparative History of Borderlands,” 216. 
36 Oscar Martínez, Border People: Life and Society in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands (Tucson, The 
University of Arizona Press, 1994). 
37 Martínez, Border People, 5-8. 
38 Martínez, Border People, 9-10. 
39 Martínez, Border People, 19-21. 
40 Martínez, Border People, 19-21. 
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as disloyal and weak.  Sustained intermingling with foreigners and their cultural 

practices, in opponents’ view, dilutes national identity.41  As will be 

demonstrated in this dissertation, this phenomenon may occur irrespective of 

the border being a natural or a cultural one.42  Opponents of the rise of coffee 

drinking culture condemned coffee enthusiasts’ fervor for the drink and the 

establishment in which it was consumed, coffeehouses.  In their view, regular 

contact with the Turkish-imported cultural practice threatened coffee drinkers’ 

Englishness. 

 This dissertation argues that the Islamic-imported drink coffee moved 

that distant Ottoman Empire right to the doorstep of Christian England, creating 

a common cultural borderland between the two civilizations.  The new Anglo-

Ottoman cultural border made it possible for the English populace to engage in 

virtual cross-cultural interactions.  But the specific political and cultural 

dispositions of the English borderlanders played out in the new cultural 

boundary, and stimulated variant transcultural interchanges.  The optimists 

chafing under the puritan culture imposed under the Cromwellian regime, 1649-

1658, embraced interaction with the exotic novelty from the Islamic world.  They 

participated in a cultural practice, coffee drinking in the institution of the 

coffeehouse, in which their Turkish, Arab and Persian counterparts had engaged 

since the early sixteenth century.  Keeping their distance, conversely, pessimists 
                                                
41 Martínez, Border People, 19. 
42 Martinez focuses on transnational interactions across natural borders only. 
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vilified adoption of the customs of a non-Christian society, and saw coffee 

enthusiasts’ cosmopolitanism as sign of disloyalty to their Christian culture, 

creating deeper discord in the nation.  They proclaimed devotion to the Turkish-

imported habit as the embodiment of cultural degeneration, threatening, as this 

project will show, not just Englishmen’s religiosity, but also their manliness.  

Coffee and coffeehouses came from the Islamic empire, the land of the presumed 

effeminate Turks.  Immersion in the Ottoman cultural milieu of the 

coffeehouses, to detractors, compromised England’s cultural identity and 

sovereignty.  This helps to explain the interconnection between the distinct 

world view of the seventeenth-century English people when coffee and 

coffeehouses arrived in England, and the varied reception of the Ottoman-

imported cultural phenomenon.  

 

Methodology and sources 

 This dissertation draws on a rich collection of primary source materials, 

including coffee pamphlets, and early English manuscripts, homilies, 

travelogues, didactic marriage literature, periodicals, and broadside ballads on 

marriage and cuckoldry collected from archives in London, Oxford and 

California.  All of these sources have contributed to provide a fuller depiction of 

the specific not only specific social and cultural climate of seventeenth-century 

English society, but also English people’s conflicting attitudes towards coffee 
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and coffeehouses, the fragile state of religion in England, the Turks and Islam, 

marriage and Englishmen’s manhood.  Exploring seventeenth-century polemical 

pamphlets against the exotic novelty, including A Character of COFFEE and 

Coffee-House (1661), A Cup of Coffee: Coffee in its Colours (1663), The Women’s 

Petition Against Coffee (1664), A Broadside Against Coffee: Marriage of the Turk 

(1672), The Ale-Wives Complaint Against Coffee-Houses (1674) opens up myriad of 

questions about the geneses of anxieties swirling around the Turkish novelty.  

These include questions about opponents’ fear of the apostatizing and 

feminizing effects of coffee and mingling in coffeehouses.  To develop answers, I 

analyze and contextualize the disquieting discourses concerning coffee within 

the specific social and cultural setting at the time.   This analytical method helps 

to reveal and explain interconnections between contentious debates 

surrounding exotic coffee drinking practices and the historical and cultural 

circumstances from which they arose.   

 Manuscripts by Gilbert Burnet, Burnet’s History of His Own Time (1714) 

and Nehemiah Wallington’s Pious, Holy Godly and Christian Letters (1658), as 

well as printed literature such as Apocalypse (1653) by Alexander Ross serve as 

the richest sources that shed light on religious confusion in the absence of an 

established national church in postrevolution English society.  Where 

manuscripts and printed literature suggest ecclesiastical uncertainty in England, 

numerous sermons including The Churches and Ministery of England (1652) by 
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Francis Fullwood, Ephraim Pagitt’s Heresiography (1654) and An Exposition of the 

Catechism of the Church of England (1655) by William Nicholson show the 

prevalence of deep concerns about the precarious state of the English people’s 

religiosity before coffee drinking gained popularity in England.   

 To ascertain the origins of hostile anxieties directed against coffee 

drinking practices because of their association with the Turks and Islam, 

exploring early English travel narratives is of great importance.  The three most 

widely used travelogues advance our understanding of how distorted images of 

the Turks and Islam helped to cultivate perceptions in England about Islamic 

societies, resonating even in coffee detractors’ Islamophobic discourses.  During 

the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, travel writing proliferated as more 

Englishmen adventured abroad, including in the Ottoman Empire, and 

documented their observations and experiences during their journeys.  

Travelogues, including William Biddulph’s The Travel (1609), A Relation of a 

Journey (1615) by George Sandys and Henry Blount’s A Voyage into the Levant 

(1636) became among the most popularly read and consulted sources of 

information on distant cultures, particularly for those who did not travel abroad.  

 Analyzing representation of manliness in early English literature, 

instructional or satiric, on marriage and manhood such as Robert Cleaver’s A 

Godly Forme of Household Government (1598), A Bride Bush or a Wedding Sermon 

(1619) by William Whately and Cuckolds Haven: OR, The marryd mans miserie, 
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who must abide (1638) also points to a society already grappling with effeminacy 

and manhood anxiety.  Coffee pessimists castigating drinking coffee and regular 

socializing in coffeehouses as feminizing thus reflected English society’s 

pervasive concerns about Englishmen’s manliness.  

 

Chapter outline 

 This dissertation consists of four chapters.  The first chapter, in addition 

to tracing coffee’s origins, provides a history of seventeenth-century England 

with particular focus on the period between 1649 and 1652, immediately before 

the oriental novelty emerged in English society.  The purpose in this chapter is 

basically two-fold.  The first is to draw specific attention to the uproar, including 

legal and religious debates, surrounding the rise of coffee in fifteenth-century 

Islamic societies including Yemen, Turkey and Iran.  As in England around a 

century later, the diffusion of coffee into Muslim communities generated 

conflict.  To many, the zeal for the novelty seemed unsettling because of 

associated illicit practices, such as gambling in coffeehouses, and the alleged 

narcotic or intoxicating effect of the drink itself.  The second is to provide the 

history of the 1640s onward in England, seeking to deepen understanding about 

the specific political and religious strains created partly by the English 
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Revolution, that excited the polarized attitudes towards coffee, the Islamic-

imported drink.    

 The crux of the second chapter is to establish the interrelation between 

the disorienting state of religion in England, the prevalent fear of the attraction 

of Islam in English society, and the discourses against coffee and coffeehouses 

there.  Through examining primary sources such as pamphlets, sermons, 

religious policies on heterodoxy and early western literature on Islam, the 

chapter aims to demonstrate how the coffee mania helped to exacerbate pre-

existing anxieties.   It will show that to antagonists, the arrival of the Islamic 

liquor threatened the Islamization of England’s Christian culture.  Coffee critics 

warned English people against interaction with the exotic novelty.   The third 

chapter analyze three travelogues to show varied discourses on the Ottomans, 

biased and unbiased, in early and early modern literature.  Travel reports and 

other literature shows the reasons for English people’s conflicting views of their 

Muslim counterparts.  The aim is to reveal why many embraced coffee and 

coffeehouses in England, a Turkish cultural phenomenon, while by contrast 

others abhorred it and kept their distance.   

 Chapter four turns to the issue of manhood anxiety in early modern 

English society through the study of several English sources, including sermons, 

advice literature, newspapers, ballads and plays dealing with matrimony and 

cuckoldry.  It shows how the seemingly innocent drink, coffee, and the 
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establishments in which it was consumed, Turkish inspired coffeehouses, 

seemed menacing to English manhood, engendering contemptuous attitudes 

towards the Turkish habit and its followers.  To detractors, coffee drinking, a 

habit from the world known, as alleged in early English literature, for its 

effeminate males, feminized Englishmen, endangering their manly reputation.  

Loss of public honor, as the chapter will discuss, specifically damaged married 

men, whose social respectability as patriarchs rested with their sexual prowess.  

This was unavoidably a recipe for manhood anxiety.  While coffee drinking 

clearly did not make men impotent, its detractors invoked such fears to deter 

enthusiasts from interactions with the exotic cultural practices.  In the years 

1650s to 1680s, coffee became a metaphor for pre-existing manhood anxiety, 

lending it a nationalistic tone. 

 This dissertation uses borderland theory as a guiding framework, 

clarifying how  local social and cultural contingencies impeded or aided cross-

cultural interactions with coffee and coffeehouses and their customers.  It shed 

light on why the novelty exacerbated fears that already consumed English 

society.  Positive and negative reactions towards the rise of coffee and 

coffeehouses reflected English perceptions of the world around them, including 

the instability of both religion and manhood.  This project, with its new 

approach, hopes also to contribute to comparative history, investigating cases of 

transcultural interaction across separate historical settings.  Such studies will 
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help to identify recurring social and cultural mechanisms that determined the 

diffusion of foreign consumer products into seemingly homogenous societies.  

This dissertation also has the potential to encourage broader analytical 

possibilities for deconstructing Eurocentric enclosures of the past, and 

understanding previously neglected transcultural dialogues between England, 

continental Europe, and non-European societies in early modern history.            
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                     Chapter One  

 

       England in the post-English Revolution era, 1649-60 

    

Coffee and coffeehouses emerged in a society torn by the English Revolution, 

1642-49, which left its political, social and ecclesiastical institutions in chaos.   The 

regicide of Charles I in 1649, brought down monarchy, only to place the nation under 

the rule of a Puritan Parliament, and the dictatorial government of Oliver Cromwell.  

The suppression of the Anglican Church during the revolution left England without an 

established state church, but also created an unprecedented atmosphere fostering the 

rise of rival religious ideologies, and radical sectarians.  The simultaneous emergence 

of Ottoman coffee and coffeehouses in English society, permeating its already fragile 

Christian cultural space with an implicitly Islamic cultural product and practice, 

alarmed many.  It generated discourses against the integration of the phenomenon in a 

nation with its religious identity already in crisis.  To opponents, the rise of coffee and 

coffeehouses in their society, imported from the Islamic world at that, symbolized 

Turkish power over the English population, further jeopardizing England’s social and 

cultural sovereignty.1 Conversion to Islam was not uncommon in early Modern 

England.  Thousands of Englishmen and women traveling and living in the Ottoman 

																																																													
1	Anon., The Character of a Coffee-House (London, 1655), 1. 
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lands willingly abandoned their Christian faith and became Muslim.2  To coffee critics, 

thus, close interactions with the Turkish novelty signified turning “Turk” meaning 

Muslim.3   

This chapter first provides a brief history of the rise of coffee drinking culture in 

the Islamic world in the sixteenth century.  This shows that the diffusion of the novelty 

even into Muslim societies proved controversial.  Then, it will describe the historical 

context of mid-seventeenth century England, particularly regarding religion, to shed 

light on the topsy-turvy world in which coffee and coffeehouses arrived.  The aim is to 

provide the context for the succeeding chapters, which will demonstrate the 

interconnection between the mental worlds of the English populations after the 

English Revolution, and the sharply polarized discourses swirling the assimilation of 

coffee and coffeehouses into English society.       

 

Coffee’s rise in the Islamic world 

 Brewing coffee, and drinking it, seems to have been in Yemen as early as the mid 

fifteenth century.4 But coffee’s origins are shrouded in mystery and many legendary 

tales.  Early modern Western writers commonly traced the bean to Ethiopia where 

																																																													
2 Nabil Matar, Islam in Britain: 1558-1685 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 14-49. 
3 Anon., A Cup of Coffee: or, Coffee in its Colours (London, 1663). Available in EEBO. 
4 Ralph S. Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses: The Origins of a Social Beverage in the Medieval Near East 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1988), 4. 
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supposedly a goatherd noticed his goats’ unusual energy and rambunctious insomnia 

each time they had grazed on the fruits, the berries, of coffee plant.5  But in the Islamic 

societies, there is a general agreement that the first use of coffee was in Yemen, and 

most stories connect it to mystical Sufi religious orders that embraced the drink for 

devotional purposes.  According to one early modern account, a learned Sufi, al-

Dhabhānī, traveled to Ethiopia sometimes during the mid fifteenth century to conduct 

some affairs, and there he noticed that people were using qahwa, or coffee.6  Al-

Dhabhānī was not a Sufi during his journey.  The word qahwa, already in use among 

Arabs before coffee was known, is often associated with the place Kaffa, a region in 

Ethiopia, and it is possible that the berry or its beverage was first named after the 

region.  Qahwa was originally the word for wine, which is why many in Western 

societies referred to coffee as the wine of Islam.  While it is not clear whether Al-

Dhabhānī was referring to the eating of the berries, known as bunn in Arabic, or 

drinking the beverage, the Sufi himself, once back in Yemen, purportedly, drank coffee 

to cure his illness.   Al-Dhabhānī also spoke of several properties of qahwa including 

the fact that it drove away fatigue and lethargy, refreshed the body’s vigor and 

promoted wakefulness.  He is believed to have been among the first to introduce coffee 

drinking to Yemen, because presumably once a Sufi, he introduced the drink to other 

Sufis, and thereafter to the general public, the common and the learned alike.  Most 

other accounts of the advent of the beverage in Islamic societies, similarly trace it to 
																																																													
5 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 14-15. 
6 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 14-18. 
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the same milieu, the Sufis in Yemen, who then spread it to the rest of the local 

population.7  Coffee was brought to other areas in the Islamic lands, including Mecca, 

Cairo and Istanbul by early modern traders and travelers in Yemen, where it quickly 

gained popularity.  While the beverage remained popular as one of the props for the 

nocturnal devotional rituals of the Sufis, for the rest of the population it served as a 

pleasant stimulus for discourse and sociability.8   

 Coffee drinking was embraced particularly by Muslims, because unlike non-

Muslims they were banned from frequenting taverns and drinking intoxicating 

beverages such as wine.9  Coffeehouses, springing from the Islamic lands, thus became 

essentially Muslim establishments.    They became popular sites where Muslims 

congregated on nights of Ramadan, the Islamic fasting month, to break their fast, drink 

coffee and socialize.   It was the association of seventeenth-century English 

coffeehouses with those in the Islamic world that contributed to polarized reactions to 

it.  While coffee and the establishment in which it was consumed inspired the curious 

English populace to embrace the novelty, it also dissuaded xenophobes from sampling 

the exotic cultural phenomenon. 

 The diffusion of coffee and coffeehouses into Islamic cultures alarmed the 

religious leaders, physicians and state officials, generating theological and secular 

																																																													
7 Bennett Alan Weinberg, The World of Coffeine (New York: Routledge, 2002), 11; Hattox, Coffee and 
Coffeehouses, 18-22. The Sufi order al-Shadhiliya was also believed to have introduced coffee in Yemen. 
8 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 14-18. 
9 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 78, & 96. 
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discourses about the lawfulness, health risks and virtues of the novelty.  Ecclesiastic 

leaders, such as the Muftis and Ulema, debated about whether the drink was 

intoxicating, since coffee was not mentioned in the Qur’an, and whether it should be 

banned.  Medical experts focused on the legitimacy of the claims about coffee’s health 

virtues made by those without any medical knowledge.  Others examined reports on the 

mental suffering of those who consumed the beverage regularly.  Religious and secular 

experts remained divided even among themselves, in their opinions.  For instance, 

while some clergymen declared coffee’s use legal because of the absence of any 

intoxicating effect, others, using the physicians arguments on the risks to the faculties 

of its consumers, declared it against Islamic law and issued fatwas for its prohibition.10  

Similarly, some medical experts thought of coffee not just as a beverage but as a 

medicine.  They refuted the theories of others in the field, and argued for the health 

benefits of coffee, whether its berries or drink, for those suffering from excess 

moisture.11  The hot drink, they argued, also quenched thirst.12  

 But coffeehouse culture seemed to alarm civil authorities the most.  To them, 

the craze took the Muslims away from their religious duties, resulting in loose morals.  

Instead of going to the mosque, men gathered almost daily to drink coffee and play 

																																																													
10 Weinberg and Bealer, The World of Caffeine, 11-12; Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 36-41, & 57-59. 
Fatwa is an Islamic ruling issued by experts in Islamic laws, such as the Muftis and Imams.  
11 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 65. 
12 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 70. 
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games such as chess or backgammon, which often involved gambling.13  More 

unsettling, however, coffeehouses served as the forums for ventilating of opinions, 

seditious news and discontent with the state and its policies.14  Muslim authorities thus 

took measures to close down coffeehouses and prohibit coffee drinking, even punishing 

those who defied the laws.  In Mecca in 1511, coffee trade or consumption were 

outlawed, and those breaking the law were cudgeled publicly.15  Confiscated coffee 

beans was burnt in the streets.   Mecca was not the only city in which coffee consumers 

were persecuted.  Appearing in the early sixteenth-century in Cairo, coffeehouse mania 

also drew the attention of the state authorities.  Between 1523 and 1539, concerns 

about coffeehouses’ popularity, particularly during Ramadan, prompted severe 

measures against them, including banning them and punishing their clientele.  Mobs, 

as well as the commander of the night watch, regularly attacked coffeehouses, 

destroyed their contents, and dragged off those they found there, even tying them up in 

irons.16    

 Upon its introduction into Istanbul in the mid-sixteenth century, coffee drinking 

also became an obsession of the age.  By the 1570s, over six hundred coffeehouses, 

simple and grand, stood in the city, attracting clients from all walks of life, including 

																																																													
13 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 98-99. 
14 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 102; Weinberg and Bealer, The World of Caffeine, 15. 
15 Scott F. Parker and Michael W. Austin, Coffee, Philosophy for Everyone (Malden, MA: Wiley Blackwell, 
2011), 10; Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 35-36. 
16 Markman Ellis, The Coffee-House: A Cultural History (London: Phoenix, 2004), 15; Weinberg and Bealer, 
The World of Caffeine, 14; Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 40.  
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religious functionaries.17  The rise of Turkish coffeehouses also provoked anxiety 

among officials, including the Sultan, who saw them as places for troublesome 

activities.  Fearing the rise of opposition against him, Murat III, 1574-95, declared the 

establishments forbidden, and tortured their former proprietors.  In 1633, Sultan Murat 

IV, 1623-40, fearing rebellion, and partly influenced by the puritanic religious group 

Kadizadeli, banned coffee altogether.18  Coffeehouse customers and proprietors were 

often sewn up in bags and thrown in the Bosphorus.  These measures, whether in 

Istanbul or other Islamic cities, drove the practice of coffee drinking into homes for a 

while, but eventually coffee drinking in coffeehouses prevailed.  The persistent 

popularity of coffee drinking and coffeehouses even in twenty-first century Islamic 

cities and towns, reveals none of the policies to abolish coffee drinking and 

coffeehouses could dispel public passion.  As the following chapters will demonstrate, 

despite English coffee opponents’ hostile discourses against the craze for coffee and 

coffeehouses in England, enthusiasts continued congregating in coffeehouses to 

consume the exotic beverage and socialize there for hours and hours, sometimes daily, 

a practice still popular among the English population.  Coffee’s arrival in England 

generated similar controversy as in Islamic lands, exacerbated by the nation’s mid-

seventeenth century cultural and religious crisis.    

 

																																																													
17 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 73-97. 
18 Weinberg and Bealer, The World of Caffeine, 13-15.  
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The religious chaos in England, 1649-1660 

A century after the Henry VIII’s Reformation, Protestant England was torn apart 

by civil wars in which religious conflict played a major role.  In 1640, Charles I, 

financially stressed by the cost of his wars, convened the Parliament that for the next 

two decades remained adjourned.  Shortly after, the Parliament began agitating over a 

series of issues, including religion.   Deep discontent with the presumed popish 

ecclesiastical regime of Charles I and his hated bishop William Laud, 1633-44, led to 

seven years of savage wars, 1642-49, between the King and Parliament.  Religion 

provoked fears on both sides.  Parliament was alarmed by the royal court’s “Catholic 

cultural ambience,” and its direct control of clerics and parishes.19   This angst was 

further fueled by the king’s interest in the reformation of manners rather than in 

religious belief.  The English Reformation, to Charles I, had done much damage to 

obedience.  The monarch wished to eradicate the role of doctrine and religious belief of 

any kind and create a new uniform culture of worship and absolute conformity.20  This 

did not sit well the Parliament, composed of members of the established Church of 

England, or with religious non-conformists excluded from Parliament.  The King, they 

believed, was in conscience a Catholic, and enemy of the very Reformation itself.21 

																																																													
19 Jonathan Scott, England’s Troubles: Seventeenth-Century English Political Stability in European Context ( 
New Yorks: Cambridge University, 2000), 122-28.  
20 Scott, England’s Troubles, 128. 
21 Scott, England’s Troubles, 131. 
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Royalist’s fear for the monarchy was further exacerbated by the Puritans’ anti-

popery attitudes, including those of the Presbyterians and Independents.22  The 

Presbyterians, a conservative Puritan order, opposed the hierarchy of bishops, claiming 

it as popish, a point of contention between them and Charles I.23  They favored a 

national church with simple liturgy, embracing all people, and in the 1650s even 

pushed for idea that the national church should be Presbyterian in form.   On the other 

hand, mainly allied with Oliver Cromwell, the Independent Puritans, while opposing 

clerical hierarchy, envisioned a church composed of independent congregations, 

tolerating an array of Protestant sects.24  When they gained control of government and 

church, both Presbyterians and Independents tried to suppress all who opposed their 

religious ideas.   

For most royalists, however, the Presbyterian or Independent sort of religious 

settlement would result in a powerless church and a disorienting religious pluralism.25  

According to one royalist bishop, Puritans had created factions in the nation; he called 

them “worse than Papists.”26  By 1642, fear of the king’s arbitrary rule and religious 

policies became central to the outbreak of the English Revolution, which culminated in 

the trial and beheading of Charles I in 1649, the disestablishment of the state church, 

																																																													
22 Scott, England’s Troubles, 97. 
23 Ethyn Williams Kirby, “The English Presbyterians in the Westminster Assembly,” Church History 33, 
no. 4 (Dec., 1964): 418-428. 
24 Jeffrey R. Collins, “Thomas Hobbs and the Blackloist Conspiracy of 1649,” The Historical Journal 45, no. 
2 (June, 2002): 306. 
25 Collins, “Thomas Hobbs and the Blackloist Conspiracy,” 306. 
26 Scott, England’s Troubles, 123-27. 
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meaning the Church of England, and the rise of Oliver Cromwell’s rule.  England was 

declared a republican Commonwealth.  In 1653, the Instrument of Government, a 

constitutional document, established the Commonwealth as a Protectorate under the 

personal rule of Oliver Cromwell, who ruled until his death in 1658.27   

The English Revolution and its aftermath gave rise to diverse Puritan religious 

sectaries with unthinkable radical ideas and beliefs, including those with eschatological 

visions such as Christ’s second coming, and those who questioned the very nature of 

religion altogether.  These included the Levellers, Fifth Monarchists, Quakers and 

Ranters, some of whom, as suggested in early modern English anti-coffee pamphlets, 

frequented coffeehouses where they debated religious ideas.  Condemning the exotic 

establishments and their clients, coffee critics mocked the establishments for having 

“hodge-podge of…Company,” such as the Levellers and the “mad” Fifth Monarchists.28  

Coffee thus became associated with religious heterodoxy, and after the Restoration 

specifically with threats to the monarchy, a view which lingered on until the close of 

the seventeenth century.  But of course, as we will see, men from every walk of life 

frequented coffeehouses. 

																																																													
27 The Protectorate included all three kingdoms: England, Scotland, and Ireland. 
28 The Character of A Coffee-House, 3; The Coffee Scuffle, Occasioned by a Contest Between Learned Knight, 
and a Pitifull Pedagogue with The Character of a Coffee-House (London, 1662), 4, #17. Available in EEBO.  
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The Leveller movement began in 1647 with the publication of A Remonstrance of 

Many Thousand Citizens, establishing their basic message.29  They called for a 

democratic and egalitarian Commonwealth, a republic, as well as liberty of conscience.  

While advocating godly government, they insisted on the sovereign power of the people 

of England.  They promoted freedom of religion and argued that everyone should have 

liberty of conscience, not to be dictated by clerics.30  Some Levellers called the clerics 

the “black guard of Satan.”31  At the same, they proclaimed the Scripture as the only 

guide for the ministry and worship of the church.32  Separation of church and state, as 

well as religious pluralism remained central to the Levellers’ ideology.  Unity in 

religion, in their view, was Christian, but uniformity “antichristian.”33  

The millenarian Fifth Monarchists, on the other hand, expected the return of 

Christ who, as prophesied in the Book of Revelations, would rule the world through his 

elected saints, the godly men.34 The civil wars of the 1640s, and the regicide of the King 

																																																													
29 This document, written mainly by Richard Overton and William Walwyn in 1646, proclaimed the 
sovereignty of the people, and advocated abolition of monarchy and the House of Lords. 
30 William Walwyn, A Pearle in a Dounghill (1646), quoted in  J. C. Davis, “Religion and the Struggle for 
Freedom in the English Revolution,” The Historical Journal 35, no. 3 (Sep., 1992): 519. Christopher Hill, 
The World Turned Upside Down (New York: Penguin Books, 1991), 37, 98-101.  
31 John Lilburne, London Liberty in Chains (London: 1646), 42, quoted in Christopher Hill, The World 
Turned Upside Down, 37.   
32 Edmund Leites, “Conscience, Leisure, and Learning: Locke and the Levellers,” Sociological Analysis 39, 
no. 1 (Spring, 1978): 38-40; Tristram Hunt, The English Civil War, (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 
2002), 210-211. 
33 Christopher Hill, The World Turned Upside Down (New York: Penguin Books, 1991), 99-100.  
34 Tristram Hunt, The English Civil War (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2002), 211; Champlin Burrage, “The 
Fifth Monarchists,” The English Historical Review 25, no. 11 (Oct., 1910): 722, in which the author also 
points out that the Fifth Monarchists were among those who organized several plots against 
Cromwellian government. The exact dates of this event varied between 1652 to 1666, according to the 
individual interpretations. Members of the Fifth Monarchy Men consisted of the Independents and 
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heralded the arrival of the New Kingdom, they believed.   In response to increasing 

insecurity due to political and civil turmoil, millenarian beliefs became increasingly 

prevalent.  While many believed that the second coming would be a spiritual revelation, 

the Fifth Monarchists expected a physical return in which Jesus would reign as king, 

upon the establishment of a godly government on earth.35  According to their doctrine, 

it was only the duty of the saints, meaning members of Cromwell’s New Model Army, to 

guide the government toward the godly path.36  But Cromwell’s ambiguous stance on 

religious pluralism left the radical sect frustrated, denouncing his regime for its 

apostasy, even calling for the use of armed resistance.37  Their female prophets also 

criticized the Cromwellian government and its lack of sympathy towards the poor.   

The English Revolution provided greater opportunities for women to exert their 

influence in English society, by expressing their ideas publicly.  Denied access to most 

public activities, many English women turned to religion.  They saw religious belief as 

the key to engage actively in voicing out their criticism of the ecclesiastical status 

quo.38  The explosion of the press in this period, without much censorship, English 

women realized that exchange of their ideas became easier.  Many female radical 

																																																																																																																																																																																																				
Baptist laymen and ministers, who had joined the New Model Army during the Civil War, General and 
Particular Baptists congregations.  
35 Mark R. Bell, Apocalypse How? Baptist Movements during the English Revolution (Macon: Mercer 
University Press, 2000). 
36 Brown, The Baptists and Fifth Monarchy Men, 225-26. Anon, A Judgement & Condemnation of the 
Monarchy-Men, Their Late Insurrection (London: 1651/1661), 6-9. 
37 Mark R. Bell, Apocalypse How?, 183-186; Brown, The Baptists and Fifth Monarchy Men, 26. 
38 Patricia Crawford, “The Challenge to Patriarchalism: How did the Revolution affect Women,” in 
Revolution and Restoration, England in the 1650s, ed. John Morrill (London: Collins & Brown, 1992), 120.   
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sectaries in particular, wrote and published their prophecies.39  The Fifth Monarchist 

women such as Mary Cary and Anna Trapnel, declaring themselves as prophets, wrote 

about a godly society, the New Jerusalem, and publicly criticized the rule of the rich.40  

They saw themselves as instrument of Christ to promote the gospel.41   

As for the Ranters, scholars trace their origins to the early Familists and 

Brownists who existed underground since the reign of Elizabeth I, 1558-1603. These 

groups believed that every day was a Sabbath, and rejected formal ministry.42  The 

Ranters, although relatively small in numbers, epitomized the extravagant gestures of 

seventeenth-century radicalism.  They saw themselves endowed with self-proclaimed 

divine authority.  God, they declared, lived in every man and that man and God were 

one.  They thus saw no need for church, ministers, communion, and the Scripture.43  

Refuting the idea of hell and heaven, some even proclaimed the Devil as God, 

damnation as salvation, and sin as holiness.44 They mainly used taverns and ale-houses 

as their meeting places and proclaimed eating and drinking as the holy sacrament.  As 

one contemporary preacher wrote, religion was now “the common discourse and table-

																																																													
39 Phyllis Mack, “Women as Prophets during the English Civil War,” Feminist Studies 8, no. 1 (Spring, 
1982): 23, in which the author argues that many women in this period also took advantage of Cromwell’s 
policy of religious toleration to preach and publish.  
40 Morrill, Revolution and Restoration, 120.    
41 Morrill, Revolution and Restoration, 120. 
42 Christopher Hill, The World Turned Upside Down (New York: Penguin Books, 1975), 184. 
43 Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 205-07. 
44 Clarkson, Laurence, A single eye all light, no darkness; or light and darkness one (London: 1650), 10, 
E.614 (1), British Library (BL), London, England.  
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talk in every tavern” among the wicked and blasphemers.45  Some scholars argue that 

the true revolutionary voice of the seventeenth century was heard in the writings 

produced by the Ranters.46  Their blasphemous behaviors, including sensual lusts, 

feasting, excess drinking and singing perverse hymns created great hysteria in 

England.47   

The Diggers’ revolutionary ideology called for the end of the Monarchy, 

dismantling of the state church, and complete religious toleration.  It centered around 

improving the plight of the people at the lower rungs of English Society, the overlooked 

or forgotten man.  The Diggers believed that God sided with the poor, and through his 

Son Christ filled them with blessings, including liberty.48 Under their agenda of 

“levelling of all estates,” they claimed the whole of England, including royalists’ land, 

as communal land for all.49  They established all sorts of communities in various cities 

and towns, including London.  The Diggers also called for the end of the monarchy, the 

dismantling of the state church, and complete religious toleration.  The defeat of the 

																																																													
45 Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 198. The surviving early modern English coffee pamphlets make 
no mention of the Ranters as part of the coffee-drinking milieu.  
46 Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 210-11. A famous Ranter Abiezer Coppe, founder of the Ranters, 
even wrote about how he would demonstrate in front of coaches and hundreds of privileged men and 
women, even gnashing with his teeth at some of them.   
47 Hunt, The English Civil War, 215;  David Underdown, Revel, Riot and Rebellion (Oxford & New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1989), 248-49. J. C. Davis, “Religion and the Struggle for Freedom in the English 
Revolution,” The Historical Journal 35, no. 3 (Sep., 1992): 516. Abiezer Coppe was the founder of the 
Ranters. The sect was also known as the mad crew. 
48 T. Wilson Hayes, Winstanley the Digger (Massachusetts: Harvard University press, 1979), 9 & 25; J. C. 
Davis, “Religion and the Struggle for Freedom in the English Revolution,” The Historical Journal 35, no. 3 
(Sep., 1992): 512. 
49 Hunt, The English Civil War, 213. 
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selfish and corrupt power of the Commonwealth and churches, their prophet wrote in 

1649, was at hand.50   

Rural in origin, the Quakers appeared first between 1651 and 1652, and also 

frequented coffeehouses.  Similar to other radical sectaries, they also believed that the 

last days were upon them.  They proclaimed the light of Christ was within every person 

to be a sufficient guide for a godly life, salvation and perfection.  Emphasizing the 

guidance of the inner light, the Quakers strongly rejected the Scripture, ministry and 

formal church worship.51  Interestingly, the English coffeehouses became one of the 

popular meeting places for the group.  Unlike the Ranters, the religious order frowned 

upon ale-houses.  For the “Major part of the Quakers,” as English coffeehouse 

opponents claimed with some exaggeration, the establishment now became the place 

of their religion. 52  Of course, the intent was not only to mock coffeehouse advocates, 

but also condemn their proprietors for deceiving their patrons by providing an 

egalitarian environment in which people from all sorts now congregated to drink 

coffee.  The intermingling with the novelty, an Islamic one at that, as will be 

demonstrated, exacerbated the anxieties about the explosion of religious heterodoxy in 

England.   To many, the rise of the Islamic-imported coffeehouse culture in a society 

with its religiosity in flux was alarming.   

																																																													
50 Hayes, Winstanley,25;  Winstanley referred to member of the state and church as serpents.  
51 Kate Peters, Print Culture and the Early Quakers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 2. John 
Morrill, “Introduction,” in Revolution and Restoration England in the 1650s, ed. John Morrill (London: 
Collins & Brown, 1992): 10. 
52 Anon., The Ale-Wives Complaint against Coffee-Houses, (London: 1665), 64-65. 
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Quaker women such as Elizabeth Poole and Margaret Simmond were also 

actively involved in spreading their religious tenets.  Many preached publicly and 

undertook missionary activities in the whole of England.53  Some of the more 

courageous ones even arranged public dramas to draw more audiences to their message 

of life guided by the inner light.54  To the horror of the public, as one can imagine, some 

even appeared naked.  The intent was to demonstrate that outward covering would not 

hide human’s sinful nature.55   As a whole, the Quakers denounced formal ministry, 

church and the holy Sacrament.  Unlike the Ranters,  numerically they also appeared 

more significant than other non-conformist religious groups.  They comprised nearly 

three per cent of the population in any given area in England.  The Quakers indeed 

came to be seen as a significant challenge to Puritanism.56  

Diversity in heterodoxy during the Interregnum did not stop at religious 

radicalism.  There were also those who rejected revealed religion altogether.  Known as 

Deists, or Freethinkers, these unbelievers rejected Christianity itself on the grounds 

that it lacked rational proofs.  To Presbyterian theologian Richard Baxter, 1615-1699, 

who saw them as infidels, the deniers of God and religion also posed great danger to the 

																																																													
53 Out of 300 women prophets, or visionaries, in seventeenth-century England 220 were Quakers. For 
more see, Phyllis Mack, “Women as prophets during the English Civil War,” Feminist Studies 8, no. 1 
(Spring, 1982): 18-45. 
54 Morrill, Revolution and Resurrection, 121-22. 
55 Morrill, Revolution and Resurrection, 121. 
56 Peters, Print Culture and the Early Quakers, 4.  
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Christian culture of England.57   Obviously, it is difficult to claim for certain the 

definitiveness of the religio-political ideologies of English radical sectaries.  At the 

same time, there is little doubt that the rise of radical sectarianism was response to a 

pervasive anxieties brought on by a failed revolution.   Overthrowing the monarchy and 

its religious establishment had disfigured English society and turned the entire 

ecclesiastical order upside down.  As leader of the Diggers Gerard Winstanley put it, the 

whole old world was “running up like parchment in the fire.”58  Many dismayed by the 

strains and contradictions of revolution “did not know where to begin or where to end,” 

one Puritan wrote.59  In such a turbulent religious atmosphere, orthodoxy lacked its 

theological definition and authority, resulting in unrestrained religious beliefs and 

practices.  The fluidity of religious affiliation during this period was a case in point.   In 

the absence of a solid ecclesiastical discipline, many felt free to move from one 

religious group to another.  Some, for instance, who began as Presbyterians would pass 

on to Congregational, Baptist, and eventually to millenarian opinions.60   

The fragmentation was also prevalent among the competing radical sectaries.  It 

was not unusual for a Quaker to join the Levellers, as their radical expectation evolved, 

																																																													
57 Richard Baxter, The Unreasonableness of Infidelity (London, 1655), Preface, and Part iv: The Arrogancy of 
Reason, 1-77. 
58 Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 14.  
59 Nehemiah Wallington, “Pious, Holy Godly and Christian Letters” (1635-58), Sloane MS 922, fos.105, r-
v, BL, London, England.  
60 James F. Maclear, “Quakerism and the End of the Interregnum: A Chapter in the Domestication of 
Radical Puritanism,” Church History 19, no. 4 (July, 2009): 241. 
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or for a Quaker to join the Diggers or the Ranters.61  Even the staunch Anglicans, in the 

absence of the Church of England, were now moving in out of now different religious 

groups, including the Puritans, Presbyterians and Independents.62  This precarious state 

of the English population’s religiosity, understandably, explains why the coffee 

detractors feared that going to coffeehouses and drinking the Turkish beverage would 

turn English consumers to Islam.   The close interactions with the Turkish novelty as 

the critics cried out, turned the enthusiasts “Turks” meaning Muslims.63   

Trepidation about the chaotic ecclesiastical order dominated seventeenth-

century English scene.  In 1652, the year that the Islamic beverage coffee emerged in 

England, the Venetian ambassador, Lorenzo Paulucci, wrote of the prevalent anxiety 

about religious turmoil in England.64  Paulucci reported witnessing a public preacher 

insulted by a mob who drew swords on the man and pulled him down from the pulpit.  

The English Revolution, to the dismay of its supporters, brought a complicated mix of 

hope, opportunity, and disappointment.  While some Puritans envisioned the 

revolution would make a true and unified Protestant commonwealth under a godly rule 

																																																													
61 Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 14; John Morrill, “The Puritan Revolution,” in John Coffey and 
Paul C. H. Lim, eds., Puritanism (Cambridge: Cambridge Press, 2008), 78-79.  Lawrence Clarkson, a 
Ranter, had inhabited the labels of Anglican, Independent, Seeker, and Muggletonian in succession. John 
Lilburne was first a leveler, and then joined the Quakers. See also, Andrew Sharp, ed., Political Ideas of the 
English Civil Wars 1641-1649 (New York: Longman, 1983), 185. 
62 Francis Fullwood, The Churches and Ministery of England, True Churches and True Ministery (London: 
1652), B2.  
63 Anon., A Cup of Coffee: or, Coffee in its Colours (London, 1663). Available in EEBO.  
64 Calendar of State Papers Relating to English Affairs in the Archives of Venice (CSP), Volume 28: 1647-1652 
(Published in 1927), 289-302, Lorenzo Paulucci, Venetian Secretary in England, to Giovanni Sagredo, the 
Ambassador in France, (fn. 4), Institute of Historical Research (IHR), London, England. 
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possible, others, mainly radical sectaries, hoped that it would secure religious 

pluralism. 65  To the latter, the collapse of the absolute authority of the Church of 

England meant denominational liberty and freedom to worship as they chose.  This was 

partly because of Cromwell’s rhetoric of liberty of conscience during the war years.   

The English Revolution, however, did not go far enough.  It failed to fundamentally 

transform the ecclesiastical order, and to secure religious liberty.  Once Oliver 

Cromwell seized the control of the state, the heydays of those hoping for religious 

freedom withered.  By 1653, under the Cromwellian written constitution known as the 

Instrument of Government, most radical religious groups, including the Fifth 

Monarchists, Ranters and Quakers found themselves banned.66  Angered by Cromwell’s 

quasi-monarchical rule, they declared him as the antichrist himself and proclaimed the 

Kingdom of Christ to be at hand.67  The government, on the other hand, engulfed by 

fear of the dangerous fanatic sectaries, found itself in a dilemma.  They had to confront 

the Catholics and Anglicans on one side, and the various radical religious sects, not to 

mention the rapidly growing mania for a newfangled Islamic cultural rite, coffee 

drinking, on the other.  Faced with this crisis, the whole of England found itself at a 

crossroads.  
																																																													
65 English Puritans comprised all of those who believed in the true reformation of the church, particularly 
after the advent of the English Reformation in the 1530s, by completely eradicating its Catholic character 
and tendencies, including beliefs, rituals, ministry, and its physical appearance.  In their view, the church 
under Charles I signified the resurgence of Roman Catholicism, and as reformed believers, they should 
agitate for more pure Protestantism. 
66 The Instrument of Government was created in December 1653 and was formally presented to 
Cromwell. In a pompous spectacle at Westminster Hall, the Instrument also installed Cromwell as the 
Protectorate on December 16, 1653.   
67 Brown, The Baptists and Fifth Monarchy Men, 45. 
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The Cromwellian regime and radical heterodoxy 

 Throughout the epochal periods of Cromwell’s rule, disputes over England’s 

atomized state of its ecclesiastics played a decisive role in the religious future of the 

Commonwealth.68  Cromwell embarked on radical reforms to stabilize the fragile state 

of religion.  These included efforts to improve the quality of the ministry and to extend 

liberty of conscience more widely.  Cromwell strongly believed that he was appointed 

by God to bring true reformation to the nation and church.69  Reform and freedom of 

religion were the only ways to create, as he believed, a true Christian nation, and lead 

the people to more Godly life.70  Upon becoming the Protector, Cromwell thus began to 

use the Parliament to unify the interest of the nation with those of the people of God.  

He argued that the Instrument of Government provided liberty to all people of God, and 

that as the representative of the whole realm, the Parliament should grant liberty of 

																																																													
68 The term Commonwealth is loosely used to describe the system of government during the whole of 
1649 to 1660, when England was de facto and arguably de jure, a republic.  
69 Gaunt, Cromwell, 30-31. Also see, Patrick Little and David L. Smith, Parliaments and Politics during the 
Cromwellian Protectorate (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 148-157.  
70 These were the same discourses with which Cromwell stirred his army’s inspiration during the war. 
Cromwell’s New Model Army, historians argue, was in itself an embodiment of his deep conviction about 
Godly Rule. He turned the army camps into a “visible Kingdom of Christ,” where soldiers or “Saints in 
arms,” as he called them, prayed daily, listened to preachers, and received elaborate rules and advice 
against committing all sorts of sins. The saint soldiers were being groomed to establish a godly kingdom 
on earth.   But, the role of the saints, those who fought on Cromwell’s side in the hope of advancing a 
godly rule, was brief. Like Cromwell, most of his military officers, such as Matthew Alured, John Okey, 
Thomas Saunders, and John Wildman, believed the hand of providence guided the godly army and its 
mission to free the nation, and establish a godly government. These officers were among the first army 
officers who were elected to the first Protectorate Parliament in 1654.  For more see, Barbara Taft, “The 
Humble Petition of Several Colonels of the Army,” Huntington Library Quarterly 42, no. 1 (Winter, 1978), 
15-41; William Lamont, Puritanism and the English Revolution, Volume II, Godly Rule: Politics and Religion 
1630-1660 (Hampshire: Ashgate, 1991), 136-38; Michael Walzer, Revolution of the Saints (London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1966), 13, quoted in William Lamont, Puritanism and the English Revolution, 
Volume II, Godly Rule: Politics and Religion 1630-1660, 137-38.  
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conscience and foster peaceful coexistence among all godly people of England.71  

Exception to this rule was the former Anglicans and Roman Catholics.  Under the guise 

of the Instrument, this liberty was extended to anyone who believed in Jesus Christ, 

except those who owed dual loyalty to Rome and to the crown, the Catholics.72  No one, 

according to the new constitution, should be compelled, even in partaking of the 

Sacrament, by penalties or force, but to “win them” only through sound instruction 

provided in the Scripture’s teachings.73  Perhaps it was belief in such principles that had 

inspired Cromwell to pass the so-called Toleration Act of 1650.  This act repealed all 

previous acts, including the Elizabethan 1558 Acts of Supremacy and Uniformity, which 

imposed mandatory attendance at church on Sundays, whether Catholics and 

Protestants.74  The Acts of Supremacy required that every person above the age of 

sixteen years who did not attend at some church, chapel, or usual place of common 

prayer would be lawfully convicted and “shall forfeit to the Queen’s Majesty for every 

																																																													
71Patrick Little and David L. Smith, Parliaments and Politics during the Cromwellian Protectorate 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007) , 202-205. 
72 John Morrill, “The Puritan Revolution,” in Puritanism, John Coffey and Paul C. H. Lim (Cambridge; 
Cambridge University press, 2008), 80-81. Also see, Ivan Alan Roots, Speeches of Oliver Cromwell 
(London: Dent, 1989), 67. Writings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell, ed. W.C. Abbot, 4 vols. (Cambridge, 
MA, 1937-47), IV, (The Protectorate 1655-1658), 368-9. 
73 John Coffey and Paul C. H. Lim, Puritanism (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 80-81 
74 The magistrate, according to such acts, had to prove whether each person had attended some of form 
of worship, and to impose penalties if they had not been at a service; John Morrill, “The Puritan 
Revolution,” John Coffey and Paul C. H. Lim , Puritanism (Cambridge; Cambridge University press, 2008), 
80. The Act was based upon the 1650 An Act for the repeal of several clauses in statutes imposing penalties 
for not coming to church. 
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month . . . £20 of lawful English money.”75 Recognizing its impracticality, the 

Cromwellian Parliament later repealed the act and never printed it again.76 

The Instrument also accorded freedom to all groups whose religious practices 

did not cause civil disturbance to others.77  Non-conformists, including the Levellers, 

Ranters and Quakers, faced no punishment, at least not during the first nine months of 

the Protectorate, when Cromwell and the Parliament debated about to what extent, if 

at all, there should be toleration of dissent. The liberty of conscience and liberty of 

subjects, as Cromwell proclaimed in his speech in 1654, were two glorious things given 

to mankind by God.78  But despite Cromwell’s pro-tolerance discourses, the 

Protectorate Parliament reflected the widespread unease, including that of its 

Presbyterian members, about liberating the sectarian errors and blasphemies.  Sir 

Arthur Hesilrige and Thomas Scott, both staunch critics of Cromwell’s regime, declared 

																																																													
75 Act for the Repeal of Several Clauses in Statutes Imposing Penalties for Not Coming to Church (1650).  After 
diligent search, I found a copy of this source in  “URL: 
http://www.britishhistory.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=56416.” According to the Elizabeth’s Act for the 
Repeal, upon every Lord's day, stated the Supremacy Act, days of public thanksgiving and humiliation, 
every person had to zealously resort to a public place where the service and worship of God was 
exercised.  On the said days, everyone had to be present at some place to engage in some religious duty, 
either of prayer, preaching, reading or expounding the scriptures.  Repeated offenders, within the space 
of twelve months, would be bound “in the sum of £200 at the least,” and would remain “bound until such 
time as the persons so bound do conform themselves and come to the church.” Act for the Repeal of 
Several Clauses in Statutes Imposing Penalties for Not Coming to Church (1650).  Date accessed: 18 
September 2011.  For more see, Acts and Ordinances of the Interregnum, 1642-1660, Collected and ed. by 
C.H. Firth and R.S. Rait for the Statute Law Committee, 3 Volumes (London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1911), 
423-425, Volume II. 
76 Coffey, Puritanism, 80.  
77 Coffey, Puritanism, 81. 
78 Wilbur Cortez Abbott, Writings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell, ed. W.C. Abbot, 4 vols. (Cambridge, 
MA, 1937-47), IV, (The Protectorate 1655-1658), 368.; J.C. Davis, Oliver Cromwell, (New York: Oxford 
University press, 2001), 78-80, in which he emphasizes on Cromwell as man of God with a heart-felt 
providentialism in actions and utterances.  
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the Instrument of Government a blunder and without right foundation.79  They saw its 

rather lenient measures as a blow to the whole idea of uniformity of the 

Commonwealth.  The irrationality of the sectaries, like those of the Fifth Monarchists 

or Quakers with their apocalyptic tenets, in their view, posed impediment to the 

creation of a unified holy Commonwealth.  

Dissent against toleration of religious pluralism extended beyond the 

parliamentary circle.  Town preachers, including those in London, also lamented the 

consequences of religious liberty.  They complained about the crumbling of 

ecclesiastical authority and the laxity of the populace toward religion.  Some even 

pronounced the “latter days of the World, wherein Faith” had failed, and petitioned the 

Parliament about the dangers facing the church.80  Dismayed by the deserted and 

ruined churches, Anglican churchmen, although no longer practicing openly, 

bemoaned the fact that their members were no longer eager to attend places of 

worship.81  In the same vein, others wrote about religious strife and the degeneration of 

the populace from the life of true Christianity.  Turning away their hearts and minds 

from godly life, a minister wrote, many were following “all the ways, and worships” of 

																																																													
79 Little and Smith, Parliaments and Politics, 97-101. Hesilrige and Scott, like so many, including army 
officials who sat in the Parliament, lamented about the good old days of the Commonwealth, when 
England was master of the whole world.   
80 Derek Hirst, “The Failure of Godly Rule in the English Republic,” Past and Present, no. 132 (August 
1991): 37-39.   
81 William Nicholson, An Exposition of the Catechism of the Church of England (1655), A2v-A3. Also quoted 
in Patrick Little, The Cromwellian Protectorate (Rochester: The Boydell Press, 2007), 151. 
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the sects, threatening true Christian life and unity.82  Ephraim Pagitt, a well-known 

heresiographer, saw heterodoxy as a plague that had infected the lives of all Christians 

in England.83  Heretics, complained Pagitt, were like “Cannibals or Men-eaters” or 

“locusts” who devoured the Commonwealth along with its Church, pastors, and 

congregations.84  He called upon the Parliament to wield the sword, if necessary, 

against all non-conformists.85  Even the Turks would not tolerate blasphemy against 

their religion, argued Pagitt.  In the same vein, many bemoaned heresy, and called its 

practitioners no better than “the imposter Mahomet . . . the charlatans of popery,” or 

Jews.86  This was one of the popular polemical tactics by which many condemned the 

sectaries and their defenders.  Anti-Islamic discourses was a common feature in early 

modern English literature, including religious treatises.  The celebrated moderate 

Presbyterian minister Richard Baxter, 1615-91, for instance, in his The 

Unreasonableness of Infidelity, published in 1655, repeatedly mocked the religion as an 

																																																													
82 J. P. (John Perrot), To all people upon Earth that are called Christians, this is a faithful and true Testimony 
concerning you. (London: 1659), 1-13, The Huntington Library, # 481010, San Marino, California; George 
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worship as afar off; and to vvait upon him for the true wisdom. That you may know truth from error, the word 
from the letter, the power from the form, and the true prophets from the false. Given forth by those whom the 
world in scorn calls Quakers (London, 1655), The Huntington Library, # 297505, San Marino, California. 
83 Ephraim Pagitt, Heresiography: or A Description of the heretickes and Sectaries of the latter times 
(London: 1645 & 1654), from The Epistle Dedicatory. 
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86 Alexander Ross, Apocalypse: or, The revelation of certain notorious advancers of heresie, also called 
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invention of its prophet, whom the “Mahometans” or Muslims blindly followed.87  Such 

perverted views of Islam and Muslims, as the following chapters show, helped to 

generate a salvo of discourses against English consumers’ mania for the Islamic-

imported novel beverage, coffee, and coffeehouses.   

Baxter also warned the English population about the bleak future of religion in 

England.  The glorious reformation, in his view, had failed and turned into 

“deformation,” making the nation into Babylon.88  Concerned with atomized state of 

religion in the new Commonwealth, he wrote, “We thought we should have had such a 

glorious revolution the world ever knew! And now behold . . . a mangled deformation” 

instead.89  In 1652, early modern English philosopher and theologian writer Robert 

Boyle, 1627-91, in his letter to a friend also expressed his concerns about indulgence in 

liberty of religion in England, and how the exploding of heterodoxy was “leading to no 

religion at all.”90  The growing popularity of radical discourses of Puritan tolerationists 

such as John Lilburne and Richard Overton further heightened the aversion towards 

religious freedom.  Both men argued passionately for comprehensive religious 

toleration. Lilburne, an army colonel and popular among London’s sectarian 

																																																													
87 Baxter, The Unreasonableness of Infidelity (London, 1655), Part I, 55. 
88 Richard Baxter, The Right Method for a Settled Peace (London, 1653), A10; Richard Baxter, Baxter to 
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congregations such as the Levellers, wrote that toleration should be afforded to all 

religions.  God, he claimed, was the sole authority over one’s conscience, and that 

Parliament, Synod, Emperor, King, or Magistrate had no spiritual authority over their 

people.91 Overton, a Major General in Cromwell’s army and a polemicist for the 

Levellers’ and possibly the Fifth Monarchists’ cause, also argued for toleration in favor 

of all religions.  He wrote that Christians, Muslims, Jews and  Pagans should all be 

allowed to practice their faith and live together in society.92   

Alarmed by large varieties of religious opinions and movements, Parliament 

embarked on creating several draconian measures, including the 1657 Humble Petition 

and Advice, to further limit liberty of religion and impose harsher punishments, than 

those demanded by the Instrument of Government, on non-conformists.  Universal 

toleration, most Parliament members argued, threatened the doctrinal orthodoxy and 

the already embattled Protestant unity of the Commonwealth.93 According to reports, 

the debates about the new laws continued into the evening, and even candles were 

																																																													
91 Lilburne, A copie of a letter to Mr William Prinne (I645), 3-4. Also quoted in John Coffey, “Puritanism 
and Liberty Revisited: The Case for Toleration in the English Revolution,” The Historical Journal 41, No. 4 
(Dec., 1998): 968-970.  
92 Richard Overton, The araignement of Mr. Persecution: presented to the consideration of the House of 
Commons (1646), 22. Quoted in John Coffey, “Puritanism and Liberty Revisited: The Case for Toleration in 
the English Revolution” The Historical Journal 41, no. 4 (Dec., 1998): 969. Overtone utilized General 
Baptists congregations as a secret hub for the dissemination of his petitions, including those concerning 
the Levellers. Overton’s wife, Mary, was dragged through the streets with her six-month-old child to 
Bridewell’s gaol after she was caught sewing together a radical Leveller tract. For more see, Mark R. Bell, 
Apocalypse How? Baptist Movement during the English Revolution (Macon: Mercer University Press, 2000), 
99-101.   
93 Paul C. H. Lim, “Adiaphora, Ecclesiology and Reformation: John Owen’s Theology of Religious 
Toleration in Context,” in Persecution and Pluralism, eds. Richard Bonney & D. J. B. Trim (Bern: Peter 
Lang Ag, International Academic Publishers, 2006), 243-247. 
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brought out.94 The bill passed and received no veto from Cromwell either.  

Nevertheless, the oppressive laws failed to alleviate the anxieties about the chaotic 

ecclesiastical order in the whole of England.   

The radical sectaries and the concerns surrounding them persisted well into the 

Restoration era, 1660-88.  Despite the promise of liberty of conscience made in the 

Declaration of Breda upon Charles II’s ascendance to the throne in 1660, the war 

against religious dissenters was not over.  The passing of legislations such as the 1662 

Act of Uniformity and the 1664 Conventicle Act gave fresh vigor to the persecution and 

crushing of religious dissenters.  Radical Puritan sects such as the Quakers, Fifth 

Monarchists, Seekers and Anabaptists crowded prisons and suffered harsh 

punishments.95 According to one English contemporary, thousands of Puritan men and 

women, particularly the Quakers, “have been put to Death . . . kept in Prisons, beat with 

Clubs . . . shot at with Pistols and Guns, and cut with swords.”96  Religious persecution 

did not cease until 1689 when the Toleration Act, passed under the joint monarchy of 

Mary II and William III, gave all Protestant non-conformists freedom of worship.  

Interestingly, overly paranoid with any gathering of known or suspect groups, 

throughout the Restoration period, as in the Elizabethan era, religious dissent became 

																																																													
94 Burton’s Diary, Add. MSS 15859-64, British Library, London. Also quoted in Patrick Little and David L. 
Smith, Parliaments and Politics during the Cromwellian Protectorate (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2007), 210. 
95 Albert Cassell Dudley, “Nonconformity Under the ‘Clarendon Code’,” The American Historical Review 
18, no. 1 (Oct., 1912): 65-70. Eventually, the Independents and Presbyterians were also silenced.  
96 Anon., For the King and both Houses of Parliament. Being A Short Relation of the Sad Estate and Sufferings 
of the Innocent People of God called Quakers (London: 1661),  
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associated with political sedition.97  State officials thus perceived public places such as 

coffeehouses as the embodiment of scandals against the government and counseled the 

monarch for their dissolution.  In 1675, Charles II, advised by his Lord Chancellor Earl 

of Clarendon, issued a proclamation for the suppression of the novel establishments, 

but faced with resistance, rescinded the order a week later.  

Upon the introduction of coffee into England in the mid seventeenth-century, by 

Pasqua Rosée, this new oriental beverage rapidly gained popularity among English consumers, 

resulting in the opening of one coffeehouse after another in the English realm.  Pasqua Rosée 

was the Greek servant of a prominent English merchant, Daniel Edwards, who resided and 

resided and traded in Izmir, also known as Smyrna, one of the prosperous Ottoman port cities, 

in the 1640s.98  Edwards, also a member of the Levant Company, upon returning to England, 

brought with him his servant Rosée, who always prepared his coffee.  When at home, Edwards 

often entertained his family, and friends, with the Turkish drink, and tales about his life in the 

Levant.  Realizing the growing interest in the beverage, he decided to open the first coffee place 

in London, in 1652, under the name of his servant, Pasqua Rosée.  According to the Levant 

Company’s regulation, as a merchant Edward could engage in wholesale trading of products 

only, and not retailing them.99  Rosée thus became the proprietor of the first London 

coffeehouse.   English coffeehouses despite oppositions by xenophobes, as well as 

																																																													
97 Jonathan Scott, England’s Troubles (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 422. 
98 Ellis, The Coffee-House, 25-29.  
99 See, S. D. Smith, “The Early Diffusion of Coffee Drinking in England,” in Le commerce du café avant l’ére 
des plantations coloniales, ed. Michel Tuchscherer (Le Caire: Institut Français D’archéologie Orientale, 
2001), 245-68.  Not much is known about Pasqua Rosée’s life.   
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regulatory measures by the state, continued to proliferate and provide their clients with 

a sober social space to congregate daily to drink coffee and converse with others.       
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          Chapter Two      

  
    Coffee polarized England: Cosmopolitans and Islamophobes  

         
      When Coffee once was vended here, 
     The Alcoran shortly did appear: 
     For our Reformers were such Widgeons, 
     New Liquors brought in new Religions.1 
 
 

    
The emergence of coffee and coffeehouses in seventeenth-century 

England exacerbated postrevolutionary religious tensions, provoking polarized 

contentious attitudes towards the diffusion of coffee into English society.  But 

revolution had left England without an established state church, providing an 

unprecedented atmosphere for the rise of rival radical religious ideologies of all 

kinds.  The collapse of the Church of England created a religious vacuum at the 

center only to be filled by revolutionary sectaries and extremist ideologues.  

They agitated for freedom of religion, wrote inflammatory pamphlets, and 

preached publicly, further intensifying chaos in the Commonwealth.2  The 

essence of Christianity, as one English religious radical wrote, “lay in universall 

love to all mankind, without respect of persons, Opinions . . . Churches . . . or of 

                                                
1 Anon., The Character of a Coffee-house wherein is contained a description the persons usually 
frequenting it, with their discourse and humors, as also the admirable vertues of coffee, By an Eye and 
Ear Witness (London: 1665), 2. Available in the British Library and in Early English Books Online 
(EEBO). 
2 Sloan MS 922, fols. 105, & r-v, British Library (BL), London ; Christopher Hill, The World Turned 
Upside Down (New York: Penguin Books, 1975), 57-184; Kate Peters, Print Culture and the Early 
Quakers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 1-4; John Morrill, “Introduction,” in 
Revolution and Restoration England in the 1650s, ed. John Morrill (London: Collins & Brown, 
1992), 10. 
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this or that forme of Worship.”3  In the same vein, others held that religious 

freedom was a gift of God, and that the church ought to be a voluntary 

association of worshipers, free from the state’s jurisdiction.4  Some, including 

the Baptists, even organized their own churches, with different religious rituals, 

and practices.5   

Proponents of religious uniformity, conversely, including ecclesiastical 

officials, lamented English people’s degeneration from the true life of 

Christianity and unity.  They condemned all religious fanatics who professed the 

Scripture and Christ, but conducted their lives contrary to Christian doctrine, 

and in “hypocrisie.”6  Their hearts were possessed, some wrote, by “their father 

the Divell,” while their lips and mouths “crying Lord, Lord.”7  In conservatives’ 

view, “hypocriticall” and profane practices among religious radicals, or the “Anti-

                                                
3 William Walwyn, The Vanitie of the Present Churches And Uncertainty of Their Preaching 
discovered (London: 1649),  43. Also quoted, although partly, in Jonathan Scott, England’s 
Troubles: Seventeenth-Century English Political Instability in European Context (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 253.   
4 A Declaration of Several of the People called Anabaptists, in and about the City of London (London, 
1650s), 1, Bside 8.65 & Bside 24.116, Guildhall Library. In the broadside, English Anabaptists 
were defending themselves as true Christians and arguing for religious tolerance.   
5 William Erbery (Erberie), The Grand Oppressor, or, The Terror of Tithes; First Felt, and now 
Confest (London: G.D., 1652), 1-37, Thomason / E.671[13], Early English Books Online (EEBO).  
Erbery, however, mocked Baptists for having several different churches, without any unity 
among them. Some divisions of the Baptists were eventually granted full religious freedom and 
even served in Cromwell’s government. Many Baptists, including John Hutchinson, Richard 
Overtone, and Robert Lilburne, had also fought in Cromwell’s army.     
6 Alexander Parker, A Testimony of the Light within (London: 1656), Thomason / E. 909[6], 5-27, 
46-7, British Library and EEBO; Erbery, The Grand Oppressor, 1-37. 
7 Parker, A Testimony, 46. 
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christs,”  were blasphemy and “abomination to God” and their Christian nation.8  

Heretics had turned England, they proclaimed, into a land of apostates, 

sectaries, and vice.9  Moderates, like John Selden, on the other hand, rejected the 

call for strict religious conformity, and called for religious pluralism in England.  

Selden, a seventeenth-century English scholar, equating religion with fashion, 

reasoned that although one man wore his “doublet” slashed, another laced, and 

another plain; every man had a doublet.10  Thus, everyman had a religion, but 

differed in its “Trimming,” meaning the manner or the place of worship.11  

Coffeehouses and coffeehouse clubs served as important public venues for 

radicals and moderates to congregate for the reading and distribution of 

discourses about the future of England’s political, and ecclesiastical institution 

of ideas.12  For this reason, coffeehouses continued to be viewed as sites of 

political and religious subversion, including additional the threat of Islam’s 

dynamism overtaking England’s disunited and exhausted culture.  Upon its 

                                                
8 Thomason / E. 699[13], John Pomroy, A faithful Discovery of a Treacherous design of Mystical 
Antichrist displaying Christ Banners, but attempting to lay waste Scriptures, churches, Christ, faith, 
hope, &c. and establish paganism in England (London, Hill, 1653-1655), 1-16; Parker, A Testimony, 
the introduction, & 40. The first seven pages of this source are not numbered.   
9 Ralph Josselin, The Diary of Ralph Josselin, 1616-1683, ed. Alan Macfarlane (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1976), 366; also quoted in John Spurr, The Restoration Church of England, 1646-
1689 (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1991), 26; Erbery, The Grand Oppressor, 19-
47. 
10 John Selden, Table Talk: Being the Discourses of John Selden, Esq., (London: Printed for E. Smith, 
1689), 102-04.  Selden’s Table Talk was written in early 1650s. The doublet is a garment, worn by 
both men and women from at least the end of the Middle Ages until about the 1700s.   
11 Selden, Table Talk, 102-105. 
12 One of the popular political coffee clubs was the Rota Club in which men such as John Milton 
(1608-1674) and Samuel Pepys (1633-1703) congregated to debate the future of the 
Commonwealth. The Rota was founded by James Harrington (1611-1677), a political theorist, 
and author of utopian Commonwealth of Oceana (1659).  
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emergence in 1652, the Ottoman cultural practice of coffee drinking, thus 

galvanized sharply polarized reactions towards the drink and the establishments 

in which it was consumed.  Those who were open-minded and curious embraced 

the arrival of coffee and coffeehouses in English society, and prized the 

opportunity to interact with a novelty already known to their distant Muslim 

counterparts.  They praised the Turkish drink for its sobering virtues, and 

coffeehouses as an unrestricted forum of thought for men across the classes 

reforming England into a “free . . . Nation.”13  By contrast, those fearing the 

ascendency of the “Heathenish” phenomenon in their Christian society 

condemned enthusiasts as heretics and kept their distance.14  The emergence of 

the custom of coffee drinking from the Islamic world, in their view, exacerbated 

the threat of religious heterodoxy, altering England’s Christian identity.  The 

main argument of this chapter is thus to illuminate the interconnections 

between the pervasive anxieties about England’s fragile religious order, the 

Islamophobic orientation of many English people who held and imagined fear of 

Muslim “other,” and the conflicting attitudes towards the practices associated 

with coffee drinking.15   

                                                
13 Anon., The CHARACTER OF A Coffee-House (London, 1665), A2. EEBO. 
14 Anon., THE CHARACTER OF A Coffee-House, WITH THE SYMPTOMS OF A TOWN-WIT 
(London, 1663), 1-2. EEBO. 
15 The representation of Muslims, dating back even to the Middle Ages, was not so much about 
facts and experiences as on cultural molds and imaginary images. Many European writers, as well 
as those of England, often portrayed Muslims, including those of the Ottoman Empire, as 
“Barbarians.” For more see, Margaret T. Hodgen, Early Anthropology in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth Centuries (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1964), 28; W. R. Jones, “The 
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Literature on the diffusion of coffee and coffeehouses into seventeenth-

century England, draw on several sophisticated historiographical discussion, yet 

overlooks the social and cultural forces that helped to enable or hinder 

interactions with the novel phenomenon.    

 

Current literature on causes for the popularity of coffee  

 While coffee has actuated considerable scholarly attention, scholarship 

on the controversy surrounding the integration of coffee and coffeehouses into 

seventeenth-century English society remains sparse.  With some exceptions, 

most available literature has been dominated by debates about the arrival of the 

Ottoman import, and factors that governed its rapidly growing popularity, in 

England.   One scholar, for instance, argues that upon its introduction, in the 

1650s, coffee drinking transformed the cultural and social habits of the English 

populace.16  English consumers, mainly males, from every rung on the social 

ladder, gathered almost daily in coffeehouses to drink the exotic hot drink, 

discourse with others and conduct business.  Unlike taverns and ale-houses, the 

new social enterprise provided alternative but sober and emancipatory 

environment for male discursive sociability.  While no explicit rule barred 

women from frequenting English coffeehouses, the places were almost 
                                                                                                                                            
Image of the Barbarians in Medieval Europe,” Comparative Studies in Society and History, 13 
(1971), 376-407. 
16 Markman Ellis, The Coffee-House: A Cultural History (London: Phoenix, 2004), xi-xiii, 25-42, 
150. 
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exclusively male-oriented.  Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century English 

coffeehouses grew immensely popular as the rendezvous site for literary, 

scientific, commercial and political circles such as the Rota Club.  Established in 

1659 by the republican political writer, James Harrington, the Rota members 

gathered almost nightly at the Miles’s Coffee-House in the New Palace Yard, in 

London, and debated ideal models of government for the Commonwealth.17  Yet 

scholars thus far have failed to connect the novel venues for male sociability to 

political subversion or Islamophobia. 

 Another body of scholarship links the successful reception of 

coffeehouses in the English realm becomes linked to the growing thirst for 

political debates.18  English coffeehouses provided an arena where male patrons 

of all ideological proclivities congregated to hear and freely discourse about the 

political affairs of the nation.  State officials, including Charles II, 1660-1685, 

saw coffee places as nurseries of seditious discourse and political conspiracy, 

and frequently attempted to suppress them.  When explaining the prevailing 

anxieties about the Islamic origins of the establishments, however, the author 

only obliquely comments on but does not develop how the hanging sign of the 

“Turk’s Head,” over English coffeehouses, represented, to some, the threat of 

                                                
17 Ellis, The Coffee-House, 43-7. 
18 Steven Pincus, “Coffee Politicians Does Create’: Coffeehouses and Restoration Political 
Culture,” The Journal of Modern History 67, no.4 (Dec., 1995): 807-834. 
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Islam.19  How and why the places’ Turkish origins provoked such apprehensions 

about the faith and its menace, however, are questions left unanswered.    

Coffee places rose, as some also maintain, in an age of revolution, 

restoration, political contestation and rivalries in England, explaining their rapid 

popularity.20  While drinking in public, it is argued, was commonplace in English 

society, coffeehouses became the spaces for political and religious debates par 

excellence.  Until the late 1680s, a sober public space for heated anti-Cromwell 

and anti-royal discourses.21  Pamphlets and broadsides throw light on the 

contradictory reactions to the soaring craze for coffee drinking in English cities, 

London in particular.  While many embraced the exotic drink and praised its 

sobering virtues, others condemned it and upheld the mellowing “and 

tranquilizing effects,” of ale.22    

Central to the spiral of coffee drinking was also seventeenth-century 

England’s virtuoso community and their curiosity, historians emphasize.23  

Fascinated by all rare, novel, and exotic things, these intellectual elite body of 
                                                
19 Pincus, “Coffee Politicians Does Create,” 826. 
20 James Van Horn Melton, The Rise of the Public in Enlightenment (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001), 19-20, & 241. 
21 Van Horn Melton, The Rise of the Public, 240-44. 
22 Van Horn Melton, The Rise of the Public, 229, & 241-242. 
23 Brian Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2005). The 
label virtuosi, as Cowan points out, was Italian in origin, and referred mainly to individuals with 
an interest in promoting an interest in arts and antiquities in mid-sixteenth-century Italy. The 
term made its appearance in England first in the early seventeenth century.  The Englishmen 
who identified themselves with the word virtuoso were seeking to associate themselves with an 
international world of elite cultural interests in knowledge about antiquity and Italianate 
Renaissance learning.  English virtuosi all became fascinated, and curious, with strange and 
ingenious in all things, from works of art to natural wonders.  Coffee was one of the wonders that 
captured their fancy.       
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cosmopolitan Englishmen, including Samuel Hartlib, Robert Boyle, and John 

Evelyn were among the first to learn about, write about and drink coffee.24  

Without the culture of English virtuosi, some argue, to nurture coffee drinking 

“in its infancy,” it would undoubtedly have remained no more than a strange 

Turkish habit embraced by only a few English consumers.25  Another body of 

scholarship reminds us that the development of commercial networks in the 

Mediterranean facilitated the drinks successful introduction into English 

society.26  The dissemination of knowledge through printed tracts was not the 

main stimulant for the novelty’s ascendancy in seventeenth-century England.  

An important key was the role of the Levant merchants in establishing a supply 

chain that linked production, distribution, and finally consumption of the 

beverage by English consumers.27  While acknowledging the role of the Levant 

trades, other scholars have associated the sustained proliferation of English 

coffeehouses in the 1600s, particularly in London, with social pressure for more 

exclusive meeting places for the elite.28   The influence of “greater merchants 

and landed class” in the city demanded for more coffeehouses of their own, 

                                                
24 Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee, 14. 
25 Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee, 14-15. 
26 S. D. Smith, “The Early Diffusion of Coffee Drinking in England,” in Le Commerce du Café avant 
l’ère des Plantations Coloniales, ed. Michel Tuchscherer (Le Caire: Institute Français 
D’Archéologie Orientale, 2001): 244-68. 
27 S. D. Smith, “The Early Diffusion of Coffee Drinking in England,” 261-62.  
28 Peter Clark and Paul Slack, English Towns in Transition 1500-1700 (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1976). 
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where they met and talked business.29  While providing a useful framework for 

explaining the factors that contributed to the growing popularity of coffee and 

coffeehouses in England, none of this scholarship explores the prominence of 

discourse about coffee’s Islamic origins.   

The present chapter offers an empirical analysis of the more immediate 

historical context in which coffee drinking custom emerged.  It will show 

polarized debates were driven by assumptions, positive and negative, premised 

on coffee’s Islamic origins.  It will demonstrate the relationship between the 

religious turmoil and instability of English society when coffee and coffeehouses 

arrived in England, and the Islamophobic discourses surrounding its diffusion 

into the nation’s English Christian culture.  Applying transborder integration 

models theory, this chapter illustrates the interconnection between anxieties 

about England’s fragile religious order, English people’s ambivalent attitudes 

towards Islamic civilization, as well as Islam, and their divergent interactions 

with coffee and coffeehouses.  The coffeehouse became the space in which coffee 

enthusiasts could now engage in transcultural interactions.  The imported 

enterprise virtually brought the two distant societies into contact with each 

other and facilitated cross-cultural interactions between them.  But to the close-

minded sector contact with the Turkish cultural product compromised the 

nation’s cultural identity and unity.  National identity, as experts explain is 

                                                
29 Clark and Slack, English Towns in Transition, 74. 
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partly the expression of cultural unity and consciousness.30  By frequenting 

coffeehouses and drinking coffee, English consumers, in critics’ view, failed to 

protect their own cultural identity unadulterated by corrupt influences of the 

“other” the Turks.31  

This chapter argues that the arrival of coffee and coffeehouses in 

seventeenth-century England created a common cultural boundary between the 

English and Ottoman civilizations.  Vast geographical barrier alienated boundary 

between the two societies now transformed into one where English populace 

could engage in virtual cross-border interaction with their Muslim cultural 

neighbors by visiting a coffeehouse, drinking coffee, and participating in 

coffeehouse culture.  Nevertheless, as this chapter shows, the English people’s 

diverse views of the embattled state of their Christian nation engendered 

polarized transcultural interactions.  

   

The rise of coffee and coffeehouses in 17th-century England  

By May 1663, eleven years after the opening of the first coffeehouse in 

London by Pasqua Rosée, just two years after the restoration of Stuart monarchy, 

                                                
30 Peter Sahlins, Boundaries: The Making of France and Spain in the Pyrenees (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1989), 2-3, 7,9; Thomas M. Wilson and Hastings Donnan, eds., Border Identities: 
nation and State at International Frontiers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 9-10. 
31 Anon., A Cup of Coffee (London: 1662). In Envisioning Power: Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis, 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 65-67.  
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the number of coffeehouses had reached over eighty in this city alone.32  People 

could walk to the end of almost any street in London and find a coffeehouse.  If 

the hanging-sign of “the Turk’s Head” or “the Sultan’s Head,” did not catch the 

eye, all one had to do was to follow the aroma of roasting coffee to the coffee 

place.33  Many of the coffeehouses in this period had adopted the name “Turk’s 

Head” or “Sultan’s Head,” and often used a symbol of turbaned Ottoman on their 

trade tokens.  When people saw the sign of “the great Murat . . . or any Sultan,” 

one wrote, they knew that, “in that house” they sold coffee.34  These practices 

popularized the new exotic beverage.  According to a patron, who had entered a 

coffeehouse for the first time, the intoxicating fragrance of coffee would convert 

even those with the slightest interest in coffee.  The place seemed like a “big 

booth of a cheap-jack . . . [then] When I had sat there for a while, and taken in 

my surroundings, I myself felt inclined for a cup of coffee.”35  

To lure the clients, proprietors even utilized printed advertisement about 

the virtues of drinking the oriental beverage.  Pasqua Rosée, for instance, posted 

a broadsheet titled The Vertue of the Coffee Drink, in which coffee was described 

                                                
32 Steve Pincus, “Coffee Politicians Does Create: Coffeehouse and Restoration Political Culture,” 
The Journal of Modern History 67, no. 4 (Dec. 1995): 812.       
33 Anon., The Character of the Coffee-House Wherein is contained a Description of the Persons 
usually frequenting it, with their Discourse and Humors (London: 1662), 1-2.  
34 Anon., The Character of a Coffee-House (1665), 2. Available on EEBO; I also examined a copy of 
this source at the British Library, ESTC # R32619. By the middle of the 1660s, over fifty 
coffeehouses bore the emblem of the Turk’s Head, in one form or another, over their doorways. 
Some proprietors even embellished the coffee rooms by placing a bust of Murad IV in them.  See 
Bennett Alan Weinberger and Bonnie K. Bealer, The World Of Caffeine (New York: Routledge, 
2002), 154, and Bryant Lillywhite’s London Coffee (London: George Allen and Unwin LTD, 1963).  
35 The Character of the Coffee-House, 1-2.  
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as simple “innocent thing” that the Turks drank to help with digestion, to 

“quicken the Spirits” and to make “the Heart Lightsome.”36  It was also good for 

“head-ach [e] . . . and the Cough of the Lungs,” the hand-bill claimed.  

Contemporary English coffee critics ridiculed Rosée for spreading such claims 

and described him in stereotypical, xenophobic terms, as a deceitful foreign 

proprietor who was cunningly promoting his enterprise.  They also scorned 

English consumers for blindly following a man like Rosée.  One parodied Rosée’s 

imagined diction: “Me no good Englassh! . . . he plaid [played]” and bewitched 

the English public and “ever since the rest drive on the [coffee] trade.”37  

Sources do not tell us from where the assertions in Rosée’s broadsheet 

originated.  We do know, however, several sixteenth- and early seventeenth-

century Ottoman and European sources had mentioned the drink’s advantages.  

In the late 1500s, for instance, a Turkish, possibly Persian, religious official 

Şeyhülislam Bostanzade and the famed physician Dā,ūd al-Antākī wrote of 

coffee’s virtues.  The beverage, they noted, helped to ease pain, nausea, sadness, 

digestion, and breathing.38  Medical treatses were among the first sources to 

                                                
36 Anon., The virtue of the Coffee Drink (London: 1650s?). This advertisement is on display in the 
British Museum.  Some scholars claim Pasqua Rosée as the author the handbill.  The claims 
about the beneficial effects from the use of coffee were often spread by sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century European travelers.  
37 Anon., A Broad-side against coffee; Or, the marriage of the Turk (London: 1672).   
38 Şeyhülislam Bostanzade and Dā,ūd al-Antākī were among the learned men who challenged the 
claims of their contemporaries about the harmfulness of coffee to the body, and wrote in favor of 
the drink. Well-known poets such as Suluki and Nevi also wrote on the virtues of the beverage. 
For more see Eminegül Karababa, & Güliz Ger  “Early Modern Ottoman Coffeehouse Culture and 
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mention coffee in sixteenth-century Iran.  Coffee in Safavid society was at first 

used as a medicinal agent rather than a tasty hot drink.39   Similarly, early 

European physicians and herbalists, probably based on comments by the Eastern 

experts, noted coffee’s health properties.  Sixteenth-century German physician 

Leonhardt Rauwolf, and seventeenth-century English herbalist John Parkinson 

made claims about the bean’s benefits for digestion-related problems, tumors 

and obstruction of the liver.40  Famous seventeenth-century English travelers in 

the Ottoman Empire and Persia also chronicled coffee’s virtues, before the 

substance became fashionable in England.  William Biddulph, George Sandys 

and Sir Henry Blount, whose travel accounts will be discussed in the next 

chapter, recorded, for instance, claims about the oriental drink’s positive health 

effects, including its benefits for the stomach, digestive tract and the brain.41  

The English adventurer in Persia, Sir Thomas Herbert, commented on the 

                                                                                                                                            
the Formation of the Consumer Subject” Journal of Consumer Research 37, no. 5 (February 2011): 
18-19.  
39 Rudi Matthee, The Pursuit of Pleasure: Drugs and Stimulants in Iranian History, 1500-1900 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 145-47. 
 
40 Bennett Alan Weinberg & Bonnie K. Bealer, The World Of Coffee (New York: Routledge, 2002), 
99.  
41 William Biddulph, The Travels of Certaine Englishmen (London, 1609), 65-66; George Sandys, 
Sandys’ Travels (London: 1615), 66; Sir Henry Blount, A Voyage into the Levant (London: 1638), 
105. The three travel accounts are available in English Early Books Online (EEBO).  For the most 
part. English travelers repeated what their Turkish contemporaries, whom they perhaps 
encountered in Turkish coffeehouses, had told them. See Ralph Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses: 
The Origins of a Social Beverage in the Medieval Near East (Seattle: University of Washington 
Press, 1996), 69-70. 
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Persians’ claims about the benefits of coffee in expelling “melancholy and yellow 

bile.”42 

While the extent of the circulation and readership of such sources 

remains somewhat uncertain, their utility seemed evident in many cases.  The 

accounts on coffee, particularly by those traveling and residing in the Ottoman 

dominions certainly influenced the development of the English virtuoso 

community’s discourses on the exotic beverage and its health properties.43   Sir 

Francis Bacon’s (1561-1626) comments on how the Turks took their coffee, and 

its benefits, in his early seventeenth-century work The Vertues of Coffee, printed 

in 1663, is a case in point.  Bacon, who had never traveled to the Islamic Empire, 

repeated Biddulph and Sandys almost verbatim, writing that the Ottomans drank 

coffee “as hot as they can . . . take it,” and that the beverage “helpeth Digestion.  

English coffee advocates also cited few other early English texts, such as those of 

Sandys and Blount, when defending the health advantages of coffee. 

Whether Rosée’s claims about coffee’s health virtues were puffery or not, 

his coffee place prospered, and his broadsheet was copied by later coffeehouse 

owners in the city.  Some even folded the advertisement and placed it in the 

parcels of coffee they sold.44  Perhaps, we can argue that modern advertising, 

particularly in Britain, began with coffee.  Part of the success of Rosée’s coffee 

                                                
42 Sir Thomas Herbert, A Relation of some yeares travaile begunne anno 1626 (London: 1634), 150, 
available in EEBO.  Herbert was among the early travelers to Persia. 
43 Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee, 25-30; Ellis, The Coffee-House, 134-35.  
44 Ellis, The Coffee-House, 39.    
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place was also due to its ideal spot in London.45  Rosée’s coffeehouse was 

originally an impermanent structure, like a market, but soon after it moved into 

a building opposite the first location.46  The early coffee enterprise was located 

in St. Michael’s Alley, Cornhill.  The location was a thoroughfare because it 

opened through passageways under houses onto other alleys and popular streets 

like Lombard Street and Gracechurch Street.  This cloister had a beautiful 

courtyard surrounded by arcade of columns supporting an arched ceiling round a 

peaceful central garden.  This allowed English coffee drinkers to enjoy the 

oriental novelty away from the hustle and bustle of daily passing traffic of 

carriages and dray carts.   By the end of the seventeenth century the number of 

coffeehouses in England had reached nearly two thousand, the majority in 

London.  The establishments, just as in Islamic states, became an important part 

of the city’s social scene frequented by men from all social ranks.  

One of the attractive features of the Ottoman coffeehouses, whether large 

or modest in size, was their somewhat democratic quality and unique mixing of 

patrons from diverse social strata.  In the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

Ottoman coffee  places, including those in Istanbul, a broad cross section of the 

male population, mainly Muslims, also mingled.  Judges, religious functionaries, 

professors, university students, dervishes, merchants, artisans, military officers 

                                                
45 Ellis, The Coffee-house, 31-39.  
46 Arthur Coke Burnell, Volume I: The First Book containing his description of the East, in the Voyage 
of Jan Huyghen van Linschoten to the East Indies. From the Old English Translation, 1598.    
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and poor men all frequented the Ottoman coffeehouses.47  There is no mention 

of any woman attending the Ottoman coffeehouses, except brief references to 

female singers in those of Hijāz area. There, the consumers chatted, shared 

news, and engaged in discourse about politics, poetry, sciences, and literary 

works without facing discrimination. The seemingly egalitarian establishments 

provided a pleasant site for their clients to socialize and enjoy a break from their 

responsibilities.  As one Turkish coffeehouse habitué wrote, while drinking the 

substance was a joy, it was the thirst for good companionship, and conversation 

that kept one a faithful patron of the place.48  To the patron, the coffee places 

represented paradise.    

 Ottoman coffeehouses also seemed indiscriminate in terms of their 

geographical accessibility. Some coffeehouse owners accommodated mainly 

merchants and travelers by positioning their places near the trade markets and 

caravansaries to give easy access to them.  In one of the port cities of Egypt such 

as Rosetta, for instance, several proprietors established their coffee place 

adjacent to areas where the tradesmen and visitors congregated.  Until his death 

                                                
47 Noted in Eminegül Karababa, &  Güliz Ger  “Early Modern Ottoman Coffeehouse Culture and 
the Formation of the Consumer Subject” Journal of Consumer Research 37, no. 5 (February 2011): 
12. While Christians and Jews were not officialy banned from the Ottoman coffeehouses, they 
were not, however, part of the regular habitué of the places. To many, coffeehouses were solely 
the domain of Muslims. For more see Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses: The Origins of a Social 
Beverage in the Medieval Near East (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1996), 96-98. 
48 This was written by a Seventeenth-century poet, which is quoted in Eminegül Karababa,&  
Güliz Ger “Early Ottoman Coffeehouse,” 12. For more see Cemal Kafadar, “Janissaries and Other 
Riffraff of Ottoman Istanbul: Rebels without a Cause,” in Identity and Identity Formation in the 
Ottoman World, ed. Baki Tezcan and Karl K. Barbir  (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 2007), 
113-34.  
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in 1611, Ahmad Quwaydir, for example, operated his coffeehouse near a known 

wood market called Sūq al-Khashshābῑn.  Similarly, a janissary of the garrison 

unit in Cairo, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad, established his enterprise in Ahmad Hāfiz 

Pasha’s caravansary, in 1642.49  Undoubtedly, these coffeehouse owners were 

aware that spatial accessibility was good for business. The somewhat inclusive 

nature of the Ottoman coffeehouses helped their popularity to soar all over the 

Islamic world, despite the controversy surrounding the places.   

English coffeehouses also shared the non-hierarchical character of 

Ottoman coffeehouses, and their strategic geographical locations. They 

welcomed clientele from different social backgounds, including scholars, 

journalists, poets, lawyers, members of the Parliament, city workers, sailors, and 

merchants, without making any social distinctions between them.  Similar to 

those in Ottoman coffeehouses, English patrons sat and interacted with each 

other, while sipping at the exotic oriental drink.  As one contemporary noted, 

“Gentry, [or] Tradesmen,” were all welcome in coffee places, and upon entry, 

                                                
49 Muhammad Husām al-Din Ismā’il, “Le café dans la ville de Rosette à l’époque ottommane 
XVIe- XVIIe Siécle,” in Michel Tuchscherer, ed. Le commerce du café avant l'ère des plantations 
coloniales ( Le Caire: Institut Français d’archéologie orientale, 2001), 104-05.  Ismā’il’s claims in 
the original language:  “Ces cafés étaient surtout localisés dans les quartiers commerçants de la 
ville ou proximité de lieux publics. En 1595, Muhammad b. Mansūr tenait un café nouvellement 
construit  à côté du tribunal de la ville. Ahmad Quwaydir, au mement de sa mort survenue durant 
l’été 1611, exploitait un café au marché du bois, Sūq al-khashshabῑn.  Ces établissements étaient 
souvent aménagés dans des constructions existantes, en particulier dans des boutiques ou des 
magasins de caravansérails. En decemebr 1642, Muhammad b. Ahmad, un janissaire de la 
garnison du Caire, loua un café situé ὰ l’intérieur meme du caravansérail construit par Ahmad 
Hafiz.” 
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“without Affront,” they took the next “fit Seat” available.50  Another wrote, 

“Both old and Young . . . Great and Small, and Rich, and Poore” gathered “at a 

Coffee-house” to drink coffee, discourse and hear news about the nation, the 

“Dutch, Danes, and Turks, and the Jews . . . for spending of a Penny.”51    A satirist 

described the establishments as “Noah’s Ark” where “Quack, a knight, country 

bumpkins,” philosophers, shoemakers, and “Clean or unclean’” were received 

without distinction.52  

As for female clients, no explicit rules banned women from coffee places.  

It was generally assumed by the public that no virtuous and proper woman 

would wish to be seen in these male homosocial spaces.  In fact, women were 

employed there, and some were owners.  As shown in many depictions of early 

modern coffeehouses, women worked mainly as barmaids in the establishments, 

and they often received gratuities from the male patrons.  While no reliable 

records cite names of coffeehouse barmaids, seventeenth-century London daily 

                                                
50 The Character of a Coffee-House, 1-2. 
51 Anon., News From the Coffee- House; In which is shown their several sorts of Passions, Containing 
News from all our Neighbour Nations, A Poem (London: E. Crowch, 1667), The British Library, 
London, and EEBO; Anon., The Coffee-House of News-Mongers Hall (London: 1672). English 
coffeehouses, also known as penny universities, were cheap. Customers could afford to frequent 
them daily and sometimes several times a day.  
52 Edward (Ned) Ward, The school of politicks, or, The humours of a coffee-house a poem (London: 
1690), 2, copy from the Huntington Library, San Marino, California; Anon. A Broadside Against 
Coffee (London, 1672), EEBO.  However, by the late seventeenth- and early eighteenth centuries, 
English coffeehouses, specially in London, became more exclusive, catering to the particular 
socialization and professional needs of their patrons.  That way, Londoners, for instance, could 
pick the establishments frequented by clientele with whom they were affiliated.  Jonathan’s and 
Garraway’s coffeehouses were patronized by London stock-jobbers, Marine and Lloyd’s 
coffeehouses by sailors and merchants, and the British Coffeehouse was a social center for Scots 
residents in London. 
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periodicals, as well as annual reports, mentioned several women who owned and 

ran coffeehouses in London.  In the business section of London Gazette, for 

instance, references were made to widows such as Mrs. Kemp and Mrs. Landsel  

who owned their own coffee places. 53  Similarly, the London City Quaeries’s 

records for the 1660s include names of female coffeehouse proprietors in the 

metropolis.  Anne Blunt owned one of the Turk's-Head houses in Cannon Street 

in 1672.54  In 1669, Mary Stringar established a coffee place on Little Trinity 

Lane.  Together with those of her late husband William Long, Mary Long’s 

initials appeared on a token from the Rose Tavern, and on one from the “Rose 

Coffee House” in Covent Garden.55   

 By the end of the seventeenth century, more and more women, including 

genteel women, were patronizing English coffeehouses, usually with a chaperon.  

Martha Lady Giffard and Lady Ranelagh went to coffeehouses, although the 

more respectable ones, with their brothers Sir William Temple and Robert 

Boyle.56   In other instances, upper-class women also frequented the 

establishments for specific social occasions held at the establishments.  Mary 

                                                
53 London Gazette (London, England), October 21, 1672, Issue 723, 17th-18th Century Burney 
Collection Newspapers; London Gazette (London, England), March 1, 1677-March 5, 1677, 
Century Burney Collection Newspapers. British Library, London.  
54 Ukers, All About Coffee, 56. Ann Blunt was the proprietor of Blunt’s Coffee-House, established 
in 1672. 
55 Ukers, All About Coffee, 56. 
56 Helen Berry, “’Nice and Curious Questions’ Coffee-Houses and the representation of Women 
in John Dunton’s Athenian Mercury,” Seventeenth Century 12, n. 2 (Autumn, 1997): 260-61;  
Steve Pincus, “’Coffee Politicians Does Create’: Coffeehouses and Restoration Political Culture” 
The Journal of Modern History 67, no. 4 (Dec., 1995): 816.  
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Somerset, Duchess of Beaufort, for example, visited the Temple Coffee-House to 

attend the Ladies’ Botanical Club. Coffeehouses also served as rendezvous places 

for women and men, as contemporary literary sources suggested.  In a popular 

play, The Wives Excuse (1692), references were made to how men and women 

met at the coffeehouses, mostly for flirtation.  One of the female characters, Mrs. 

Teazall, suggests to the men to meet her and her friends at a certain coffeehouse 

“by accident.”57 Women of lower social status also attended coffeehouses, but 

they generally faced disrespect, sexual slander and were often associated with 

prostitution.58  

The physical setting of the seventeenth-century English coffeehouses 

generally resembled the sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century Ottoman 

coffeehouses, particularly those in Istanbul.  The Ottoman establishments 

ranged from small coffeehouses to the grand scale establishments often found in 

cities like Baghdad and Istanbul.  Those modest in size consisted of one large 

room with several long benches for the customers to sit and drink the beverage.  

English travelers chronicled encountering these coffeehouses, and seeing the 

customers sitting in coffeehouses, conversing and drinking coffee.59  The 

                                                
57 See Thomas South, The Wives Excuse; or, Cuckolds Make Themselves (London, 1692), Act III, 
Scene 2.  Also quoted in Berry, “Nice and Curious Questions,” 260-61.   
58 Faramerz Dabhoiwala, Prostitution and Police in London, c. 1660-c. 1760 (D. Phil. Thesis, 
University of Oxford, 1995). 
59 Biddulph, in Purchas, Hakluytus Posthumus, 8: 266. Noted in Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 
81. Biddulph was one of the travelers who mentioned coming across such coffeehouses in 
Aleppo. Also see William Biddulph, The Travels of Certaine Englishmen (London, 1609). It was also 
customary in the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Persian coffeehouses for storytellers, 
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Ottoman grand-style coffeehouses, on the other hand, provided their patrons 

with a luxurious and resort-like atmosphere.  According to an Italian visitor to 

Baghdad, these awe-inspiring coffeehouses were often positioned by a river, 

“over which it has many windows,” making the places enchanting resorts.60  

Carpeted floors, luxury platform seats, large fountains inside and outside, grand 

ceiling lamps, roses, young male musicians and dancers were among the 

common features of the grand coffeehouses. Despite their splendor, as in the 

smaller coffeehouses, one corner of the main room was “the heart of the 

establishment,” the service bar.61 This was where the coffee was prepared, and 

then picked up by the male servers to be delivered to the patrons’ table.   

Whether humble or grand in style, Ottoman coffeehouses became not only a 

place for male-male sociability, but also hotbeds for the dissemination of news, 

authentic and false, and heated discourses about political and public affairs.62  

Most English coffeehouses, like the more modest Ottoman coffee 

establishments, consisted of a main room with several long tables laid out to 

accommodate their clients.63  Often located on the upper floors of existing 

timber-framed buildings, some had bay windows, which extended over the 

                                                                                                                                            
Naghal, to entertain the patrons with epics tales, particularly those from the Shahnameh. Also, 
during Ramadan these entertainment activities proliferated.     
60 Pedro Teixeira, The Travels of Pedro Teixeira, translated and annotated by William F. Sinclair, 
Hakluyt Society, 2d series, no. 9 (London, 1902), 62. Noted in Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 82.   
61 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 82. 
62 Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 100-102. 
63 Cowan,  The Social Life of Coffee, 80. 
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passageways below.64  When natural sunlight was not available through the 

windows, plenty of wax candles on the tables illuminated the room.  The 

proprietors would often leave several copies of newspapers on the tables for 

their clients to read.  The service bar, like those in Istanbul coffeehouses, was 

located in a corner of the room, where coffee was prepared for the consumers.  

Inspired English patrons frequently went dressed in Turkish robe and turban to 

the coffeehouses. 65  This practice became a source of much anxiety because of its 

association with apostasy to Islam.  There in the establishments, whether in 

Turkish or English style, the clients sat under “Turk’s Head” signs, discoursed 

with others, and read newspapers while drinking their coffee in metal or 

porcelain bowls.66  Like Ottoman coffeehouse clients, some English consumers 

found meeting and chatting with others more alluring than just coffee.  The 

English diarist Samuel Pepys was an example.  In the early stages, Pepys, 

although not a fan of coffee, visited his favorite coffeehouses sometimes daily.67  

                                                
64 Ellis, The Coffee-House, 37-8. During the Great Fire of 1660 in London, most of the wooden 
buildings in London were burned down.  
65 Gerald MacLean, Looking East: English Writing and the Ottoman Empire before 1800 (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillian, 2007), 59.  Several illustrations, as in The Coffee House by Markman Ellis, 
show some of the men wearing a turban.  Samuel Pepys, one of the regular patrons of London 
coffeehouses, and some of the Turkey merchants, based on some illustrations, are believed to 
have worn turbans on occasions when attending the coffeehouses.  Even in France, upon the 
introduction of coffee during the reign of Louis XIV, imitating Turkish robes and turbans had 
gained enthusiasm among the upper classes. See Bennet and Bealer, The World of Caffeine, 71.  
66 Eye and Ear Witness, News from the Coffee-House. 
67 Ellis, The Coffee-House, 56-70.  Pepys’s favorite coffeehouse was Will’s Coffee-House located in 
Exchange Alley. This was largely due to its proximity to the Admiralty where he served in various 
posts including Secretary for Admiralty Affairs. He was also a regular frequenter at Miles’s Coffee 
House, in the Palace Yard, where republican James Harrington’s Rota Club met.  Once a wealthy 
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His purpose was to converse, and establish friendships with others, particularly 

learned men of the Royal Society who frequented the places.  There he found 

listening to the latest news, and engaging in the witty debates about business, 

science, and politics gratifying.68 At the same time, some patrons simply took a 

break from a toilsome day to “meet Company . . . at a Coffee-House,” to listen to 

others’ stories, and to express themselves.69 This they found to be the “best Dyet 

[diet]” for the brain.      

English coffeehouses, despite considerable oppositions, continued to 

provide their clients with a chance to taste what their Turkish, Arab, and Persian 

counterparts had known over a century earlier.  After all in coffeehouses novices 

came into direct contact with the cultural practices of their distant Muslim 

neighbors.  Prizing this opportunity, aspiring cosmopolitans thus embraced the 

exotic novelty.  

 

 Cosmopolitans and Islamophobes in Anglo-Ottoman cultural border 

                                                                                                                                            
man, Pepys visited the places about two or three times a week only.  He eventually stopped his 
regular visits, possibly because of the outbreak of the plague or old age.       
68 Samuel Pepys, Diary, ed. R. Latham, 11 vols. (London: HarperCollins, 1995), 17, 20.  Pepys was 
a government official (naval office). Thomas Browne, John Dryden, John Creed, and may be John 
Aubrey & John Evelyn, were among the virtuosi whom he encountered in coffeehouses. Some of 
these figures, including himself, were members of the Royal Society, established in 1660.   
69 Anon., Coffee-houses Vindicated In Answer to the late Published Character of a COFFEE-HOUSE, 
Asserting From reason, Experience, and good Authors, the Excellent Use, and Physical Vertues of the 
Liquor. With the grand Conveniency of such civil places of Resort and Ingenious Conversation 
(London, 1673). 
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English coffeehouses, as mentioned earlier, acted as the cultural border 

between England and the Ottoman Empire, uniting the two civilizations, while 

still separated geographically.  This Anglo-Ottoman cultural border 

metamorphosed a formerly closed border between the two societies into a fluid 

one enabling English people to engage in virtual cross-cultural interactions, 

inside the coffeehouse, with the cultural practices of their Muslim counterparts.  

Integration of coffee and coffeehouse into seventeenth-century English society, 

however, provoked controversy.  While many greeted this exotic novelty with a 

chorus of praise, others abhorred it and saw it tantamount to apostasy to Islam.   

Those delighted with drinking the non-alcoholic hot beverage, coffee, and 

frequently the novel establishments in which it was served, coffeehouses, 

defended their eagerness by writing on its sobering and healing effects.  Coffee, 

they argued, “keeps us sober,” and its “magnetic force . . . restore[s]” even the 

senses of those drunk “by immoderate Tippling heady of Liquors” in the ale-

houses. 70  Proclaiming the coffeehouse as the “Sanctuary of Health,” supporters 

declared the substance the latest remedy for all sort of ailments.  The dryness, 

coldness, warmth, and moisture of coffee were linked to its beneficial effects.  

There was almost “no disease . . . that [the] drink” could not ease.71  One even 

                                                
70 Anon., The Character of a Coffee-House (London, 1665),3-4; Anon., Coffee-Houses Vindicated in 
Answer to the late Published Character of a Coffee-House (London: F. Lock for F. Clarke, 1673), 2, 5.  
71 The Character of a Coffee-House, 3; Anon., Coffee-Houses Vindicated in Answer to the late 
Published Character of a Coffee-House (London: F. Lock for F. Clarke, 1673), 2-5; Anon, The 
Character of a Coffee-House (London, 1665), 3-5. EEBO. 
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wrote, “The Commonwealth-Kingdom . . . Has mighty reason to pray, That still 

Arabia may produce, Enough of [coffee] Berry” for everyone to use.72  Advocates 

also lauded coffeehouses as vibrant and informal social environment for learned 

discourses.  Enthralled by the intellectual aspects of the coffee places, many 

proclaimed them “the Citizen Academy,” where, in contrast to the taverns, one 

could sit for hours and learn more “Wit than ever Grannum taught.”73  To 

optimists, the coffeehouse served as a club for the free meeting of minds and 

ingenuity.  There in the inclusive environment of coffeehouses, English patrons, 

unrestrained by the dichotomy of an “East” and “West” cultural distinction, saw 

themselves as part of a broader cultural world.74  

By contrast, cynics condemned coffee consumers by maintaining that 

“the Palats [palates] of the English were as Fanatical, as their Brain.”  English 

people, they wrote, “Like Apes” imitated “ridiculous Fashions” of others.  Like 

the “Barbarous Indian” they smoked tobacco, and similar to “the Turk ” they 

drank coffee.75  Diffusion of tobacco into English society around 1602 had faced 

similar opposition.  Advocates of the substance spoke of its sweet aroma and its 

healing properties, even providing recipes for making tobacco salve, concocted 

                                                
72 The Character of a Coffee-House (1655), 3. 
73 Anon., The Mens Answer to the Womens Petition against Coffee (London), 5; Anon, The Character 
of a Coffee-House (London, 1655), 6; The Character of a Coffee-House, 1 (A2). 
74 Anon., Coffee-houses Vindicated, 3. 
75 M.P. John Starkey, A Character of Coffee and Coffee-Houses (London, 1661), 1. 
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from its leaves, to remedy variety of skin lesions. 76  Those averse to tobacco, 

however, described it as a “stinking loathsome thing” from the land of the 

barbarous pagans, the early Americas, that had bewitched English people and 

degenerated the nation on the whole.77  

Coffee detractors also mocked those embracing the drink for parroting the 

fantastic medical discourses traveling from the shores of Turkey to England.  

Instead, they proclaimed coffee as a mere “Decoction of the Devils,” “syrrop 

[syrup] of soot,” and a drink “from Hell.” 78  The heathen “black broth,” had no 

health benefits.   Opponents also abhorred coffeehouses and argued that they 

were not a venue for learned men.  Rather, it was a place fit for the English 

“infidels,” to congregate for imposture, levity and bandying false news.  Some 

alleged that frequenting the establishments proselytized English consumers, 

turning them “Turk.”79  In their view, through regular contact with the exotic 

cultural phenomenon, patrons would inevitably undergo religious conversion.  

                                                
76 Recipe Books of Elizabeth Bertie, Mary Widdrington, & Others, 17th Century, MSS. Eng. Hist. c. 
250, e. 199, f. 174, & f. 77, Eng. misc. d. 436-7, Bodleian Library, Oxford; This and similar books 
of the time provided numerous recipes for home-made herbal medicines.  The native people 
employed tobacco for variety of illnesses including fever, headaches, intestinal disorder, and 
childbirth pain.   
77 Anon., King James His Apothegmes, Or, Table-Talk as they were by Him delivered Occasionally 
(London: 1643), 5., the Huntington Library, San Marino, California; James I, The Counterblast to 
Tobacco (London, 1603), 1-13, call # 131494; Anon, Work for Chimny-sweepers: OR A Warning for 
Tobacconists (London, 1602), C- Cii, E3-E4, F2-F3, EEBO.  
78 Anon., A Cup of Coffee: OR Coffee in its Colours (London, 1663), 1.  
79 A Cup of Coffee: OR Coffee in its Colours, 1; Christianissimus Christianandus (London, England), 
1676, News, 4, 17th-18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers, The British Library, London; 
Coffee opponents described the coffeehouses as an unnatural place for English consumers, 
because there they were simply imitators of Muslims/Turks. The term “Turk” was used 
interchangeably at the time with “Muslim.”    
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This anxiety, thus, animated exaggerated view of coffee drinking as a grotesque 

marriage between the Turks and English consumers that polluted England’s 

Christian image.  The “hot love” between the brown “Groom [coffee] . . . [a] 

Turkish Renegade“ and its “fair . . . Christian . . . Bride” bewitched the whole of 

the nation and turned it into “Whore[s]” in “Bawdy-houses [coffeehouses].”80  

 This symbolic connection between coffee and the allure of Islam became 

more pronounced as the burgeoning and immense popularity of coffee drinking 

grew.  Many feared that coffee and coffeehouses brought in a new bewildering 

cult, Islam, further threatening the porous state of religion in England.81  In the 

absence of a stable and unified national church, the infant republic, 1649-1659, 

became a breeding ground for competing religious ideologies, including 

heterodox ones.  As John Milton wrote in 1652, the greatest foe menacing the 

English Commonwealth was religious chaos.82  The ambiguous religious policies 

during the Interregnum, 1649-60, established neither a godly Protestant nation 

nor a society tolerant of religious pluralism, and disaffected almost all those who 

supported the English Revolution.  Many Puritans, who in the name of religious 

freedom took up arms against the crown, baffled by the regime’s ill management 

                                                
80 Anon., A Broad-side against COFFEE; Or, the Marriage of the Turk (London: 1667), 1. Bowdy 
house was a slang for brothels.  
81 Anon., A Cup of Coffee: OR Coffee in its Colours (London, 1663), 1; Anon., The Ale-Wives 
Complaint, Against the Coffee-Houses, in a Dialogue between a Victuallers Wife and A Coffee-Man, 
being at difference about spoiling each others Trade (London, 1675), 2-3. 
82 John Milton, “To the Lord General Cromwell,” in Complete Poems, The Harvard Classics, ed. 
Charles W. Eliot LLD (New York: P. F. Collier & Son, 1909), 85.  
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of religious affairs, joined the royalists and their efforts to restore monarchy.83  

They hoped for more permissive religious policies under the new monarch, 

Charles II, 1660-85.  The religious issue, particularly regarding radical sectaries, 

and the idea of free exercise of conscience, however, remained contentious 

throughout the Restoration era, 1660-88.  

Meanwhile, coffeehouses because of their permissive environment also 

became a popular site in which many, including alienated radical Puritans such 

as the Fifth Monarchists, Levellers and Quakers, could congregate and vent their 

grievances.  According to allegations made in the October 1654 issue of The 

Observator, of conservative political persuasion,  radical sects found 

coffeehouses to be safe havens in which to voice their discontent. 84  Their 

“brains . . . fuming with opinions” about “Theologie and policy,” radical 

dissenters, explained the source, went to the “penny clubs . . . little Academies 

of the City,” to discourse about the affairs of the church and state.85  These 

“unparalleled Vermin,” in the coffee places, another wrote, were spiritual 

pretenders who like “cattle . . . run over hedge and ditch, and break all Bounds” 

                                                
83 Bishop Gilbert Burnet, Burnet’s History of His Own time OR History of My Own Time (17th-18 
century), VII. D. 15, f. 57. MSS. Add, D. 15-14, 17th-18th Century, Bodleian Library, Oxford. Bishop 
Gilbert Burnet, (1643-1715) wrote about how those disappointed with Cromwell planned the 
restoration of the monarchy;  Richard Baxter, Baxter Letters (1670s), I, fols. 226-229, Dr. Williams 
Library, London.  This source is also quoted in J. T. Cliff, The Puritan Gentry Besieged, 1650-1700 
(New York & London : Routledge, 1993). 
84 The Observator, With a Summary of Intelligence, Number I. 4, From Tuesday Oct. 24 to Tuesday 
Oct. 31, 1654, 1-2, Burney Collection Newspapers, 17th-18th Century, The British Library, London.  
85 The Observator, Tuesday Oct. 24 to Tuesday Oct. 31, 1654, 1-2.  
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only to erect their own fantastical godly kingdom on earth.86  Edmund 

Chillenden was among the Fifth Monarchy men who frequented coffeehouses, 

and became a coffeehouse keeper in Leadenhall street, in London, in the 1670s.87   

Coffeehouses lured clients from a mixed political and cultural ideologies 

who enjoyed the novel indulgent social space.  The Rota Club, the first of its 

kind, and founded in 1659 by political theorist James Harrington, for instance, 

met nightly at Miles’s Coffee-house in Palace Yard, Westminster.88  There, 

Harrington and other members of the Rota such as Samuel Pepys, John Milton, 

John Aubrey and John Evelyn gathered to express their discontent with the 

absolutist state of the Protectorate.  They also debated alternative ideal political 

models for a Commonwealth, where government would no longer be above the 

law and have coercive authority over religious matters.  Nearly forty percent of 

                                                
86 The Observator, Tuesday Oct. 24 to Tuesday Oct. 31, 1654, 1-9.  
87 W. Erbery, The Madman’s Plea (1653), Oct. 17/27, Transcripts, The National Archives, London; 
CSP. Dom, 1677-78, 338 & 643.  Chillenden, who was also a Baptist at some point, was in trouble 
for disseminating seditious pamphlets, possibly in coffeehouses. As for which coffeehouse did 
Chillenden attend or owned is not known; perhaps Chillenden’s Coffee-House.  Generally, 
coffeehouses were known by the name of their proprietors. For more on Chillenden’ s life see 
Louise Fargo Brown, The Political Activities of the Baptists and Fifth Monarchy Men in England 
During the Interregnum (Washington: Oxford University Press, 1912); Robert O. Bucholz and 
Joseph P. Ward, London: A Social and Cultural History, 1550-1750 (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2012).  
88 Ellis, The Coffee-House, 42-52, & 96-99.  James Harrington founded the Rota Club in the early 
1650s. Harrington is also the author of Oceana, published in 1656, in which he offered his 
interpretation of his age, and his model of a republic.  Some scholars describe his work as a 
Machiavellian meditation on feudalism, because his concern was mainly with the creation of a 
stable policy following the disappearance of dependent military tenures. In addition, Harrington 
refuted Hobbes’s argument that government rested on most people fearing people in 
government.  In Leviathan, Hobbes claimed that political freedom was an illusion because in all 
forms of government people are bound to follow the laws set by the state.  Harrington, on the 
other hand, believed that there was a difference between the empire of laws, and the empire of 
persons which placed government above the law. For more on Harrington see J. G. A. Pocock, ed., 
The Political Works of James Harrington (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1977).  
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the Rota members went on to become Royal Society Fellows in the 1660s.  

 Likewise, some patrons indulged in discourses about all established 

religions.  A coffeehouse habitué, polemicist Henry Stubbe, who had fought in 

Cromwell’s army, was a great instance.89  Although not a religious man, Stubbe 

vehemently defended religious pluralism and the distinction between spiritual 

and civil authority, attacked the Christian dogma of Trinity and described it as 

no different than paganism.90  He also rejected the castigation of the Prophet 

Muhammad as an imposter or anti-Christ and called this as a “great untruth” 

propagated by Christians.91  In 1671, Stubbe authored An Account of the Rise and 

Progress of Mahometanism in which he admired Muhammad as a "great Prophet," 

described the Qur'an as a divine revelation, and praised Muslims’ toleration of 

other religious traditions.  Whether the polemicist converted to Islam remains 

obscure.    
                                                
89 Henry Stubbe mainly frequented the coffeehouses at Oxford. For more see R. Crocker, Henry 
More, 1614-87: A Biography of the Cambridge Platonist (Dordrecht Netherlands: Springer and 
Science, 2003), 164.  
90 Henry Stubbe, Essay in Defense of the Good Old Cause (London, 1659), preface, EEBO. Anthony 
Wood, Athenae Oxonienses: An Exact History of all the writers and bishops who have had their 
education in the University of Oxford, 4 vols. (London: 1690-1691), MS. Top. v.1-v.4 Oxon c.8-13, 
Bodleian Library in Oxford. A New edition with additions and a continuation by Philip Bliss, vol. 
III. (London, 1813-20), 3: 1067-1083, available at the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Special 
Collections Open Shelves, R. Ref.131, v.1-v.4, and the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, 
California, # LF525.W85 1813.. Hafiz Mahmud Khan Shairani, ed. Dr. Henry Stubbe, M.A. An 
Account of the Rise and progress of Mahometans (London: Luzac & Co, 1911), Intro, 21-23. 
According to the sources, Henry Stubbe had no fear of speaking his mind in Interregnum 
coffeehouses, and was often threatened to be beaten for his comments.  
91 Hafiz Mahmud Khan Shairani, ed. Dr. Henry Stubbe, M.A. An Account of the Rise and progress of 
Mahometans (London: Luzac & Co, 1911), chaps iv-x (pages 70-179).  It is possible that Stubbe’s 
An Account of the Rise and progress of Mahometans was in response to Alexander Ross’s 
Pansebeia, or, A View of all religions in the World, published in 1675. Ross described Prophet 
Mohammed as fake and anti-Chris, and Islam as a senseless hodge-podge of superstitions 
followed by diverse people of the East like the Persians and the Turks.     
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While not all coffeehouse discourses were subversive in nature, the 

culture inside the oriental establishments, to its outsiders, seemed dangerous.  

The popularity of the drink and its enterprise exacerbated their concerns about 

the fluidity of religious beliefs and practices in England.  Unable to stop the 

repulsive mania for the novel enterprise, opponents regarded the foreign place 

dangerous, sheltering vermin like “the mad Fifth-monarchy . . . Harringtons 

Rota,” [and] virtuosi.”92  Admirers of the Turkish novelty, according to critics, 

were fanatical fools, and “antichrist[s],” undermining Christian culture.93  In 

their view, the presence of coffee and coffeehouses on English soil fanaticism.  It 

was no surprise then that the sight of an Englishman wearing Turkish attire and 

rushing to coffeehouses adorned with Islamic signs animated cynics averse to 

coffee and coffeehouse culture.  They ridiculed those in coffee places, clients and 

proprietors alike, and proclaimed them “antichristian” who aspired to become 

“Turk,” Muslim, by wearing oriental garb.94  Coffee drinking practices alone did 

not foment such perceptions and rhetoric.  Rather, paranoia over religious 

heterodoxy and religious pliability of the English populace at the time was 

projected onto coffee and coffeehouses.  Only three years later coffee and 

coffeehouses arrived in English society.  In 1649, for instance, ostensibly 

                                                
92 Anon., The Coffee Scuffle, Occasioned by a Contest Between a Learned Knight, and a Pitiful 
Pedgogue (London, not dated), 6, 8, 12. 
93 The Coffee Scuffle, 5, 8-10. 
94 Anon., The Character of A Coffee-House. With the Symptoms of a Town-Wit (London, 1663), 2. 
The source also refers to such proprietors as apes imitating the Turks 
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alarmed by the rise of yet another religious cult, Islam, state officials had 

ordered the public burning of hundreds of copies of Alexander Ross’s The 

Alcoran of Mahomet.95  Critics saw the work as dangerous, and as an effort to 

proselytize to English people and turn them into Muslims.  Ross’s work focused 

on the history of Islam, and the errors and contradictions that permeated the 

Qur’an.96  

Coffeehouse proprietors strove to entertain and enchant their clients with 

the egalitarian and sober social enterprise in which they could relax, drink 

coffee, read newspapers and discourse with others.  This was not part of a 

concerted effort to turn them Turk.  Patrons embraced the permissive ambience 

of coffeehouses not as a place to apostate to Islam.  Rather, they frequented the 

places to enjoy a few hours away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life, 

meet new friends and exchange novel ideas with others, while sipping on the 

oriental beverage.  For many, the oriental establishments became virtually the 

only places in which they could elude their insular culture and connect with the 

East, beyond traveling or reading travel accounts.  Enthusiasts believed that 

intimate intermingling with coffeehouse culture reformed and cultivated their 

worldview.  As indicated in one coffee pamphlet, “Coffee and Commonwealth” 

began “Both with one letter, both came in Together for a Reformation.”97  

                                                
95 Bernard Capp, England’s Culture Wars (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 88. 
96 For more see Alexander Ross, The Alcoran of Mahomet (London: 1649). Available in EEBO. 
97 Anon., The Character of A Coffee-House, 6. 
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Conclusion 

The inconsistency in attitudes towards coffee and coffeehouses reflected 

the “reality” of life on a cultural borderland.  In any human environment, some 

people function “in the center,” while others “hover on the periphery,” and life 

in a border setting replicates the same process.98  Determined by their specific 

socio-cultural disposition, some immerse themselves in transcultural 

interactions, while others remain uninterested.  This is the universality of the 

border phenomenon.99  English people’s interaction in the Anglo-Ottoman 

cultural borderland of the coffeehouse also followed this convention.  Many 

English people embraced the idea of a multicultural border, and did not hesitate 

to become its active participants.   Antagonists, on the other hand, rejected the 

interaction with the Eastern cultural practice, and vehemently expressed their 

disapproval.  They feared the menace of an Ottoman import encroaching upon 

the sovereign border of England’s Christian culture.  Critics’ inflammatory 

discourses against coffee drinking practices echoed this anxiety and 

Islamophobic sentiment.   

Fear of Islam’s allure had, in part, its roots in the proliferation of captive 

stories, a subject that will be explored in the next chapter.  During the 

                                                
98 Martinez, Border People, xviii, 10. 
99 Martinez, Border People, xviii. 
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seventeenth century, countless English merchants, sailors, lords and 

commoners, while traveling in the Mediterranean, fell captive to Muslims.  

Barbary Corsairs, Moors, and Turks were among the Muslims who captured these 

travelers and converted them to Islam.100  Some were eventually freed and 

returned to England.  Upon their return, some captives told of their lives as 

slaves, and how under pressure from their cruel Muslim masters they had to 

convert to Islam.  By the mid-1630s, the Church of England introduced a process 

of readmission and required the converts to renounce publicly their adherence to 

Islam.101 Concerned with Islam’s attraction, official efforts aimed to steer the 

English populace away from its spell.   

Detractors’ reaction to the immense popularity of coffee-drinking 

practices among English consumers was thus connected to their specific 

historical and religious predisposition.  Participation in the oriental cultural 

phenomenon, in their view, represented the captivity of their Christian nation in 

the hands of the Turks, sold under the signs of the Turk’s Head or the Sultan’s 

head.  The overlapping of two cultures in the Anglo-Ottoman border, pessimists 

believed, also exacerbated the disorienting sense of religious instability in 

                                                
100 Nabil Matar, Turks, Moors, and Englishmen in the age of discovery (New York: Columbia 
University press, 1999), 71-81. There is no clear evidence for the exact number of Englishmen 
who were captured, and converted.  But sources suggest an estimate of one thousand captives 
who had returned to England between the late fifteenth- and early seventeenth centuries. Only a 
few wrote about their experiences. 
101 Matar, Turks, Moors, and Englishmen, 71-81. The Archbishop William Laud presented to 
Parliament an act, A Form of Penance and Reconciliation of a Renegado or Apostate from the 
Christian Religion to Turcism, for the formal process of re-adoption into the Church.     
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England.  Borders, scholars argue, function as agents of a state’s sovereignty and 

protect the nation’s sacred cultural identity from invasive alien influences.102  To 

detractors, the new cultural habit, a Turkish one at that, encroached on 

England’s cultural border, further perverting English people’s religiosity.  

Interaction on the new cultural borderland of the coffeehouse 

transgressed the East-West dichotomy, even if briefly.  In the coffeehouse, which 

acted as the boundary between two civilizations, patrons no longer mindful of 

such distinctions embraced the Islamic cultural practice.  Optimists knew first 

hand how fear of strange religious beliefs and practices had led to intolerance 

and ambivalent religious policies in England.  After all, many coffeehouse 

habitués were among those alienated, ostracized and disillusioned by such 

measures.  Once in the non-hierarchical environment of the coffee place, 

distinction or intolerance was the last thing on their mind.  It should not be 

thought, however, that coffeehouse patrons were a unified and cohesive body 

sharing a single ideology.  Rather, they came from diverse backgrounds, views 

and experiences.  Enthusiasts’ favorable reaction to coffee and coffeehouses, 

however, reveal the fact that almost all of them saw coffee drinking as 

comforting and the coffeehouse as a place to escape their precarious and 

limiting world.  The permissive environment of the establishment provided them 

with the chance to interact with the exotic culture in the company of like-

                                                
102 Sahlins, Boundaries (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 3-9.  
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minded and other cosmopolitan Englishmen.  Proponents saw cross-cultural 

interactions with the Turkish imported phenomenon as dynamic and enriching.  

Coffee and coffeehouses, they wrote, had emerged to make England into a “free 

and sober Nation.”103 

Everything that dazzled admirers of the Ottoman novelty, conversely, 

horrified its xenophobic critics.  The sight of turbaned English men frequenting 

a place redolent of all things Islamic, to them, was alarming, particularly in a 

society already anxious over growing religious factionalism in the post-

revolutionary nation.  The calamitous results of the revolution had left all of 

England’s institutions, including its church, in a state of disarray lasting to the 

end of the century.  Coffee and coffeehouses thus emerged in a kingdom turned 

upside down, and exacerbated the political, social and cultural rift in the post-

revolutionary nation.   To opponents, the alien novelty from “the Lunary World 

[Islamic World]” permeated England’s sovereign cultural borders and 

compromised its Christian identity.104  

The next chapter explores how the mixed reports on the Turks by early 

modern English travelers in the Islamic Empire, and anxieties about the constant 

peril of the Ottomans to the Christian world, including England, helped to 

generate polarized views towards English consumption of coffee.  It 

                                                
103 Anon., The Character of a Coffeehouse, OR, The Admirable Vertues of Coffee. 
104 M.P., A Character of a Coffee and Coffee-Houses, 8-9.  The “Lunary World,” was a specific 
reference to Ottoman Empire, because Muslims as a whole followed the Islamic Lunar calendar, 
which began when Prophet Muhammad migrated from Makkah to Medinah in 622 A.D. 
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demonstrates that the biased or sympathetic predisposition of English people to 

the Turks manifested in divergent reactions to the integration of the Islamic 

cultural phenomenon into English society.  
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     Chapter Three 
 
              The Turkish Liquor as “the Present Terror of the World”  
 

      Coffee and Commonwealth begin 
          Both with one letter, both came in  
          Together for a Reformation 
          To make’s a free and sober Nation.1 
   

But ‘its time to begone, who knows what Magick may be A working, For, behold! The Coffee-
Powder settles at the Bottom of our dish in form of a most terrible Saracens Head.2 

 
 

Like the contrasting statement above, early modern English travelers’ Early 

modern incompatible responses to their experiences in Ottoman lands helped to shape 

English people’s diverse attitudes towards their Eastern counterparts.  The most widely 

read travel account in seventeenth-century England evoked mixed reactions towards 

the integration of coffee and coffeehouses into England.  In early seventeenth-century 

England, while literacy rates remained relatively low, travel literature became one of 

the most popular and influential genres educating the English reading public about the 

wider world they could not visit for themselves.3  Through their narratives, travelers 

brought distant lands, including the Ottoman Empire, to their audiences.  Some 

voyagers depicted the Muslim Ottomans as barbaric, dangerous and enemies of 

Christendom, while others, conversely, showed admiration for their Turkish 

counterparts by describing them as trustworthy, courteous and tolerant.  English 

                                                
1 Anon., THE CHARACTER OF A Coffee-House (London: 1665), 6. 
2 Anon., The Character of  A Coffee-House, With the Symptomes of a Town-Wit (LONDON: 1663), 5-6. 
3 Peter Hulme and Tim Youngs, eds., The Cambridge Companion to Travel Writing (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2002), 19-20. Saracen derives from Classical Greek and Latin words that meant “Arab,” and was 
often used in the ninth century onwards. 
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travelers’ dichotomous portrayal of Islamic civilization were consequential, playing a 

significant role in the controversy surrounding the Ottoman phenomenon of coffee.  

The central question this chapter addresses is thus, how were English people’s 

disparate opinions towards coffee influenced by provocative or sympathetic images of 

the Turks represented in early English travel accounts? This chapter will argue that 

English people’s dichotomous response to coffee was shaped partly by the dramatically 

different accounts English travelers conveyed of the Ottoman Empire.  Early modern 

English travel texts based on first-hand observations had equal, if not more profound 

influence on framing and altering English people’s perception of Ottoman civilization 

and way of life.  This chapter will explore how the voyagers’ conflicting reports about 

the Ottomans and their religion, Islam, helped to stimulate divergent attitudes towards 

the diffusion of the Islamic novelty into English society.  This chapter will demonstrate 

the interconnection between the sharply polarized reception of the Ottoman 

phenomenon in England, and early English voyagers’ mixed reports on the Turks and 

Islam.  To do so, it considers Biddulph’s The Travels (1609), Sandys’s A Relation (1615), 

and Blount’s A Voyage (1636), as case studies.   

Fear mongering discourses of many including those of William Biddulph, and 

George Sandys instilled fear in English audiences, provoking enmity and contempt 

towards their Muslim counterparts.  Biddulph, an English chaplain, proclaimed “the 

Turkish Kingdom” as “little horne” of the beast prophesied in the Bible, warning his 
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readers about the contaminating effect of intermingling with the Turks, and Islam.4  

Sandys described the Ottomans as “faithless,” and “wild beasts of mankind” who 

reduced the Christian world to “lamentable distress and servitude.”5  In contrast, 

unbiased narratives by open-minded travelers like Henry Blount helped to incite 

enthusiasm among the curious-minded people about the Turks, their customs and 

habits.  Blount, a private intellectual adventurer, dismissed prejudiced discourses of his 

predecessors against the Eastern empire, depicting “the Turkish nation” as efficient, 

civil, and most “sweet and gentle” people.6  These English travelers’ views about 

Ottoman civilization were not far from those they held before embarking on their 

voyage there. Notably, his comments also resonated with those of fifteenth-century 

figures, like Cardinal Bessarion and Pope Pius II, who saw the triumph of the Turks over 

Christian lands as the end of Western civilization.  Bessarion and the Pope, discussed 

earlier, proclaimed the catastrophic fall of the Byzantine Empire to the Muslim warriors 

as an assault on Western high culture and on the honor of all Christians.7  The loss of 

                                                
4 William Biddulph, The Travels of certaine Englishmen into Africa, Asia, Troy, Bythinia, Thracia, and to the 
Black Sea, AND into Syria, Cilicia, Pisidia, Mesopatamia, Damascus, Canaan, Galile, Samaria, Iudea, 
Palestine, Jerusalme, Jericho, and to the Red Sea: and to sundry places (London, 1609), 47, 81. Available in 
Early English Books Online (EEBO).  
55 George Sandys, A Relation of a Journey begun An: Dom: 1610. Four Bookes. & Containing a description of 
the Turkish Empire, of Egypt, of the Holy Land, of the Remote part of Italy, and Islands adjoining (London: 
1615), To the Prince, & 47. EEBO.  
6 Sir Henry Blount, A Voyage into the Levant (London: 1636), 2, 4, 12-13, 38, & 75. EEBO. 
7 Nancy Bisaha, Creating East and West: Renaissance Humanists and the Ottoman Turks (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006),68, & 109-10.  
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Constantinople to the Turks, they wrote, was tantamount to the second “death of 

Homer and Plato.”8 

The accounts are of particular relevance to our purpose here for several reasons.   

First, although written in the fifteenth century, all three accounts went through several 

editions, some as many as eight, throughout the seventeenth century, clearly 

indicating the English public’s immense interest in what these narratives had to say 

about the distant Eastern world.  Their republication shows that they were popular, 

therefore influential.  Next, the travelers’ contrasting discourses on the Ottomans 

undoubtedly reflected not only their own distinct sense of identities as Englishmen and 

Christians, in the Muslim world, but also English society’s religious insecurities at the 

time.  The English Protestant Reformation from the 1530s onward shook and altered 

the life English people had known as Christians, crushing their shared sense of 

religious identity for generations.  While some welcomed the “spiritual reorientation” 

from Catholic practices to those of Protestants, others objected to the ecclesiastical 

reform and did not convert, at the risk of being considered subversive and dangerous.9  

At the same time, zealous Protestants, also known as Puritans, discontented  with the 

blend of Roman Catholicism and Protestantism  of the Church of England demanded its 

complete reformation.10  Conditioned by this religious environment and their own 

distinct views about the Turks, Biddulph, Sandys and Blount embarked on their 

                                                
8 Bisaha, Creating East and West, 66-69; Schwoebel, The Shadow of the Crescent, 9. 
9 Christopher Haig, English Reformation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), 1-13.  
10 Haigh, English Reformation, 3, 13; Robert Bucholz and Newton Key, Early Modern England, 1485-1714 
(Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2004), 222-24.  
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journeys in an empire that offered an alternative way of life to their compatriots.  

Finally, the three travelers, motivated by their backgrounds and purposes for traveling 

in the Ottoman Empire, also differed in their eagerness to interact with the Turks once 

there.  

The chapter will show how the inconsistent images of Ottomans depicted in the 

three travelogues influenced English people’s attitudes towards the Islamic world, 

helping to encourage or discourage embrace of with coffee drinking.  Placing the 

competing discourses surrounding the emergence of coffee in England within 

transnational interaction models theory also explains how they were intimately 

connected, constrained and empowered by English people’s ambivalent archaic 

mindset towards the Turks, shaped partly by such travel accounts.  Scholars suggest 

that the specific social, cultural and political disposition of borderers affect openness to 

transboundary exchanges.11  Border populations are generally divided between those 

who show little or no willingness to interact with the strange society, and individuals 

who take advantage of the opportunity and immerse themselves in transborder 

exchanges.12  This widespread phenomenon often occurs, as our case of coffee 

illustrates, irrespective of whether the border is a geographical or a cultural one.  The 

English people, influenced by their distinct attitudes towards the Islamic world, became 

sharply divided in their views about coffee and coffeehouses and its cultural impact.  

Whereas those terrified by the fearsome Islamic civilization kept their distance and 
                                                
11 Oscar Martinez, Border People, 59-65. 
12 Oscar Martinez, Border People, 60. 
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expressed their disdain for the ascendancy of coffee drinking, cosmopolitan-minded 

people likely embraced the practice.   

This chapter will trace the history of how the image of the Turks as terror of the 

world emerged, was produced in the three texts examined, stimulating Europeans’ fear 

of the Ottoman civilization through its depiction as a constant menace to Christendom.  

The aim is not only to establish the basis of this fear of the Ottomans, but also to show 

that travel accounts by Biddulph, Sandys and Blount emerged in a society already 

anxious about the growing dominance of the Ottomans over Christian lands.  The 

chapter will then carefully examine the travelers’ reports on their observations of, and 

experiences with, the people, mainly Turkish, and places they encountered while 

venturing in the Islamic empire.  Ultimately, the chapter shows that the provocative 

and enticing discourses of the English travelers either exacerbated English fear of 

enhanced the allure of Islam, playing out, decades later, in the controversy swirling the 

arrival of coffee in English society.     

             

Current scholarship on early English travelogues and images of the Turks  

 Scholarship on early modern England has seldom focused on the relationship 

between discourses in early English travel accounts about Islamic society and mixed 

reactions of English people towards the rise of the Turkish coffee drinking culture in 

their society.  For the most part, works deal with the history of production of 

conflicting images of the Turks in diverse body of literature, including travel accounts, 
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and its causes.  Some identify English people’s fear of admiration for and fascination 

with the invincible Ottoman Empire and the allure of Islam as the impetus behind the 

sixteenth- and seventeenth- century conflicting discourses on the Turks and religious 

practices.13 Although the English were at this time laying the groundwork for their 

colonial empire, it was the Ottoman Empire that pushed into Europe, conquering 

territories and enslaving thousands of men and women, among whom many voluntarily 

converted to Islam.  Travelers, while denigrating the converts, reported of thousands of 

Christians, including English merchants, soldiers and sailors, left their faith for the 

“mahometan” religion because of advantages unavailable to them in England such as 

employment, status and influence.14  Similarly, scholars argue that English discourses 

on Muslims and the Turks in particular, partly rose out of England’s colonial discourse 

on the American Indians.15  Those traveling and trading in the Ottoman Empire clearly 

recognized England’s inability to colonize and exploit the Islamic world, so turned to 

discourse of “superimposition” to transform the Ottoman “other” into a likeness of the 

American “other.”  To compensate for imperial impotency in the face of Ottoman 

power, English adventurers and scholars projected their perceptions of native 

Americans as savage people with unnatural lust onto the Ottomans, depicting them as 

heathen, barbarous and sodomites.16    

                                                
13 Nabil Matar, Islam in Britain (Cambridge: University of Cambridge, 1998), 12-50. 
14 Matar, Islam in Britain, 12-15, 31-50. 
15 Nobil Matar, Turks, Moors, and Englishmen in the Age of Discovery (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1999), 1-18, 160-80. 
16 Matar, Turks, Moors, and Englishmen, 109-115. 
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 Employing psychological and behavioral models, scholars also contend that early 

modern English people’s prejudiced views of the Turks as barbarous and weak 

developed out of imperial envy, an ambivalent mixture of revulsion, suspicion and 

awe.17  This envy and recognition of the might of the Ottomans, as well as their religion 

that rivalled Christianity, gave way not only to English people’s false sense of 

superiority, but also their sense of resentment and malicious discourses against the 

Turks.18  Scrutinizing hostile representations of the Turks in early modern English plays 

and romances, scholars posit that portraying Ottomans as tyrant infidels, inspired 

largely by English travelogues betrayed imperial anxieties.19  English stages became 

sites where concern about England’s political, social and cultural instability could be 

projected.  From the late fourteenth century onward, the whole of Europe feared and 

admired the Islamic civilization, “the Terror of the World,” whose religious, cultural 

and military power and influence was rapidly spreading, colonizing Europe.  Theatrical 

portrayal of Ottoman Turks as fearsome and lascivious, and Islam as a false religion 

perverting Christians’ religiosity, produced both repulsion and attraction, filling the 

heart and minds of Englishmen and Englishwomen with fear and awe.  

 This chapter, building upon the current research, discussed above, argues that 

conflicting discourses of early travelers in the Ottoman Empire helped to generate both 

                                                
17 Gerald MacLean, Looking East: English Writing and the Ottoman Empire before 1800 (Basingstoke, 
Hampshire: Palgrave, 2007), 20-22, 245-46. 
18 MacLean, Looking East,  
19 Daniel J. Vitkus, Three Turk Plays From Early Modern England (New York: Columbia University press, 
2000), 1-45; Benedict S. Robinson, Islam and Early Modern English Literature, (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2007), 1-13, 27-56, 146-80.  
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repugnance toward and admiration for Turkish-imported coffee drinking culture in 

seventeenth-century English society.    

 

Competing views of the Turks in Early English Travel accounts   

Travel literature in general have been notoriously complex and contradictory in 

nature because of the diversity of narrators’ motives for travel, interests, occupations 

and cultural orientations.  The differences in travelers’ backgrounds have shaped their 

ideological perceptions and conventions of representing people and places encountered 

during their ventures.  In other words, travel narratives reflect their authors’ particular 

socio-cultural inclinations and experiences.  This appears in the accounts by English 

clergyman William Biddulph (1599-1608); religious poet and colonialist adventurer 

George Sandys (1610-12); and wealthy legal expert Sir Henry Blount (1634-36), who 

traveled in the Ottoman Empire in the early seventeenth century.  As the three 

examples will demonstrate, the narrators’ individual circumstances resulted in 

incompatible discourses on the Turks, and their cultural practices, including religious 

ones.  Conditioned by their distinct backgrounds, Biddulph and Sandys took the 

occasion to perpetuate culturally imbedded demonized images of the Muslims and 

Islam, while Blount, conversely, enlightened his readers with sympathetic and novel 

visions of their experiences in the exotic world.    

Early English travelers in the Islamic lands were not, in the Saidian sense, 

Orientalist, writing on the Orient.  In his seminal work Orientalism, Said, in defining 
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Orientalism, emphasized centuries of monolithic Western discourses, including those 

of travel books, against the Islamic world.20  This consistency, he argues, arose mainly 

out of common sense and overtly exploitive interests in, and authority over, the Orient, 

resulting in deliberate and uniformly fantastic representation of it, lasting for 

generations.21 Irrespective of their varied historical circumstances or experiences, 

Orientalists, often building on each other’s visions, collectively constructed and 

misrepresented, the East, “the other,” in the same “unnatural” light, in the interest of 

colonial and imperial ambitions.22 

Assuredly, many early voyagers depicted the Muslims, their customs and religion 

in unauthentic and downright malicious light, preparing, although not necessarily by 

design, the foundation of imperial and colonial discourses against the Orient.  But their 

prejudices against, and stereotypes of, the Turks stemmed not from the impulse to 

dominate them, at least not yet.  Not until the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries did 

European travelers, including the English, contribute to imperialism by producing for 

their readers worlds that were ready for the west to dominate, a necessary precondition 

for Orientalism in the Saidian sense.  Negative discourses on the Muslim Ottomans, by 

some of the travelers arose mainly out of fear of the allure of Islam, influenced by the 

perceived threat of the mighty Eastern empire.  

                                                
20 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), 16-17.  For Said, the Orient was primarily 
the peoples and culture of the Islamic world, but his definition of Orientalism included those of South 
and East Asia. By the West, he mainly means the British, French, and Americans.  
21 Said, Orientalism, 9-23. 
22 Said, Orientalism, 9-23.  As Said points out, the representation of the Orient was “avowedly artistic,” 
meaning imaginative and not a “natural” depiction.    
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During the pre-colonial period, English travelers, who wrote about their 

experiences in the Ottoman Empire, were aware of the might of the Muslim 

civilization.23  They knew that they were encountering a civilization that had been a 

serious threat to Christian lands for centuries, not one they were dominating or could 

dominate until the nineteenth century.  Since the mid fourteenth century, the 

Ottomans had been advancing westward, capturing Constantinople in 1453, and 

establishing their control over almost one third of Europe by the early 1600s.  Their 

empire, stretching over three continents, encompassed territories extending from 

North Africa to the Danube, and from Western Asia to the Balkans as far as Budapest.24  

But England “did not seize a single inch of Muslim lands,” in contrast to North America 

where its colonies were expanding simultaneously.25  According to some historians, 

despite England’s greater volume of trade on the Mediterranean, commencing with the 

Anglo-Ottoman trade agreement in 1581, English pretentions to any sort of hegemony 

even in the Mediterranean world was laughable.  Furthermore, as late as 1630, 

England’s imperial efforts was mostly about handful of “miserable” outposts in Virginia 

and Massachusetts. Many of their early attempts at permanent English settlement in 

America collapsed completely.  Whereas in their American colonies, English colonizers 

dominated the natives, in the Islamic world the Muslims held power over English 

                                                
23 MacLean, Looking East, 20.      
24 MacLean, Looking East, 20; Burton, Traffic and Turning, 36.  
25 Nabil Matar, Turks, Moore, and Englishmen in the Age of Discovery (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1999), 17. For more read Daniel Vitkus, Turning Turk (New York: Palgrave, 2003), 9-10, 30.  
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subjects traveling, or residing, there.26  In other words, the latter held an inferior status 

while in the Ottoman Empire. 

The proud Turks, as the servant of voyager Harrie Cavendish wrote in 1589, 

“perceavyng us to be Crystyans,” would often “stand and stare . . . and spyt [spit] upon 

us.”27  Similarly, a contemporary English traveler in the Ottoman territories recorded 

how when in Aleppo, a Muslim almost pulled off his ear, while dragging him around the 

streets, as others threw stone at him.28  The voyagers often described the Ottoman 

Muslims as extremely proud people.  Their pride was not, as one wrote, “to bee 

described with tongue or pen, for it . . . exeede all arrogancye that ever was in 

Alexander the Great.29  The Turks not only did not fear English people, and as the 

travelers reported, they often did not seem to know much about them, aside from the 

fact that they were Christians.  Henry Timberlake, a visitor to the dominions of Islam in 

1603, for instance, advised his compatriots, intent on traveling to the East, to introduce 

themselves as Frenchmen, because the Turks “knowe not what you mean by the worde 

Englishman.”30  Now, whether Timberlake’s claims were authentic or not, it seems 

                                                
26 Matar, Islam in Britain, 3-4.  
27 Mr. Harrie Cavendish: His Journey to and From Constantinople 1589 by Fox, his servant, ed. A. C. Wood 
(London: Office of the Royal Historical Society, 1940), 14-15, quoted in Matar, Islam in Britain, 4. 
28  Sir Anthony Sherley and his Persian Adventure, ed. Sir E. Denison Ross (London: George Routledge & 
Sons, 1933), 184, Quoted in Matar, Islam in Britain, 4.  
29 Thomas Sherley, “Discourse of the Turkes by Sir Thomas Sherley” in Thomas Wilson, The State of 
England Anno Dom. 1600, ed. F. J. Fisher, (London: Offices of the Society, 1936), 2.  
30 Henry Timberlake, A true and strange discourse of the trauailes of two English pilgrimes what admirable 
accidents befell them in their iourney to Ierusalem, Gaza, Grand Cayro, Alexandria, and other places 
(London: 1603), 8.  The source is also mentioned in Matar, Turks, Moore, and Englishmen, 4; available in 
William Andrews Clark Library, and EEBO. Also quoted in Matar, Islam in Britain.  According to Matar, 
Timberlake had noted that Frenchmen were well-known at this time. Timberlake was a contemporary of 
William Biddulph.  
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evident that early English travelers fully appreciated their insignificant position in the 

East.  Englishmen in the Mediterranean accommodated local norms.31  Unlike the 

discursively produced Orient of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century, the mighty 

Muslim civilization really existed, and seventeenth-century English voyagers knew it.32   

In contrast to Orientalists who represented the Orient in a position to be dominated, 

early modern English travelers perceived and depicted the Islamic civilization as a 

powerful force which they could not ignore.  

Early modern English adventurers, despite their divergent backgrounds and 

motives for travel, for the most part, engaged in an ageless phenomenon.  They wrote 

to impart information to their curious readers in the homeland about the foreign 

societies they encountered.  The discourses in travelogues were mainly based on 

personal observations, and experiences, thus rendering them to their readers more 

captivating, reliable and influential.  The accounts on the popularity of coffee-drinking 

culture in the Ottoman cities, for instance, served as invaluable evidence to advocates 

in England, who defended coffee’s health benefits.  To buttress their claims about the 

oriental drink, coffee drinkers argued that even “Sandy’s in his Travel, and the 

Judicious Sir H. B. [Henry Blount] . . . in his Voyage to the Levant . . . speaks very 

advantageously of it [coffee],” and “have given it their Votes.”33  Both travelers had 

                                                
31 Alison Games, The Web of Empire: English Cosmopolitans in Age of Expansion, 1560-1660 (Oxford: 
Oxford University  Press, 2008), 77-78.  
32 MacLean, Looking East, 18.  
33 Coffee-houses Vindicated in Answer to the late published Character of a Coffee-House asserting From 
Reason, Experience, and good Authors, the Excellent Use, and Physical Vertues of the Liquor. 
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discoursed about the exotic beverage, and the establishment in which the Turks 

aggregated to consume it.  This shows that travel literature, as product of cross-cultural 

encounters, was not inconsequential series of rhetoric on an alien entity and its 

inhabitants.  Travel accounts’ capacity to provide English people with insights into 

foreign societies played a significant role in shaping readers’ attitudes towards distant 

societies.  Early English voyagers’ accounts of the Ottoman lands on the frequency of 

Christians, including those from England, converting to Islam, for instance, further 

exacerbated English anxieties about the allure of Islam and apostasy to it. Similarly, by 

the time that coffee drinking emerged in English society in 1652, fear of the attraction 

of all things Islamic prevailed intensely specially among those who opposed the 

Turkish cultural novelty.  Coffee’s critics believed that English consumers, by 

interacting with the oriental phenomenon, would convert to Islam, and kept their 

distance.  With its magical power, they claimed, coffee “bewitched” English consumers, 

turning them into Turks, meaning Muslims.34  

At the same time, of course, travelers’ discourses on the appeal of Islamic 

culture also influenced cosmopolitan-minded people in England, who were curious 

about their Muslim counterparts, and their ways of life.  Contrary to pessimists, 

optimists embraced the emergence of coffee, and the opportunity to engage in 

                                                
34 A Broad-Side Against Coffee, 1; A Cup of Coffee, 1.  In this context, to “turn Turk” meant to convert to 
Islam.  The idiom first appeared in the English vernacular early in the sixteenth century, concurrent with 
growing number of Englishmen choosing to abandon Christian England to pursue their fortunes in the 
Islamic world. For more see Jonathan Burton, Traffic and Turning: Islam and English Drama, 1579-1624 
(Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2005).  
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transcultural interaction by frequenting the coffeehouse and drinking the exotic 

beverage.  They were no longer limited to encountering their Muslim counterparts in 

image only, as depicted in varied literature including travelogues.  Now, English coffee 

places, endowed with oriental setting and symbols, provided the space inside which 

enthusiast could transcend East-West cultural boundaries and imagine themselves 

interacting with their Turkish neighbor.  Coffee brought that distant Islamic Empire 

right to the doorstep of Christian England, establishing a cultural border between the 

two civilizations, where transboundary integration became possible.   

The intent, below, then, is to further reveal the interconnection between the 

conflicting images of the Muslim Ottomans, as well as their religion, depicted in 

English travel accounts, and the controversy surrounding the diffusion of coffee into 

English Christian culture.  To do so, accounts by the three travelers mentioned earlier 

will be closely treated.  The first account is The Travels (1609) by Biddulph, followed by 

Sandys’s A Relation (1615), and Blount’s A Voyage into the Levant (1636). The 

discussions below will illuminate how Biddulph, Sandys and Blount conceptualized, 

experienced, and represented to their audiences in England the cosmopolitan Islamic 

civilization that they visited in person. 
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William Biddulph as a Christian chaplain among the Turks 

William Biddulph was the first English chaplain to publish an account on the 

distant Eastern civilization.35 Biddulph arrived in the Ottoman Levant towards the end 

of 1599, and ministered to the spiritual needs of English Protestant communities in 

Aleppo for eight years.  Biddulph, appointed by the Levant Company, replaced a 

clergyman, Mr. Maye, who had served there since 1596.36  Not much is known about 

Biddulph’s life before his appointment by the Company for chaplaincy in Aleppo, 

except that he attended Brasenose College, Oxford, and probably received his MA in 

1590.37  He was among the first distinguished writers who served as clergyman in the 

Ottoman Levant.38  The assignment of chaplains to the English expatriate communities 

in Ottoman lands was, for the most part, a complicated business.  Generally, they 

enjoyed limited authority, compounded by the delay in receiving orders from the 

Company in London.39  But the attitudes of English merchants and factors, residing in 

the Levant, towards the chaplains, including Biddulph, further frustrated their mission.   

During his entire stay in the Ottoman world, the clergyman complained, “I never 

                                                
35 Biddulph, The Travels, The Preface; also quoted in Chew, The Crescent and the Rose, 46. 
36 An English chartered company, the Levant Company, was founded, in 1581, upon the official 
commercial privileges granted by Sultan Murad III, at the request of Elizabeth I, to English merchants, in 
1580.  This capitulation to England established the foundation of all ensuing Anglo-Ottoman relations, 
including official trade. For more see Skilliter, William Harborne, 69-104.  
37 Gerald MacLean, The Rise of Oriental Travel (New York: Palgrave, 2004), 51. According to Maclean, 
there is no proof confirming his membership at Brasenose. 
38 John Pearson, A Biographical Sketch of the Chaplains to the Levant Company, Maintained at 
Constantinople, Aleppo, and Smyrna, 1611-1706 (Cambridge: Deighton Bell, 1883), 18.  Also quoted in 
Gerald MacLean, “Strolling in Syria with William Biddulph,” Criticism 46, no. 3 Special Issue: Extreme 
and Sentimental History (Summer, 2004): 420. 
39 MacLean, Oriental Travel, 66. 
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received, neither was offered wrong by any nation but mine owne Countrimen . . . only 

for doing my duty, and following the order of our Church of England.”40  Even the 

heathen Turks, Biddulph wrote, honored “their Muftie (which is their chiefe Ruler in 

Ecclesiaticall matters),” far more than Englishmen ever did their ministers.41  

By the early seventeenth century, English trade into the Levant had been 

increasing the number of Englishmen who made careers and fortunes for themselves by 

living in Ottoman towns and cities, including Aleppo.42 This included expatriated 

members of the Levant Company, like Daniel Edwards, who introduced coffee to 

England, as well as independent English merchants who moved to the Ottoman Levant 

to establish their own private trades.  Biddulph’s brother, Peter, was among the 

independent individuals who resided in Aleppo, trading precious stones from the Far 

East during the years when the chaplain ministered to the Company employees.43  For 

most Englishmen, however, the attraction of living abroad was about the opportunity 

to make a great deal of fortune.  It was the chance to live as they wished, socially and 

spiritually, without worrying about the moral constraints imposed in Christian 

society.44  English ministers’ close observation of their social and spiritual conduct thus 

                                                
40 Biddulph, The Travels, 62. Also quoted, although in a different context, in MacLean, Oriental Travel, 91. 
MacLean mainly focuses on the ironies of Biddulph’s claims in The Travels. 
41 Biddulph, The Travels, 63. Mufti is a judicial and religious expert, jurisconsult, on Islamic law, Sharia. 
42MacLean, “Strolling in Syria with William Biddulph,” 417.  By 1603, the English merchants had become 
“absolute masters,” as Venetians called them, in the Levant, ruining the business for others.  According 
to government records, in 1607, some of the English merchants in the Levant had amassed fortunes up to 
500.000 crowns (C.S.P., Venetians, 1592-1603, 534-536). For more see Alfred C. Wood, A History of the 
Levant Company (Oxford: Frank Cass & Co., 1964, and transferred to Digital Printing in 2006), 23-37.    
43 MacLean, “Strolling in Syria,” 420. 
44 Maclean, Oriental Travel, 66.  
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seemed a nuisance.  Commonly, however, Levant Company chaplains were supposed to 

police English expatriates, particularly in matters of religion.  A Company letter to 

Biddulph in 1600 instructed him to act as the moral authority and, as the chaplain in 

Aleppo, to provide guidance to “ [English] people in knowledge of Religyon.”45  

Rumors about moral collapse in English expatriate communities in the Ottoman 

land, had circulated regularly in London for decades.46  Travelers regularly reported 

about Englishmen’s drunkenness, buying slaves for sexual services, taking concubines 

and marrying Muslim women.47  So, whether intoxication, liaisons, marriage with 

Muslim and non-Muslim women, or apostasy to Islam, it was most likely such conduct 

that Biddulph embarked on admonishing.  The Protestant chaplain nevertheless 

remained silent about any such practices among his expatriate fellow nationals.  For 

the most part, he recorded his adventures in the different Christian communities in the 

Ottoman dominion, his deprecatory views on the Turks and their religion, and cultural 

practices such as coffee drinking in coffeehouses.  The introduction of his travelogue 

explained the central aim of The Travels was to awaken English readers back home to 

the moral and religious superiority of England.48  

When Biddulph returned to England in 1609, he objected to the publication of 

his written reports, which were mostly took the form of letters.  Under the pseudonym 

                                                
45 Henry Stevens, The Dawn of British Trade o the East Indies as recorded in the Court Minutes of the East 
India Company, 1599-1603 (London: Henry Stevens & Sons, 1886, reprint from the original manuscript), 
276, 27D60, Bodleian Library, Oxford. Also quoted in MacLean, Oriental Travels, 70.  
46 Burton, Traffic and Turning, 155-56. 
47 MacLean and Matar, Britain and the Islamic World, 95-99;  Burton, Traffic and Turning, 155-56.  
48 Biddulph, The Travels, The preface, A1-A2. 
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“Theophilus Lavender,” who supposedly compiled the chaplain’s correspondence into 

one text, to the delight of many” tales went into print allegedly without Biddulph’s 

knowledge.49  According to Lavender’s claim, noted in The Preface of The Travels, the 

“voyage was well penned, and . . . “well-liked by all that saw it, who,” then, wanted 

copies of it.”50  Biddulph’s account began with his voyage in 1600 from England into the 

ports of Mediterranean societies, such as Malta, Venice, and several Greek Islands 

before reaching Istanbul. The Protestant chaplain’s remarks on the inhabitants of these 

territories, mainly Islamic and non-Protestant Christians, that he encountered seemed 

denigrating, and already anti-Turk.  Those in Malta, Venice, and Greece he called 

“barbarians,” superstitious, or “ignorant.”51  For instance, Athens, he wrote, “was the 

mother . . . of all liberall Arts and Sciences,” but now, being governed by “the Turkes,” 

there was nothing but “Barbarism there.”52  Biddulph’s hostile attitude towards Muslim 

civilization emerged even before he resided among them.  

Upon arriving in Istanbul, Biddulph embarked on informing his English readers 

at home about the history of the city’s conquest by Sultan Mehmet II in 1453.  His 

comments about the Ottomans’ capture of Constantinople seemed derived almost 

verbatim from accounts by scholars such as Cambini and Knolles.  The Chaplain 

lamented the sack of the metropolis by the Turkish warriors, the slaughter and 

enslavement of its Christian inhabitants, and the appropriation of the “Temple of St. 

                                                
49 Chew, The Crescent and the Rose, 46. 
50 Biddulph, The Travels, To the Reader.  
51 Biddulph, The Travels, 1-16. 
52 Biddulph, The Travels, 10.  
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Sophia,” in which now Muslims congregated to pray.53  The fall of the seat of the 

Byzantine Empire, in Biddulph’s view, left “al[l] Christendome” in absolute decay and 

the Christians as perpetual slaves in the hands of the “barbarous” Turks.   The chaplain 

also chronicled the trading of Christian captives in one of Istanbul’s public markets, 

known as the “usual” market.  Whether Biddulph actually visited the place remains 

obscure.  According to his report, in the usual market the Turks traded “men and 

women of all ages,” mainly Christians slaves, “as ordinary as we [English] doe Cattle in 

England.”54  These who were captives taken by the Turks in their wars against Christian 

countries, like “Hungarie.”55  Those, who were not sold for the right price in the slave 

market, according to Biddulph, would then be forced “to turn Turk,” meaning Muslim, 

and used as household servants.  This jibes with earlier eyewitnesses, like the Janissary 

Aşinkpaşazade at the Battle of Varna in 1444, in Bulgaria. There the Turks, upon their 

victory, took the surviving inhabitants as captives, and often traded them as slaves.  To 

the chaplain, life for the captured Christians thus offered only enslavement.  Biddulph, 

in fact, went further by proclaiming all Christians, whether Armenians, Maronites, 

Nestorians, Gregorians, or Greeks, living in the Ottoman dominion, “as slaves unto the 

Great Turks,” and their barbarous rule.56  Such fear mongering discourses reproduced 

and exacerbated worries already present in English society about the menace of the 

Ottomans threatening their nation.  

                                                
53 Biddulph, The Travels, 22-24, 23.   
54 Biddulph, The Travels, 27. 
55 Biddulph, The Travels, 27. 
56 Biddulph, The Travels, A2, 75, & 82-83. 
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Biddulph’s discourses on virtually enslaved Christians in the Ottoman Empire 

emerged on the heels of England’s wrestle with Ottoman corsairs, also known as the 

Barbary pirates.  From about the mid sixteenth century to the early seventeenth 

century, Barbary corsairs appeared on the shores of the English realm, raiding its 

coastal towns.57  In addition to attacking English subjects, merchants and passengers 

alike, on the high seas, Ottoman pirates repeatedly captured hundreds of men and 

women from England’s coastal regions and sold them as slaves.58  The Ottomans’ 

intrusion on English soil provoked considerable fear and dismay in the realm.  A 

concerned English contemporary, Thomas Newton, for instance, warned his 

compatriots that the “bloudy” tyrants were “at first very far off” from our clime and 

region, and therefore the less to be feared, but now they are even at our doors and 

ready to come into our houses.”59  Biddulph’s discourse, then, was a reminder of the 

ongoing captivity of the Christians in the hands of the Turks.  

After his brief stay in Constantinople, the chaplain traveled to Aleppo.  The first 

feature of the city that attracted Biddulph’s attention was its multi-ethnic, religious, 

and cultural environment.   While not elaborating on his own impression of the 

cosmopolitan city, he simply commented that “sundry sorts of Christians” coexisted 

                                                
57 Barbour, Before Orientalism, 18. The Barbary corsairs were also known as Ottoman corsairs, or Ottoman 
pirates. 
58 Matar, Islam in Britain, 4-5; Barbour, Before Orientalism,18.  
59  Thomas Newton, A Notable Historie of the Saracens (London: 1575), Dedicatorie, EEBO; also quoted in 
Barbour, Before Orientalism, 18. 
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alongside the “Turkes, Moores, Arabians, [and] Jewes.”60 Biddulph’s reluctance to 

provide further remarks about the harmony among the different religious communities, 

as in Aleppo, possibly stemmed from his unfamiliarity with such a phenomenon.   The 

English chaplain came from a Christian society seriously fragmented in the context of 

English Protestant Reformation resulting in violent hostility between Protestants and 

Catholics, both claiming to be true followers of Christ.61  By the end of the sixteenth 

century, hundreds of people from all over the English realm were persecuted, even put 

to fire, for their beliefs.62  The heterogeneous religious milieu of the Ottoman 

communities, as well as the Ottomans’ toleration of foreign Christians like himself, 

however, did not shake Biddulph’s bigotry towards the Islamic society.  He still viewed 

all Christians living in the Ottoman lands as slaves, because they were being ruled by 

the tyrannical Muslims.  Of course, as some also argue, English travelers like the 

Protestant chaplain, seemed oblivious to the gruesome persecution of their Catholic 

fellow nationals, including priests, in England.63  

Biddulph also blamed all degenerate conduct among Christian expatriates, such 

as apostasy, and even the frequency of Englishmen’ liaisons with Ottoman women, 

                                                
60 Biddulph, The Travels, 44-45, 75. The Ottoman Empire comprised large Christian and Jewish 
communities known as dhimmi (zimme) in the Islamic states. Meaning of dhimme is a “society or 
community with whom an agreement and promises made.”  
61 England’s Reformation movement began in the 1530s, under the rule of Henry VIII, 1509-1547. 
62 G. J. Meyer, The Tudors (New York: Bantam Books Trade Paperback, 2011), 418-19; Haig, English 
Reformation, 219-267.   
63 MacLean and Matar, Britain and the Islamic World, 164.  According to the Penal Acts, passed in 1558, 
the first year of Elizabeth I’s reign, all, particularly priests, who violated the Acts, and continued with 
their popish beliefs, were either imprisoned or executed. Tyburn, one of the permanent gallows 
established in 1571, became known as the place of cruelty and execution of Catholics.   
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including Greeks, on long dwelling among Muslim Ottomans.64  Using examples from 

the Old Testament, he warned his English readers about how constant interaction with 

heathen people would taint even a righteous person with their ungodliness.  Joseph, 

who was  “(a good man),” the chaplain wrote, “living in Pharaoh his Court, had 

learned” to swear “by the life of Pharaoh,” and not to his own God.65  In Biddulph’s 

view, then, all Christians, including English tradesmen, living among the Turks, were at 

the great risk of moral and cultural contamination.  This evidence suggests it was the 

traveler’s prejudice, as well as ideologies, and not his actual experiences with 

temptation of conversion to Islam or attraction to Ottoman women that produced such 

exaggerated antipathy towards association.  To eager English readers, including future 

travelers back home, such eyewitness accounts were not empty rhetoric.  Rather, they 

were perceived as reports based on personal observations, by a chaplain at that.  As 

contempt for the rise of coffee drinking shows, alarming discourses like those of 

Biddulph helped to provoke enduring resentment towards interaction with Islamic 

culture.  To coffee’s opponents, devotion to the Ottoman cultural novelty also seemed 

morally menacing.  They condemned enthusiasts for spending long hours, almost daily, 

in the Turkish-inspired coffee place, and drinking the “Heathenish Liquor.”  Their 

enthusiasm for coffee, and the “smoke-hole,” critics proclaimed, had turned their 

                                                
64 Biddulph, The Travels, 81.   
65 Biddulph, The Travels, 81. 
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fellow countrymen into the “perfect Turk” denying “Divinity,” abandoning their 

“morality . . . piety and virtue.”66  

As The Travels reveals, Biddulph also seemed wary of living among Muslims, and 

expressed his anguish in the letters that he wrote home.  While not reporting any 

specific unpleasant encounter with the Turks, he described his life as a calamity, and 

compared it to those of biblical figures, and the sufferings that they endured among 

non-believers.67  Referring to himself as “a poor Christian” living in “Heathenish 

Babylon,” the chaplain hoped that the same God, who returned Naomi to Bethlehem 

after years of “sojourning in idolatrous Moab” would return him to England.68  Biddulph 

clearly depicted himself as analogous to Christians captive in the Islamic society.69  Yet, 

despite the challenges of living under an Islamic culture, as chronicled in The Travels, 

the clergyman seemed to have remained unshaken in his religious convictions.  

Biddulph made sure to remind his readers that while he was breathing different air, he 

himself was unchanged.  Although, “thousand of miles distant from” home, he 

remarked, “I have not changed but the aire, I remain still the same man, and of the 

same minde.”70  The chaplain thus reminded his audiences that keeping his distance 

from the heathens, the Turks, remained an unshaken Christian and Englishman.  

                                                
66 The Character of a Coffee-House, 4-5.  Similar to coffeehouses in the Ottoman cities, smoking tobacco 
was commonplace in English coffee establishments. 
67 Biddulph, The Travels, 32.  
68 Biddulph, The Travels, 32.  
69 Biddulph, The Travels, 48-61. 
70 Biddulph, The Travels, 31-32.  
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Biddulph’s reports clearly fulfilled, at least partly, the moral design of his travel 

account.  As conveyed by Lavender, The Travels’ purpose lay not just in its depiction of 

“Heathen countries,” but in encouraging English people to compare them with 

England, and to realize “how God hath blessed our Countrie,” and be thankful for their 

freedom.71  The travel account also offered a form of advice by showing the readers how 

to remain steadfast, as Biddulph did, in their Christian faith when living among or 

encountering Muslim Ottomans.  In the face of the dangers posed by the Islamic 

culture, the chaplain not only remained unshaken in his faith by keeping his distance, 

but also, remarked Lavender, preached “the Gospel constantly and boldly,” while 

among the heathen Turks.72      

Biddulph’s text provided no evidence showing the chaplain’s meaningful contact 

with Islamic communities even after residing in Aleppo.  Unable to relinquish his 

ideological baggage against the Turks and Islam, Biddulph, although in the contact 

zone, avoided contact with Muslim culture.  The Levant Company chaplain’s prejudiced 

perspective towards the Turks kept Biddulph from mingling with them.  This emerges 

in his discourses about the manner and custom of the Turks, because he made no 

references to himself.  The minister simply ranted, mostly belligerently, on subjects 

such as polygamy, the subservient role of women, and the severe public punishment of 

offenders, including adulterous women, as well as those speaking against Islam.73  

                                                
71 Biddulph, The Travels, A1-A2, B2.  
72 Biddulph, The Travels, B3. 
73 Biddulph, The Travels, 54-68. 
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Biddulph’s occasional interactions with Muslims were limited to those who 

accompanied him as interpreter during his visits to different parts of the Levant.      

Biddulph found the Turks’ diet “not very sumptuous,” and briefly mentionioned, 

although not fondly, coffee, their “most common drink.”74 Describing it as a “black kind 

of drinke made of a kind of pulse[eg] like Peace [peas],” he explained how “they drink it 

as hot as they can suffer it.”75  English coffee skeptics also mocked advocates for 

drinking the beverage “like scalding Phlegeton,” mythological river of fire.76  While 

Biddulph did not record whether he ever tried the Turkish drink, he noted its benefit for 

driving “away drowsiness.”77  Later, English coffee enthusiasts also defended the 

beverage for its “reviving power,” and keeping “a man awake . . . [and] his eyes wide 

open stare.”78  As for the Turks’ religion, Biddulph took the opportunity to further 

demonize Muslim Ottomans, defining them as the enemies of Christianity.  Using the 

authority of the Scripture, he ascribed the evil character of the beasts, mentioned in the 

Book of Daniel, to the Ottomans for their growing dominance in, and threat to, 

Christian lands.  Prophet Daniel, the chaplain wrote, prophesied about “the little horn 

[of the fourth beast], that is . . . the Turkish Empire,” and its blasphemy “against the 

most high . . . Christ.”79  Biddulph even warned his audiences in England that the 

                                                
74 Biddulph, The Travels, 64-66. 
75 Biddulph, The Travels, 65. 
76  A Cup of COFFEE: OR, Coffee in its Colours. Phlegeton, or Pyriphlegethon, was the river of fire of the 
underworld, and was described in Plato’s Phaedo. For more see David A. White, Myth and Metaphysics in 
Plato’s Phaedo (Cranbury, NJ: Associated University Presses, 1989), 257.  
77 Biddulph, The Travels, 66. 
78 The Character of a Coffee-House…The Admirable Vertues of COFFEE, 3. 
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biblical prophecy was being fulfilled.  These Turkish “enemies of God,” he wrote, would 

“Abolish the Gospell and the Church,” and end Christianity altogether.80  

The minister seemed apprehensive about of the power of Islam.  He 

characterized it as a “monstrous and most divellish Religion” coined by a false prophet, 

who “easily . . . allure[d] all nations unto himself.”81  Of course, distorted images of the 

prophet of Islam had been commonplace in earlier English texts since the Middle Ages.  

In a treatise of early 1530, for instance, Prophet Mohammad was proclaimed as fraud, a 

false prophet, who “desceyved more soules” with his cursed law, “that alkoran.” a 

patchwork of religious doctrines stitched together,” to serve his purpose. 82  The 

minister also described the advent of the faith as the beginning of the history of the 

Turks.  To narrate the history of Islam, Biddulph wrote, “I will proceed to show . . . 

plainly how the Turkes began, [and] multiplied.”83   He continued by recounting the 

story about “Mahomet,” his “concoction of a false Doctrine and Religion,” and how he 

allured many unto himself.84  Many of the early English histories of the Turkish Empire, 

like the 1563 The Acts and Monuments of John Foxe, also began with the history of the 

Prophet Mohammad, or referred to the Qur’an as Turkish policy.85  

                                                
80 Biddulph, The Travels, 49. 
81 Biddulph, The Travels, 50. 
82 Anon., Here after foloweth a lytell treatyse agaynst Mahumet and his cursed secte (London: ca. 1530), Ai-
Aii, 44.  
83 Biddulph, The Travels, 49. 
84 Biddulph, The Travels, 48-51. 
85 Burton, Traffic and Turning, 13. Unlike the Levant Company minister, Foxe never visited the Ottoman 
Empire.      
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Biddulph’s blindness to cultural distinctions was, affirmed his apathy towards 

the Muslims as a whole.   When educating his audiences about Islam, it probably 

mattered little to him whether they distinguished between History of the Turks and 

history of the religion.  The minister’s goal was to depict the Turks and their religion 

monstrous and menacing possible to his English compatriots.  As imparted in The 

Travels, the chaplain’s discourses on “heathen” societies were intended to galvanize 

English people’s religious fervor, and to encourage them to be thankful for their 

“Countrie” and their “merciful government.”86  Decades later, English coffee critics also 

denounced the exotic drink and proclaimed experiment with the Turkish cultural 

phenomenon as unchristian and unpatriotic.   

Our next early modern English traveler, George Sandys, although not a 

clergyman, also depicted the Turks in malicious light and played Christians against 

them.  During his entire stay in the Islamic world, 1610-11, Sandys kept completely 

away from Muslims and their culture.   

 

George Sandys  in the land of “barbarous tyrants”   

Son of an archbishop, George Sandys, 1578-1644, set out for the Levant in 1610.  

Like Biddulph, Sandys traveled around the southern and eastern Mediterranean, 

visiting different places including Italy, Greece, Constantinople, Egypt, and Jerusalem.  

The traveler provided no reason for his travel.  For the most part, the details of his life 
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before he embarked on his journey remain sketchy.  In 1589, similar to Sir Edwin 

Sandys, his elder brother, George Sandys entered the University of Oxford, where he 

studied Latin and Greek classics, but after six years, he abandoned his education 

there.87 Later, following a family tradition, he enrolled in the Middle Temple to study 

law, and yet after two years, in 1598, left without taking a degree.88  Further, Sandys’s 

arranged marriage to Elizabeth Norton, daughter of a prosperous landowner, some time 

before 1602, also ended after four years, leaving a trail of legal troubles behind.89 By the 

time he undertook his voyage, Sir Edwin had already traveled across Europe, published 

several literary works, and received the honor of knighthood from James I.  Perhaps his 

turbulent personal life, contrasted with his brother’s accomplishments, influenced 

Sandys’s decision to travel, whereby he established himself as one of the eminent 

authors of the day, as well as a core member of scholarly group, the Great Tew circle.90  

His travel account, A Relation of a Journey begun An: Dom: 1610, which he dedicated 

to Charles I, went through seven editions by 1670.  

Sandys commenced his travelogue, or journal as he called it, with a dedication to 

Charles I, then a prince.  Upon expressing his fulsome praise of the Prince, he explained 

                                                
87 James Ellison, George Sandys Travel, Colonialism and Tolerance in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge: 
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that his text would cover his observations on the lands that were once the most 

glorious seats of great empires, but now had fallen to into the hands of “the wilde 

beasts.”91 In “humble zeale,” his journal, Sandys wrote, would discourse about the 

kingdoms that were once the seat of “triumphant Empires; the theaters of heroicall 

actions; . . . where Arts and Sciences” had been invented.92 His account, he explained, 

would speak of the countries where Christ, “the Sonne of God descended to become 

man; where he honored the earth with his beautiful steps,” and “triumphed over death, 

and ascended into glory.”93  He would write, Sandys added, about the countries where 

wisdom, “virtue, policies, and civility” had been planted and flourished, but now, “ 

under the wilde beast of mankind all were ravaged.”  The “barbarous Tyrant,” meaning 

the Turks, “possessing the thrones of ancient and just dominion,” the traveler 

proclaimed, “rooted out all civilitie,” and reduced “so goodly a part of the world” to 

lamentable servitude.  Similar to Biddulph, elaborating further on calamities of life 

under the Ottomans, Sandys also stressed how Christianity was oppressed, “all Nobility 

extinguished,” and “light of learning” was forever put out.94  

Sandys, like Biddulph, thus set out to the Ottoman Empire with a heavy 

ideological baggage of enmity towards the Ottomans and their dominance over former 

Christian lands, tainting his reports on the Eastern civilization.  The traveler began his 
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journal with a stay in Venice, which had served for centuries as the embarkation port 

for the Eastern world.  Sandys, as did Biddulph, traveled through various Mediterranean 

islands including Zante, Corinth, and Chios, before reaching Istanbul.  For the most 

part, Sandys briefly summarized the history of the places, and occasionally included 

Latin poems in the margins, along with the English translation, in his descriptions.  

Almost at every opportunity, Sandys reminded his readers about the distressed 

condition of life under Turkish rule.  In Zante, for instance, he reported about the 

forced extraction of tribute from the conquered Christian inhabitants of the island.  

Annually, a Turkish official, “Captaine Bassa” would appear in the place, he remarked, 

to extort payments “at his pleasure.”95 As for the reaction of the people of Zante, 

mainly Greeks, he explained how they obeyed without resistance, because of their 

awareness of the powerful forces, land and sea, of their “Mahometans” adversary.96   

About Corinth, Sandys reported on the island’s ruined state in the hands of the 

Turks.  He explained, the “renowned” ancient, and “fruitful countrey” was subverted, 

and divided into many provinces.”97  Nothing, “under the Turkish thraldome,” he 

lamented, was left “but ruins” of the island, a place that was once “so highly celebrated 

by the ancient Poets.”98  The Corinthians themselves looked “ill, And ever pale with 

famine,” in Sandys’s view, although he did not offer any details.99  In the same vein, 
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during his visit in Chios, after recording its natural settings, orchards, and excellent 

fruits, he noted about the fall of the island to the “superstitious” Turks, in 1566.  While 

Sandys’s remarks on the conquest of Chios remained brief, he described the islands’ 

Christian culture as defiled by Muslim Ottomans.100  It remains unclear whether Sandys 

witnessed everything he wrote about the mentioned islands.  His discussions, like that 

of Biddulph, reflected his and other Europeans’ long lasting anxieties about the ever-

expanding power of the Turks over the Christians.  His aversion to, and concerns about, 

the Ottomans did not rise out of the blue, of course.  By the early seventeenth century, 

Christian Europe was losing ground in the Mediterranean, Eastern and Central Europe, 

while the Ottomans were expanding both demographically, and geographically in these 

areas.101  In addition, Sandys’s condemnation of the Turks’ conquests of Christian 

territories, in a way, revealed insecurities about the weakness of his island country’s 

own position in relation to Islamic civilization.  At the time, unlike the Ottomans, the 

English lacked empire-building capacity.102  England’s only imperial activities were 

limited to those in impoverished Ireland, and depressed outposts, such as Virginia 

colony, in the New World.103  In a way, A Relation became a screen on which Sandys 

projected not only English people’s fear of the Ottomans’ ever-growing empire, but 

also his own nation’s uncertain position on the world-stage. 
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Nevertheless, we should not lose sight of the impact of Sandys’s discourses on 

the subjugation of Christian islands such as Zante, Corinth and Chios in the hands of 

Muslim Ottomans.   His eyewitness reports left deep and lasting images of the Turks in 

the minds of many English readers at home.  Travel texts constituted one of the most 

popular forms of literature in seventeenth-century England, and many English people, 

including coffeehouse patrons, read them.  Through first-hand observations recorded 

in travelogues, the populace learned about the far away societies that they could never, 

perhaps, visit for themselves.   Concerns expressed by English coffee critics about the 

Ottoman novelty’s pernicious intrusion into England thus did not occur in a vacuum.  

To cynics, the ascendancy of a Turkish phenomenon in English lands symbolized the 

collapse of England’s cultural sovereignty.   Condemning the enthusiasm for coffee 

drinking, they cried out that the “heathenish” cultural novelty was governing English 

consumers, corrupting even their palates, and therefore their Englishness.104  Instead of 

frequenting ale-houses and drinking English beers, opponents complained, many, 

leaving behind their national and religious identity, were now consuming a beverage 

“not known in English Christendome.”105     

Sandys continued his narrative with the same vein, perpetuating stereotypes of 

the Turks.  During his brief stay in Izmir, the traveler contemplated on the city’s 

ancient past under Macedonian leaders, and its reputation as the birthplace of 
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Homer.106  Most early English travelers referred to the port city, the present day Izmir in 

Turkey, by its Roman name, Smyrna.  Antigonus, and Lysimachus were among the 

Macedonian nobles, Alexander the great’s two top generals, who, in the fourth century 

BC, played a role in reconstructing the Greek city of Smyrna, at its present site, and 

declaring it autonomous.107  Without elaborating on the former distinguished history of 

the port city, Sandys proceeded to alarm his English audiences about the present 

condition of Izmir under Muslim Ottomans, who had controlled the place since the 

early fifteenth century.  He depicted the conquered city, as decayed, backward, and 

irreligious.  The Turks, Sandys remarked, upon violating Smyrna, turned its beauty to 

“deformitie, knowledge into barbarism, and . . . religion into impietie.”108 The traveler 

neglected the fact the Latin crusaders had also sacked the mainland port city, in the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.109  Contrary to Sandys’s claims, moreover, the first 

decade of the seventeenth century, was in fact a turning point for Izmir.110  The 

convenience transporting goods to and from the spacious harbor of the port city 

attracted more and more Asian and European merchants, strengthening its commercial 

and economic position.  The growing cost of international trade in islands such as 

Chios, mostly because of the difficulty of crossing the narrow channels to harbors of 
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these ports, put these places at great disadvantage.111  Whereas in Izmir merchants 

could also obtain commodities native to Anatolia, like dried fruits, cottons, and leather, 

in other ports predominated in non-native goods, such as Persian silk, and spices, were 

available.  The Ottoman port city of Smyrna, therefore, transformed in the period of 

Sandys’s visit, into one of the prominent trade centers in the Mediterranean, becoming 

a haven for merchants from all over the world.112    By the close of the seventeenth 

century, Izmir, similar to other Levant ports, had become a remarkably cosmopolitan 

city.  Another European visitor to the place remarked that life in the city “was like 

being ‘in Christendom; they speak nothing but Italian, French, English or Dutch 

there.”113  According to Fernand Braudel, sixteenth and seventeenth-century 

Mediterranean port cities, including those of the Ottomans, were places of “rendezvous 

for every race, every religion, every kind of man” and intermingling of variety of 

cultures.114  Yet Sandys seemingly observed none of this. 

In Izmir, coincidentally, Daniel Edwards, a merchant of the Levant Company, 

met his Greek servant, Pasqua Roseé, in whose name he later opened the first 

coffeehouse in London, in 1652.115   The Company moved from Chios to Smyrna some 
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time during the period, between 1610 and 1620.  The Edwardses were among prominent 

Company figures who resided in the cosmopolitan port city.116  The house of Joseph 

Edwards, head of the family, became the social center for almost all Europeans who 

lived in Izmir.  Aside from music, dancing, and “magnificent suppers,” coffee figured 

among the popular beverages served at his residence.  The Turkish beverage was the 

center of life in Izmir, as it became for many aspiring cosmopolitan Londoners decades 

later.  Even some of the coffeehouses in London were named after the Ottoman city, 

such as the Smyrna Coffee-House in London, opened sometimes towards the end of the 

seventeenth century in Pall Mall.117  The Levant Company’s factory in Izmir became by 

the 1630s the most important of all its settlements in the Ottoman dominions.118  Thus, 

contrary to Sandy’s biased reports, the city, at the time of his visit, was not the grim 

and decaying place that he depicted.   Rather, Izmir, home to peoples of diverse ethno-

religious background, was also experiencing a booming economy.  To Sandys, 

nevertheless, the whole Muslim empire was in decay, and he did not cease to press 

upon that idea, in A Relation.   
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 From Izmir, the English traveler set sail for Istanbul.  Sandys’s chronicle of the 

Ottoman capital, like Biddulph, focused mainly on its capture by Turks in 1453.  Sandys 

spoke of the Ottomans’ slaughter of Constantinople’s inhabitants, and destruction of 

its “fortune,” libraries and “magnificent structures.”119  He nonetheless included a long 

and elaborate description of the city and its remaining great buildings, including the 

Hagia Sophia cathedral, converted to Aya Sophia Mosque under Sultan Mehmet II.  

Awed and saddened by its magnificent architecture and decorations, Sandys wrote how 

both Christians and the Turks visited the place, kissing even its wooden doors.120  

Similar to Biddulph, Sandys lamented the desecration of the holy church by the Turks, 

“now Lords of the” imperial city, and its conversion into a Royal mosque which the 

sultan frequented “almost every other Friday” to pray.121  Sandys neglected to 

acknowledge rootless looting of Christian monasteries in England under King Henry 

VIII, in which statuary in cathedrals were defaced, and altars and choir stalls were 

destroyed in the name of the Protestant movement and worse fate befell the mosques 

of Spain after the Reconquista.122  

The impact of Sandys’s first-hand reports on the transformation of the Hagia 

Sophia into a royal mosque, reached beyond a simple reminder about the catastrophic 
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blow to the Byzantine Empire.  Sandys’s image of the Ottoman Muslim ruler praying 

where Christians once congregated to worship Christ, undoubtedly heightened readers’ 

fear of the ever-present peril of the Ottomans to all Christians, including those in 

England.  Even forty years later, the sight of coffeehouses under the sign of “Morat the 

Great,” or “Turk’s Head,” in English cities such as London aroused anxieties and hostile 

debates against the novelty.   To Coffee’s critics, coffeehouses, springing up all over 

their Christian country, represented the threat of Muslim Ottomans now at their 

doorstep.  Sandys also went on to alert his audiences to the fact that thousands of 

Christians still lived under Ottoman captivity and bondage.  Like Biddulph, he wrote 

about the slave markets, in which male and female Christian captives, “taken in the 

warres” were sold “as horses in Faires.”123  Most of the Christian slaves, Sandys 

suggested, wished the Christians “to buy them” so that they could keep their Christian 

faith.124  It is not clear, however, whether the traveler ever visited the market where the 

Christian slave trade took place.  In fact, Sandys made no mention of any encounter 

with any Turks during his entire journey in Ottoman lands.  

When discussing Islam, Sandys, like Biddulph, also indulged in a stream of 

invective and malice, denouncing Islam and its holy book the Qur’an as pure invention.  

The traveler spoke of his outrage at frequency of apostasy to Islam among Christians, 

including English expatriates, living in the Ottoman world.  The celebratory procession 

of Christian converts in Istanbul, he dscribed himself as “full of horror and trouble, to 
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see those wretches” who professed Christ ‘all their life . . . to forsake their 

Redeemer.”125  The traveler, as did Biddulph, feared the ubiquity of conversion to Islam 

and blamed the phenomenon on Christians’ regular contact with the Turks and their 

cultural practices.  When coffee emerged in England, its detractors similarly became 

horrified at English fervor for the exotic cultural novelty.  To coffee’s critics, their 

compatriots’ daily interactions with coffee and coffeehouses represented apostasy to 

Islam, now on English soil.  With coffee, as pessimists cried out, emerged “The 

Alc’ron,” and Islam. 126  

Sandys also commented on the Turks’ social life, including coffeehouses.  While 

it remains unclear whether the traveler visited these establishments, he briefly noted 

their popularity.  Ottoman men, mainly Muslims, Sandys remarked, gathered in “Coffa-

houses” daily and engaged in “chatting most of the day,” while sipping a black broth 

“called Coffa . . . in little china dishes.”127  As for coffee itself, Sandys seemed repulsed 

by it, and described its taste as “not much unlike” soot.128  Decades later, coffee’s critics 

in England, influenced by such reports, also expressed their disinclination for the 

Turkish drink, and described it as a black “broth,” and “soot.”129  Sandys also wrote 
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about coffee’s health virtues.  The drink, he remarked, “helpeth . . . digestion, and 

procureth alacrity,” according to the Turks.130   

Later, such claims of the drink’s benefits resonated almost verbatim in coffee 

enthusiasts’ response to detractors’ discourses against coffee drinking.  Coffee’s 

proponents invoked reports by travelers like Sandys to defend their devotion to coffee 

drinking.  Coffee strengthened “Stomachs, [and] digestion and . . . the Spirits,” as 

asserted by “worthy Names” like “Sandy’s.”131  These examples attest to the fact that 

travel accounts informed English people’s opinion about distant societies and their 

cultural practices.  English People saw eye-witnessed reports as credible and read them.   

As our analysis of Henry Blount’s A Voyage into the Levant in the following 

pages will illuminate, some English travelers in the Eastern Empire, however, eschewed 

fear-mongering and antipathetic discourses against the Turks and Islam.  Blount, 

unlike Biddulph and Sandys, depicted the Eastern Empire in a favorable, and respectful 

light, inspiring his readers at home.  He prized the opportunity to transcend the east-

west cultural boundary and intermingled with Muslim Ottomans and their cultural 

practices, including coffee drinking.  
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Sir Henry Blount’s journey of quest for knowledge about the Turks 

 Blount was also one of the first English travelers who, with his discourses on 

distant worlds, contributed to the growing popularity of coffeehouses, drawing in more 

patrons.  Unlike Biddulph, the traveler did not fear allure of the Islam or the impact of 

associating with Turkish manners and customs on his Englishness, and thus immersed 

himself in the new culture.  Blount’s enthusiasm for Turkish culture and sympathetic 

portrayal of the Turks influenced the minds of English people such that when coffee 

arrived in England those open-minded and curious did not hesitate to embrace the 

exotic phenomenon without fear of apostasy.   

 Son of a wealthy English landowner, Thomas Pope Blount, Henry Blount was 

born in 1602, a year after James I came to the throne.  At fourteen, Blount entered 

Trinity College, Oxford, and in 1620, he was admitted to Gray’s Inn, in London, where 

he received his legal training.132  When at Gray’s Inn, he rubbed shoulders with several 

well-known literati of the time, including George Sandys.133  Blount eventually became 

a regular figure himself in London’s political and literary circles.134  His first 

publication, verses “Upon the Tragick Muse of my Honour’s Friend, Mr. Wm. 

Davenant,” appeared as a preface to Sir William Davenant’s The Tragedy of Albovine, 

in 1629.   At the time, Davenant, 1606-1668, a poet and playwright, was hailed as the 
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new Shakespeare.135  Blount also practiced law for a few years in London, before his 

departure, in 1634, for the Levant.  As he noted in his travel account, A Voyage into the 

Levant, he had already traveled in Europe, although the exact dates and the 

circumstances remain uncertain.136  Blount, similar to Biddulph and Sandys, left 

England for the Ottoman Empire, sailing from Venice, but down the Adriatic Sea to 

Dalmatia, traveling overland to several places including Belgrade and Edirne, before 

reaching Istanbul.  Followed by a brief stay in the metropolis, the traveler  ventured 

into Egypt, where he visited Alexandria and Cairo.  Blount’s account of his eleven-

month voyage, although considerably shorter than Sandys’s A Relation, was reprinted 

eighth times from 1636 and 1671 in England, thus influnencial.   

Blount’s travel report differed from that of Biddulph and Sandys because he 

commenced A Voyage by explaining to his readers the importance of learning about 

foreign societies and cultures vastly different from England.  Experience “advances 

best,” he wrote, “in observing of people, whose institutions much differ from ours; for 

customes conformable to our own . . . repeat our old observations, with little acquist of 

new.”137  To learn about others, Blount remarked, also required freeing oneself from all 

indoctrination, “all former habit of opinion” about them, and to begin with “fresh and 

sincere” mind.138  Traveling to the Eastern world, he asserted, gave him the opportunity 

to ascertain whether the Turks were truly the “absolutely barbarous” people 
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represented, for centuries, by English writers, or whether they were simply a 

civilization “different from ours.”139  Indeed, the traveler’s reputation for his 

unprejudiced manner of encountering and contending with cultural differences reached 

well beyond his time, and won the praise of even eighteenth century English scholars, 

such Robert Harley.  In 1745, Harley, an English antiquarian, commended Blount for 

the impartiality with which he delivered his observations, and experiences in the 

Eastern world.140  In his A Collection of Voyages and Travels, Harley not only admired 

the traveler for offering invaluable knowledge on the Ottoman Empire, but rendered his 

text as one of the most inspiring ones to English readers.141  

By 1634, to be sure, Blount was well familiar with bigoted discourses on the 

Islamic Empire, in known works such as Knolles’s Generall Historie, and popular travel 

accounts, like those of Biddulph and Sandys.  In the Ottoman dominions, Blount 

mingled with the Turks, and, by design, stayed away from other Christian travelers, 

whether Englishmen or other Europeans.  This plan, Blount wrote, gave him “notable 

advantages,” including the freedom to observe and experience as closely as possible the 

ways of life in the Ottoman Empire without being noticed.   

Unlike some of his compatriots, including Biddulph and Sandys, Blount’s travel 

eschewed displaying and solidifying his national and religious identity while in the 

Islamic world.  Instead, once in the contact zone, the traveler set aside all cultural 

                                                
139 Blount, A Voyage into the Levant, 2. 
140 Robert Harley, A Collection of Voyages and Travels, Vol. I (London: 1745), the Contents: iii, William 
Andrews Clark Library, California.  Also noted in MacLean, Looking East, 187.  
141  MacLean, Looking East, 187.  
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differences, immersed himself in the Eastern culture to benefit fully from his ventures.  

Blount, according to his account, dressed like the Turks, ate with them, lodged in their 

homes and always respected their cultural traditions.142  Decades later, English coffee 

enthusiasts adopted the same attitude towards the emergence of the Ottoman cultural 

phenomenon in English society.  Similar to Blount, they did not let their national 

affiliation and faith get in the way and willingly embraced the Turkish-imported 

custom of coffee drinking.  Brushing aside critics’ anti-coffee discourses in “swarms of 

insect Pamphlets,” as they called them, proponents sat in oriental-inspired 

coffeehouses, drank the beverage and prized assimilating into a practice already known 

in “all Regions of the East.”143  This open-minded reaction towards the Islamic novelty 

was shaped by the inspiring depiction of the Turks and their culture in English travel 

accounts like that of Blount.  

Blount was among the first English voyagers to present the Islamic civilization 

and its achievements in its own terms, free from typical prejudices like those of Sandys 

and Biddulph.144 His travel account, while not free from occasional criticism, mainly 

focused on enlightening his readers with impartial reports about the people and places 

that he encountered during his visit.  Blount began the account of his voyage in the 

city-state of Venice, from which he embarked with a caravan of Turks for Istanbul.  

While briefly commenting on the place’s strategic role as a trading post with the 

                                                
142 Blount, A Voyage, 26, 42, 95-99. 
143 Coffee-Houses Vindicated, 1-3. 
144 MacLean, Looking East, 185. 
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Ottomans, he also took notice of the important historical port cities, such as Zara, in 

Dalmatia, along the Adriatic Sea.  After sailing down the Adriatic coast, Blount, along 

with his Janissary, who accompanied him during his entire voyage, and the caravan, 

traveled inland, heading for the city of “Saraih [Sarai],” in “the kingdome of Bosnah 

[Bosnia].”145  In Sarai he joined up with “the Bashaw  of Bosnah,” and his troops, being 

summoned against Poland.146 Blount, in contrast to Sandys, marveled at the size, 

organization and discipline of the cavalry, or Sipahi, and infantry, or Janissary, 

regiments of the Ottoman army.  They numbered “almost threescore thousand” he 

reported, “yet I wondered to see such a multitude so clear of confusion…want, sickness, 

or any other disorder.”147 Sandys, on the other hand, depicted the Ottoman soldiers as 

inefficient, “corrupted…drowned in prohibited wine…[and] lapsed from their former 

austerity of life.”148  

  During his twelve-day travel with the Ottoman army the English traveler 

encountered coffee for the first time.  A Voyage records that on one occasion, the 

Bashaw, upon hearing about Blount’s courteousness towards his men, invited the 

Englishman to his court to “drinke Cauphe” together.149 Unlike his compatriot 

Biddulph, who rejected the Turks’ hospitality of any sort, including food, he accepted 

                                                
145 Blount, A Voyage into the Levant, 6. 
146 Blount, A Voyage into the Levant, 6-7.  Bashaw, presently Pasha, was a high ranking military general in 
the Ottoman army.   
147 Blount, A Voyage into the Levant, 12-13. 
148 Sandys, A Relation, 50. 
149 Blount, A Voyage into the Levant, 15. 
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the Ottoman army general’s offer.150  Blount’s amenable attitude towards Muslim 

Ottomans reflected an essential part of what he had set out to do during his travel in 

the Eastern empire.151  Through his discourse and actions, he was showing that the 

Turks were not to be feared.  When describing social life, Blount wrote at great length 

about the Turks’ fondness for coffee and coffeehouses.  Describing coffee as one of the 

most popular drinks among the Ottomans, the traveler explained how they drank it as 

“hote as may be endured,” and considered it good for “all houres of the day, but 

especially morning, and evening.”152 Blount also wrote about the Turks’ strong belief in 

the drink’s health benefits.  They used the “black broth,” for comforting the “stomack . 

. . [and] brain.”153  Coffee’s enthusiasts, as noted earlier, to substantiate their defense of 

the virtues of the oriental drink, referred to the reports made by voyagers such Blount 

on the benefits of the phenomenon.  Coffee’s popularity among the Turks, according to 

the English traveler, stemmed from its sobering quality, promoting “harmless 

entertainment of good fellowship.”154  Blount also provided a detailed description of 

Turkish coffeehouses and how men from all walks of life, often “two or three hundred,” 

gathered in the places to drink coffee and discourse.  Emulating their Ottoman 

counterparts, English patrons, also from all walks of life, gathered almost daily in the 

                                                
150 As recorded in The Travels, during his venture to Jerusalem, for instance, Biddulph refused to accept 
the free food offered to him by one of the Muslim Ottoman officials of Damascus, where he sojourned for 
a night. See Biddulph, The Travels, 89.   
151 MacLean, The Rise of Oriental Travel, 147.  
152 Blount, A Voyage, 105. 
153 Blount, A Voyage, 105. 
154 Blount, A Voyage, 105. 
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imported establishments to consume the oriental beverage, and engage in frivolous and 

serious, talk.   

 At the time, of course, the voyager had no idea that he would become known in 

England as the “father of the English coffeehouse.”155 Blount, upon returning to 

England, became one of the regular frequenters of London coffeehouses, such as the 

Rainbow, reportedly the second coffee place to be opened in the metropolis in the Fleet 

Street.156 According to a contemporary antiquarian John Aubrey in Brief Lives, after his 

journey in the Ottoman Empire, Blount “dranke nothing but water or coffee.”157  During 

his younger years, reported his grandson, Sir Harry Pope Blount, the traveler was “a 

great drinker of strong Liquors.”158  But, after taking up coffee, he stayed away from all 

alcoholic drinks, and condemned ale-houses as places of debauchery.159  In his Diary, 

Samuel Pepys, a coffeehouse habitué and an acquaintance of Blount, described how the 

voyager regaled him with stories about the Ottoman dominions.160  Seventeenth-

century English coffee places became premier locales for the curious minded to 

                                                
155 In addition to being dubbed as “the father of the English coffeehouse,” Sir Henry Blount was also 
known as one of the staunch boosters of coffee and champions of the exotic beverage as a temperance 
drink.  See Bennett Alan Weinberg and Bonnie K. Bealer, The World of Caffeine (New York: Routledge, 
2002), 8, & 154-155; William Ukers, All About Coffee (New York: The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal 
Company, 1922), 38.  
156 Bennett Alan Weinberg and Bonnie K. Bealer, The World of Caffeine (New York: Routledge, 2002), 154-
155; Henry C. Shelley, Inns and Taverns of Old London (Boston: L. C. Page & Company, 1909), 172.  
157 John Aubrey, Brief Lives, ed. Andrew Clark, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1898), I: 108-11, quoted in 
Quoted in Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee, 19. 
158 H.P. Blount, Harwicke Papers. Vol. DCCCXCIV. “Manuscript of SR Harry Pope Blount, by which he 
made out [in 1735] the pedigree of the Blount family” Add. MS 36242, f. 146, British Library, London; 
“Pedigree of the Blounts of Tittenhanger in com Hartford, extracted from wills, evidence, church 
registers, visitation books in the herald’s offices, &c” 1735, Add. MS 364274b, BL, London.  
159 John Aubrey, Brief Lives, Andrew Clark, ed., 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1898), I: 111. 
160 Samuel Pepys, Diary of Samuel Pepys, R. C. Latham and W. Matthews, eds., 2 vols. (London: G Bell & 
Sons Ltd, 1971), 5:37, quoted in Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee, 108. 
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congregate, listen to and discourse about the travelers’ tales about distant worlds, 

while sipping at the oriental drink.161  

 Upon arriving in Sofia, Bulgaria, Blount separated from the caravan as well as 

the army, and traveled to Adrianople, or Edirne, “the Turkes Emperiall Seat” before 

they conquered Constantinople.162  The English traveler seemed impressed by the city 

as a whole, including its mosques, or “Mescheeto,” as he called them.  While providing 

detailed descriptions of the architecture and interior design of the places, Blount paid 

special compliments to the gardens and fountains surrounding the Selimiye Mosque, 

built by Sultan Selim II, 1566-74.  Describing them as “sumptuous,” he noted that, 

except for the church-yards in Palermo, Italy, he had “not seen a better in 

Christendome.”163  At the fountains, he remarked, Muslim worshipers performed their 

ablutions in preparation for their daily “Divine-Service.”164 Here, Blount’s enthusiastic 

description of Islamic places of worship challenged the dehumanizing rhetoric his 

predecessors used against Muslim Ottomans and their religious practices.  Through his 

accounts, the traveler not only invoked his English readers’ sense of wonder, but also 

helped them to see their Eastern counterparts as devoted followers of a faith simply 

different than theirs, and not a satanic one.   Bount’s depiction of the Turks, and in fact 

Muslims as a whole, had consequences.  When coffee emerged in England, aspiring 

                                                
161 Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee, 108.   
162 Blount, A Voyage, 16-21.  
163 Blount, A Voyage, 21-23. 
164 Blount, A Voyage, 22. 
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cosmopolitans, enlightened by travel texts like that of Blount, viewed the Islamic 

novelty not as a demonic one, but as different and beneficial.  

Once in Istanbul, Blount lodged in the home of a Bashaw for two days, and with 

an “English Gentleman,” for the rest of his stay.  Blount’s reports on whatever he 

observed in Istanbul seemed brief.  He found “Constantinople” not as impressive as 

Edirne.  Even the Süleymaniye Mosque, built under “Sultan Solyman I,” he remarked, 

lacked the splendor of those in “Adrianople, ” also known as Edirne.165  As a whole, the 

metropolis itself appeared in poor condition, in the aftermath of the fire in “Ann. 

1633,” about a year before Blount visited the place.166  In the great conflagration of 

Istanbul, parts of the city, including thousands of houses, were reduced to ashes.167  

Blount also recounted about the history of Constantinople, and how it had been sacked 

by Christians repeatedly, and finally by the Turks in “Ann. 1453,” who then called the 

city “Stambole.”168  Unlike Biddulph and Sandys, he did not engage in invective against 

the Ottomans and their conquest of the metropolis.  After five days in Istanbul, the 

Englishman departed for Egypt, where he indulged in writing, at great length, about its 

ancient history as well as its ruins, including “Cleopatraes Palace,”and “Alexanders 

Palace.”169  Blount seemed impressed by the cosmopolitan religious and cultural 

environment of cities such as Cairo.  According to his report, “Gran Cayro” housed 

                                                
165 Blount, A Voyage, 25. 
166 Blount, A Voyage, 25. 
167 Weinberg and Bealer, The World of Caffeine, 9. 
168 Blount, A Voyage, 24. The name “Stambole” giving to the city by Mehmet II, upon the capture of the 
city in 1453, means full of Islam.  
169 Blount, A Voyage, 34.  
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thousands of places of worship, which included mosques, “Churches, and Chappels,” on 

its numerous streets.170 The whole empire, was “miscellany of people,” the voyager 

wrote.171  According to A Voyage, one of the momentous parts of Blount’s visit in Egypt, 

was his stay at the palace of an Egyptian Lord.  Upon the traveler’s arrival at the 

“Magnificent” place, he met several “young pages…all clad in in Scarlet,” who covered 

him with “sheets of Taffaty [taffeta],” and sprinkled him with sweet water.172  Then, 

they served Blount with “Cauphe [coffee]” in a “Porcelane dish,” which he drank, while 

enjoying the scent of  “golden incense rich with perfume,” held by male servants.173  It 

is no surprise, then, that English coffeehouse patrons like Samuel Pepys found 

themselves captivated by the traveler’s tales about his adventures in the Ottoman 

world.   

Intrigued by the Turks’ religious practices and piety, Blount discussed at length, 

and positively their rituals such as praying and fasting.174  He refrained from engaging 

in fear mongering and defamatory rhetoric such as those of Biddulph and Sandys 

against Prophet Mohammad, the Qur’an and Muslims.  To explain the attraction of 

                                                
170 Blount, A Voyage, 38.  Based on the traveler’s account, the city seemed to have been divided into two 
parts: Grand, and Old, because when discoursing about the Nile, he mentions about how it runs through 
“old Cairo.”   
171 Blount, A Voyage, 93. 
172 Blount, A Voyage, 42.  Blount did not provide any specifics about his Egyptian host. In fact, he offered 
little or no information about any of his hosts or travel companions.  
173 Blount, A Voyage, 42. 
174 Blount, A Voyage, 85-89. According to the traveler, the muezzin, or “priest,” walked around, and in a 
loud voice called people to prayer, while repeating the words: “there is but one God.” The Turks, upon 
hearing the call, went into their mosques to say their prayers. They prayed five times a day.  As for their 
fasting month, or Ramadan, they abstained from eating, drinking or have any “sort of Venery” for all day 
long, until the appearing of the first star.  
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Islam among Christian expatriates, Blount pondered the reasons for the convention, 

instead of blaming it, as did his predecessors such as Biddulph, on close association 

with Muslims.  He was bewildered as to why many deserted their faith in Christ for 

“Mahometanisme,” while “how few of theirs [Muslims] to us.”175  After conversing with 

some apostates, or “Renegadoes,” Blount explained, it appeared that many aspired to 

be part of the thriving world of the Ottomans and become prosperous.176  Blount was 

not oblivious to other kinds of convers including those, as he put it,  “whom hard 

usage, and captivity, brought” to Islam.177  The English traveler, indeed, helped to 

propel the enduring idea that it was possible, as well as safe, for Christians, including 

those of England, to intermingle with the Turks and their cultural habits, without the 

fear of being overpowered by their religion.  Blount, who immersed himself in Islamic 

culture, did not apostate to Islam.  When the culture of coffee drinking emerged in 

England in the mid seventeenth century, many, influenced by tenets such as those of 

Blount, prized the chance to interact with the oriental novelty without worrying about 

losing their faith or Englishness.  Enthusiasts, some even appareled in Turkish fashion, 

frequented coffeehouses, drank coffee, while enjoying discussing with other open-

minded Englishmen.  By the close of the seventeenth century, London alone housed 

over two thousand coffeehouses.         

              

                                                
175 Blount, A Voyage, 112; Matar, “Turning Turk,” 33, 38.  
176 Blount, A Voyage, 112-13. The term “renegado” was first Anglicized in 1583 to mean a convert from 
Christianity to Islam. See Matar, “Turning Turk,” 34. 
177 Blount, A Voyage, 112-13; Also see Matar. “Turning Turk, 37.  
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Conclusion 

As these three case studies show, English people’s sharply divided attitudes 

towards the rise of coffee, and coffeehouses in seventeenth century did not just arise 

out of Islamophobia and anxieties over the Ottoman-imported phenomenon.  Rather, 

the contemptuous, unsympathetic disposition of different English people to the Turk, 

and their ways of life influenced the polarized reaction to the integration of the Islamic 

cultural novelty into English society.  The inflammatory or inspiring depiction of the 

Ottomans and Islam in three early English travel accounts contributed to people’s 

conflicting inclination towards their Muslim counterparts.  Mixed reports on the Turks 

by the three most widely read voyagers in the Eastern empire, and resulting anxieties 

about the constant menace of the Ottomans to Christian lands, including England, 

helped, in the aggregate, to produce the antithetical positions towards the interaction 

with the exotic novelty.  Opponents inspired by Biddulph and Sandys feared contact 

with the Islamic cultural practice, describing coffee as heathenish “Liquor . . . a kind of 

Turkish Renegade,” its enthusiasts as “Apes,” and coffeehouse proprietors as 

“Antichristian.” 178  Proponents, on the other hand, while proclaiming the coffeehouse 

“An Academy of Civility,” praised the beverage as an “Innocent and wholesome drink” 

whose intoxicating aroma made it easy for anyone to find the “house they Coffee 

                                                
178  A Broad-side against Coffee, A Character of COFFEE and Coffee-Houses, A2; The Character of a Coffee-
House, & c., 2,   
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sell.”179  The Turkish liquor, they claimed, already “used by so many mighty Nations,” 

made the English “Commonwealth…a free and sober Nation.”180  

The next chapter continues to focus on forces that contributed to the 

controversy surrounding the rise of coffee drinking in England by shifting attention to 

anxieties about the impact of the Turkish habit on the prescribed male gender role, 

masculinity. 
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          Chapter Four  
 
                   Coffee made Cuckolds and Eunuchs  
 
 Our Gallants become meer Cock-sparrows, fluttering things that come on Sa sa,  
 With a world of Fury, but are not able to stand to it, and in the very first Charge  
 fall down flat before us. Never did Men wear greater Breeches, or carry less in   
 them After a Serious Enquiry . . . We can Attribute to nothing more than the   
 Excessive use of that Newfangled . . . Heathenish Liquor Called COFFEE.1 
 
  
 
 Most of us today, as we congregate in coffee places to drink coffee and 

socialize cannot imagine that over three centuries ago Englishmen were 

proclaimed impotent and cuckolds for embracing the Turkish-imported 

coffeehouse culture.  Because of the oriental origins of the novelty, the fervor for 

the seemingly innocent hot beverage and the establishment in which it was 

consumed alarmed many in England specifically.  They feared coffee’s 

effeminating impact on English manhood.  Some did not hesitate to express 

their anxiety about the erosive threat of the exotic cultural practice to 

Englishmen’s manliness, in addition to ridiculing coffee enthusiasts for 

imitating the Turkish habit.  A pamphlet allegedly by women complained that 

“our men…justly esteemed the Ablest Performers in Christendome,” now “to our 

unspeakable Grief, we find” nothing but the “Decay of true Old English Vigour.”2  

Sipping on that “Abominable, Heathenish Liquor called COFFEE” made “them 

                                                
1 Anon., The Women’s Petition Against Coffee (London: 1673), 1-2. Available in Early English 
Books Online (EEBO). While the title of this coffee pamphlet suggests women as its author, the 
actual authors  remain unknown.  
2 The Women’s Petition Against Coffee, 1-2.  
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not capable of performing…their duty,” as husbands and satisfying the 

expectations of their women.  The “pittiful drink . . . [has] Crippled” once gallant 

Englishmen and made them “Impotent.”  Interestingly over half a century earlier, 

around the 1590s, the Persians also declared coffee, or qahvah, as perilous to 

men’s virility, though not as a cuckolding agent.  This is expressed in a 

sixteenth-century proverb complaining, “Oh black-faced one whose name is 

coffee, killer of sleep, destroyer of [manly] lust,” or shahvat in Persian.3  Why 

would interaction with the Ottoman phenomenon provoke such anxiety  about 

English manhood in men as well as women? Did the hysteria swirling around 

Englishmen manliness truly arise from aversion to coffee?    

  Early modern English populace traditionally abhorred the obsession of 

their compatriots, men in particular, with alien modes and customs.  The 

introduction of alien habits of luxurious consumption in general almost always 

signaled the end of vigor and masculinity in England.  Englishmen’s infatuation 

with drinking tea also generated concerns about their manliness.  Tea made a 

very brief appearance in English society in the 1640s, but it was not until the 

1660s that the Chinese-imported novelty gained popularity among the 

aristocratic and courtly circles first.  This was mostly credited to Charles II’s wife 
                                                
3 Rudi Matthee, The Pursuit of Pleasure: Drug and Stimulants in Iranian History, 1500-1900 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press), 144-45.  Of course it was the lust for women.  Coffee 
emerged in Persia, present day Iran, towards the end of the sixteenth century under the Safavid 
dynasty, 1502-1736.  However, the beverage may have been known among some Iranian 
physicians and literati in the early sixteenth century. Such an early interest in coffee among 
Iranian men of letters is not implausible in the light of the cosmopolitan intellectual milieu of 
the time. 
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Catherine of Braganza, who advocated tea as the preferred social drink among 

her female acquaintances.4  Throughout the seventeenth century participating in 

the Asian cultural habit was equated with femininity, and associated with family 

life and the home.  But drinking tea was not uncommon among English men.  In 

his diary entry for September 1660, the English diarist Samuel Pepys mentions 

tasting his first “Cupp of Tee (a China drink)” at a friend’s home.5  Nevertheless, 

by the end of the century Englishmen’s growing enthusiasm for tea drinking 

signaled not only their bad taste and irrationality, but also their effeminate 

character.6  Intermingling with no other alien cultural novelty, however, 

generated such anxieties among seventeenth-century English public as it did 

with coffee and coffeehouses.  One of the most prevalent concerns in the 

discourses against the Ottoman phenomenon was the issue of cuckoldry.  Coffee 

drinking condemned its male consumers to effeminacy, and therefore unable to 

satisfy their libidinous wives, which was pivotal to sustaining manhood.  The 

angst about Englishmen’s loss of manly prowess, however, was hardly because of 

the oriental drink and the establishments in which it was consumed.  Rather, it 

was in part because of the association of the exotic cultural habit with its 

                                                
4 P. M. Guerty and Kevin Switaj, “Tea, Porcelain, and Sugar in the British Atlantic World,” OAH 
Magazine of History, 18, no.3 The Atlantic World (April, 2004): 57.  
5 The Rev. J. Smith, Diary and Correspondence of Samuel Pepys, Vol. I, Notes by Richard Lord 
Braybrooke (London: Henry Colburn Publisher, 1848, the Third Edition), 137-38.  Samuel Pepys 
was    
6 Shaw Lisa Maurer, Proposing Men: Dialects of Gender and Class in the Eighteenth-Century English 
Periodicals (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 33. Also quoted in John Charles Beynon 
III, “Men of Mode: Taste, Effeminacy, and Male Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century England” (PhD 
diss., University of California, Riverside, 2001), 169-70.  
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Turkish origins.  Drinking coffee and frequenting coffeehouses was seen as a 

debauched and effeminate Ottoman habit now penetrating the English culture, 

one already anxious about attaining and maintaining manly honor.  To many 

then, the interaction with the effeminating oriental-imported novelty seemed 

detrimental to English male consumers because it rendered them as impotent as 

the “Eunuch[s]” in the Ottoman court.7  What occasioned such prejudiced view 

of the Turks as effeminate?   

 The concept of the Ottoman Turks’ effeminacy was routinely evoked, 

even if anecdotal or brief, in all sorts of early modern European literature, 

including that of England.  As part of the topoi of sexual excess and perversion, 

early modern scholars and travel writers often depicted the Turkish Empire, its 

Muslim inhabitants and cultural practices.  They epitomized Ottoman Turkey as 

the world of human vices of all sorts.  In his 1603 Generall Historie of the Turkes, 

Richard Knolles, while calling the Ottoman Turks as “the present terror of the 

world,” also characterized the Sultan and his “Janizaries” as corrupted, 

“voluptuous . . . [and] effeminate.” 8  The licentiousness of the Turks, to Knolles, 

                                                
7 The Women’s Petition Against Coffee, 2.  Eunuchs, castrated young men, were generally 
appointed to watch over the ruler and the chamber of royal wives and princesses.  The term itself 
is the etymology of the Greek word “eunoukhos” meaning the guardian of the bed.  Eunuchs in 
the Ottoman court functioned primarily as “the guardians of women.” See Leslie P. Peirce, The 
Imperial Harem (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 11. 
8 Richard Knolles, The Generall Historie of Turkes (London: 1603), “A Brief discourse of the 
greatness of the Turkish Empire,” Ggggg1. As mentioned in previous chapter, the Janissaries 
were the Ottoman infantry unit who also served as the Sultan’s guards. 
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was linked to the diminishing greatness and “true valour” of the Islamic Empire.9  

But the English historian had never traveled abroad before writing his major 

work Generalle Historie.  The British diplomat in Istanbul Paul Rycaut, in The 

Present State of the Ottoman Empire, first published in 1668, also attributed the 

supposedly degenerating state of the Turkish Empire to the effeminacy of the 

Ottoman Sultan and his warriors.  Appalled by their “inordinate passion,” Rycaut 

wrote at length about the homoerotic infatuation of the Turkish ruler and other 

courtly officials with male pages and “Silahter Aga” or sword-bearers in the royal 

court.10  Whether the English diplomat ever witnessed such conduct remains 

unclear.   What is apparent, however, is that early English writers most often 

associated the so-called effeminacy of the male Turks with same-sex or 

sodomitical relations between them.  Many early modern English travel accounts 

are cases in point.   

 Upon his visit to Constantinople in 1613, Thomas Coryat, in his 

discussion of everyday life in Ottoman society, also remarked about the moral 

looseness of the Turkish males.  He described male-male sex as a commonplace 

phenomenon in Islamic societies, and the Turks, married or single, as 

                                                
9 Knolles, Historie of Turkes, Ggggg1. 
10 Paul Rycaut, The History of the Present State of the Ottoman Empire, (London: 1675), Book I, 
Chap VII, 59-60; available in EEBO & the Huntington Library; Stephen O. Murray, 
“Homosexuality in the Ottoman Empire,” Historical Reflections/ Réflexions Historique, 33, no. 1 
Eighteenth-Century Homosexuality in Global Perspective (Spring 2007): 103.  Rycaut served as a 
diplomat in Istanbul in 1660.  For more on Rycaut and his work, see Linda Darling, “Ottoman 
Politics through British eyes: Paul Rycaut’s ‘the Present State of the Ottoman Empire,’” Journal 
of World History, 5, no. 1 (Spring, 1994), 71-97. 
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obsessively inclined to the evil practice.11  In Discourse of the Turkes, 1617, Sir 

Thomas Sherley reported the Ottoman Turks’ manner of living in private and in 

general as “moste unciville and vicious,” for they were all “drunkards” and 

“Sodomites.”12  The Turks, Sherley claimed, engaged in sodomitical acts 

“publiquelye [publicly] & impudentelye [impudently].”13   Similarly, in 1671, the 

English traveler Fynes Moryson, 1566-1630, expressed his prejudices against the 

Turks partly by describing them as a once fearsome warriors whose effeminacy 

and indulgence in sexual license led to their eventual fall.14  William Lithgow, 

1582-1645, and the famous English traveler George Sandys, 1577-1644, used 

similar tropes to demonize the Turks.  Lithgow, a native of Scotland, who 

described the Turks as barbarous and cruel, proclaimed all Muslim men doomed 

to “Hell” because of their excessive inclination to the practice of sodomy, or 

“Buggery” as he called it.15  Male-Male sodomy, even in the early modern era, did 

not necessarily suggest that the men involved were homosexuals. Generally, 

                                                
11 Thomas Croyat, “Master Coryats Constantinopolitan Observation abridged in Purchas His 
Pilgrimes,” in Hakluytus Posthumus or Purchas His Pilgrimes, 20 vols. (repr. New York: AMS Press, 
1965, first published 1905);  Matar, Turks, Moors & Englishmen, 126-127.  
12 Thomas Sherley, Discourse of the Turkes, ed. Denison Ross, in Camden Miscellany, Vol. XVI 
(London: Office of the Society, 1936), 2. 
13 Sherley, Discourse of the Turkes, 2. 
14 Quoted in Anna Suranyi, The Genius of the English Nation: Travel writing and National identity in 
Early Modern England Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2008), 160, from Fynes Moryson, An 
Itinerary written by Fynes Moryson Gent (London: 1617), III, 37.  
15 William Lithgow, Lithgow’s Nineteen Years Travels Through the most Eminent Places in the 
Habitable World (The Tenth Edition, London: 1682), 130-49, & 155-57; EEBO and Bodleian 
Library. Lithgow’s work was first published in 1614 under the title Discourse of a peregrination in 
Europe, Asia and Affricke. London 1614. Lithgow is also quoted in Matar, Turks, Moors & 
Englishmen, 114, from The Rare Adventure and painful Peregrinations of William Lithgow, eds. 
Gilbert Phelps and B. I. Lawrence (London: Folio Society, 1974).  
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“sodomite” was a synonym for bugger, and an extreme, as well as approbrious, 

way of condemnation designating even religious blasphemy, satanic practices 

such witchcraft, and political sedition.  The definition of the term sodomy itself 

was coined in the eleventh century by the theologian Peter Damian, and often 

included the sin of blasphemy and a variety of sexual transgressions.  In 

England, the first sodomy acts of 1533, under Henry VIII, were the first to punish 

the act by hanging.  No such laws existed in continental Europe at the time.16   

 Sandys extended his discourse on the prevalence of male-male sexual 

tastes among the Turks to eroticize the Ottoman coffeehouses.  For instance, in 

Istanbul’s coffeehouses, Sandys wrote, beautiful young male servers were hired 

to serve coffee to the clients, and to gratify their homoerotic sexual appetites.  

The coffeehouse proprietors used the attendants as “a lure or bait” to attract 

more customers.17  So, to English travelers, Turkish coffee establishments 

attracted unmanly male clients, or effeminate men, in search of same-sex erotic 

experiences.  While detractors of English coffeehouse did not explicitly speak of 

the Ottoman-imported coffeehouses as a homoerotic environment, they often 

described the whole culture of the oriental enterprise as effeminate and 

menacing to English manhood.  

                                                
16 For more see G. S. Rousseau, “The Pursuit of homosexuality ‘Utterly Confused Category’ 
and/or Rich Repository?” Eighteenth Century Life 9 (1985): 136; Mark D. Jordan, The Invention of 
Sodomy in Christian Theology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1997), 29;  Silke R. 
Falkner, “ ‘Having it Off’ with Fish, Camels, and Lads: Sodomitic Pleasures in German-Language 
Turcica,” Journal of the History of Sexuality, 13, no. 4 (Octo., 2004): 407.         
17 Sandys, A Relation of a Journey, 66; also quoted in Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, 109-10.  
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 This chapter explores the interconnection between pervasive concerns 

about English manhood before the rise of the oriental novelty in seventeenth-

century England, English people’s mixed perception of the Turks, their sexual 

practices in particular, and the contemptuous discourses swirling around 

Englishmen’s intermingling with the exotic cultural practice.  As shown in 

previous chapters, the sight of the English male consumers gathering in 

coffeehouses, some even wearing Turkish attire, seemed to many as menacing to 

the nation and its Christian identity.  Of course, public male club meetings and 

society-type gatherings were fairly common in seventeenth-century England.  In 

the 1640s, for instance, all sorts of societies, although relatively small, met in 

inns and taverns or private houses.18  These included circles of physicians, 

scientists, poets, antiquarians, musicians, florists, philanthropists, even 

sectaries such as the Levellers and the Ranters.19  But none provoked the level of 

fear that the rise of coffeehouse culture did.   Coffee detractors, men and 

women, equated coffee drinking practices to apostasy and un-Englishness.20  As 

this chapter shows, England’s identity was also bound up and identical with its 

manhood.  In early modern English society, manliness in broadly patriarchal 

                                                
18 Peter Clark, British Clubs and Societies, 1580-1800: The Origins of an Associational World 
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 2000), 46-52.  Clark points out that the outbreak of the English 
Revolution played a great role in the flourishing of different societies. The rise of an atmosphere 
of greater political and religious freedom and an expanding press encouraged more elaborate and 
formal public meetings.  
19 Clark, British Clubs and Societies, 49-51. There were also circles that appeared in London 
between 1602 and 1637.  These included London’s Scholars of Cheapside, Society of the Ringers 
of St. Hugh and the Society of College Youths. 
20 Nabil Matar, Islam in Britain, 1558-1685 ( New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 114. 
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terms was equated with array of attributes such strength, reason, moderation, 

self-control and the ability to govern.21  These traits, according to patriarchal 

norms of manhood and womanhood, placed men superior to women who were 

perceived mostly as weak and unstable, and therefore to be governed.   

 Manly traits were not necessarily the birthright of all males.  It was a 

privilege accorded to some, particularly married men.22  As a household 

patriarchs, married men not only upheld the ideals of patriarchy, but also 

established their manly character and respectability in society.  Failure to govern 

his entire family could be detrimental to the husband’s public honor.  Moreover, 

based on the scriptures and humoral medical theories of the time, women were 

understood as more libidinous in nature and unable to control their lustful 

impulses.23  Thus, a man’s inability to manage his spouse’s sexuality and to 

satisfy her physically rendered his reputation as weak, effeminate and a 

cuckold.24  Female adultery almost always raised questions about men’s control 

of women marked by the mockery of impotent husband.  

                                                
21 Alexandra Shepard, Meaning of Manhood in Early Modern England (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2003), 5-9.  Patriarchy is often defined as men’s systematic domination of women.  But 
Shepard points out that the generational dimension of patriarchy when is it is more specifically 
defined as “the government of society by male household heads, involving the subordination” of 
women as well as young men.  Patriarchy, in early modern England, was simply perceived as rule 
by fathers.  
22 Shepard, Meaning of Manhood, 9; Mark Albert Johnston, Beard Fetish in Early Modern England 
(Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2011), 7. 
23 David M. Turner, Fashioning Adultery (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 14. 
24 Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 66-72.  In early modern England, the term 
effeminacy applied to men who were sexually weak or those who indulged in sex, as well as wide 
range of frivolous pleasures traditionally associated with women, such as fashion and dancing.  
See Shepard, Meaning of Manhood, 59-60. 
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 The following pages show that the arrival of Islamic drink coffee and 

coffeehouses from the land of the presumed effeminate males, the Ottoman 

Empire, further exacerbated that angst.  For centuries, particularly after the 

Ottoman conquest of Constantinople in 1453, countless early narratives 

including English travelogues fed the imagination of their Christian readers with 

hostile images of the Ottoman Turks.  In addition to pejorative portrayals of the 

Turks as tyrants, cruel and barbaric people with false religion, many scholars 

such as Richard Knolles, 1545-1610, eroticized Turkish males as effeminate and 

sexually lascivious.  This chapter will demonstrate that such discursive 

statements about the Ottoman Turks’ sexuality intensified concerns about the 

impact of cross-cultural contact with the Turkish-imported cultural practice of 

coffee drinking on Englishmen.  The Islamic novelty, to coffee opponents, not 

only was encroaching upon England’ Christian identity, but also that of its 

manliness.   As discussed in previous chapters, Englishmen’s fervor for the 

oriental drink and coffeehouses was seen as a path to conversion to Islam, 

turning them Turk.  Thus, to the coffee detractors, English male consumers were 

becoming a bunch of effeminized renegades.    

 This pre-existing world view of those biased towards the Turks helped to 

incite the hostile attitude towards coffee.  While aspiring cosmopolitans 

welcomed the cultural practice of their Ottoman counterparts, coffee opponents 

stayed away and even condemned the enthusiasts for their devotion.  At stake 
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was more than just Englishmen’s religiosity.  Critics saw presumed effeminizing 

custom of the Turks as overtly subversive to patriarchal norms of English 

manhood.  The chapter begins with a discussion on the state of English manhood 

and marriage in early modern England, and concludes with a careful 

examination of plethora of primary sources linking the sneering discourses 

surrounding coffee drinking to cuckoldry anxiety, effeminacy concerns and 

perverted views of the Turks as lascivious.  But first let us examine the existing 

scholarship on perceptions of manliness and manhood anxiety in early modern 

English society. 

 

A Review of current secondary literature on meaning of manhood   

 Despite an outpouring of historical works on gender relations and manly 

honor in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century English society, none address role 

of masculinity and anxiety surrounding it in consumption practices, particularly 

consumption of foreign goods such as coffee.  Relationship between pervasive 

angst about English manhood and controversy surrounding the rise of coffee 

drinking practices in England remains unexplored.  Citing sixteenth- and 

seventeenth- century defamation and divorce suits brought before the English 

church courts, some studies present Englishmen’s obsessive preoccupation with 

their manly reputation as consequences of the patriarchal ideals of gender 

relations within the confines of marriage.  As noted earlier, husbands were to 
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assert and preserve their dominance and authority over their wives.   While 

making sure to reinforce women’s subservient role in the family, married men 

were also to control their wives’, daughters’ and servants’ chastity, almost the 

single pivot on which their manly honor in the community rested.25  Preserving 

this tenuous marital power balance, and governing wives’ presumed insatiable 

sexual appetites thus left the men in perpetual state of fear about being ridiculed 

as weak and cuckolded.26   

 To continue conversations on the standards for and anxieties about 

patriarchal manliness in early modern England, some works also problematize 

the precariousness of Englishmen’s transition from youth to full manhood.  

Sermons and marital advice literature defined manhood as an ideal to which all 

males aspired, often claiming age and marital status as principal gateways to it.   

Young men’s folly and degenerate conducts such as drinking and lack of self-

mastery disqualified them from claiming manhood.27  Adult males were 

described as humble, virtuous, “orderlie and of good government,” and the 

youth of the nation supposedly unsettled, “exorbitant, disloyal . . . after his owne 

fancies,” and not yet manly.28  Self-control and the ability to govern women and 

                                                
25 Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 4. 
26 Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 4-7. 
27 Shepard, Meanings of Manhood, 23-29. 
28 Shepard, Meanings of Manhood, 25, & 35.  Full adulthood for male began generally around age 
24 after completion of apprenticeship, the age of setting up a craft of their own and establishing 
their own household. As for adult females, it ranged between the age of 18 and 21.  For more see 
Paul Griffiths, Youth and Authority: Formative Experiences in England, 1560-1640 (New York: 
Clarendon Press, 1996), 1-17.   According to Shepard, for the most part, those above age fifty 
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junior men formed the basis of a man’s claim to full manhood.  Maintaining this 

patriarchal status and authority demanded constant labor, with many perilous 

pitfalls particularly when the household’s honor and manly standing within 

society rested on the wife’s sexual conduct.29  

 The interconnection between the contradictions of patriarchal gender 

ideology and pervasive anxiety among married Englishmen about their manly 

sexual identity is also supported by another literature on histories of masculinity 

in early modern English society.  The instability of manliness and the 

contingency of manly honor upon feminine chastity is suggested as one of the 

inconsistencies in the hegemonic patriarchal rhetoric of manliness.30  While 

marriage was the main gateway to achieving respectable manhood, it also 

became a space in which men could find themselves humiliated as impotent, 

worse yet cuckolded without their consent.  The contradictions in England’s 

patriarchal culture inevitably helped to engender much anxiety in its male 

members, the married in particular, about their manly socio-sexual identity.31  

Even historical works that do not take explicit interest in relationships between 

the patriarchal ideals of manliness and anxious manhood in early modern 

                                                                                                                                            
were characterized as old. The aged men, while respected for their wisdom, were often defined in 
relation to manhood as cold, tediously gloomy” and in the winter of their manliness.      
29 Shepard, Meanings of Manhood, 70-89, 73, & 100. 
30 Mark Breitenberg, Anxious Masculinity in Early Modern England (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996), 2-5, 6-8, & 24. 
31 Breitenberg, Anxious Masculinity, 1-5, & 24. The author described anxiety as cause and effect: 
it is the effect of dangers and threats the subject many not be aware of, but it also anticipates 
those dangers in advance, whether real or not.  
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England, equally suggest the tenuous position of being the household patriarch.  

Rhetoric on the ends and purposes of marriage in pre- Reformation and the early 

Protestant or Puritan era shows the tremendous responsibility placed on the 

husband.32  References to household heads as absolute rulers over wives and 

their virtue abound in marriage advice literature such as Richard Whitford’s 

Works for Householders, 1530, and William Gouge’s Of Domesticall Duties, 1622.33  

Of course, married women were also advised to protect their husbands’ 

reputation by remaining obedient and chaste, because female infidelity would 

bring great shame to the men.34  Studies on gender and morals in early modern 

English society advance similar arguments.  Despite the moral code of double 

standard whereby men’s infidelity seemed somewhat condoned and tolerated, 

wives’ sexual promiscuity had far more implication for their husbands’ public 

                                                
32 Kathleen M. Davies, “Continuity and Change in Literary Advice on Marriage,” in Marriage and 
Society: Studies in the Social History of Marriage, ed. R. B. Outwaite (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 
1981), 58-80.  Based on sixteenth- and seventeenth-century marriage manuals, Davies argues 
that despite the Catholics’ rejection of clerical matrimony, the institution of marriage held a 
high theological status in England whether before or after the Reformation.  Catholic and Puritan 
moralists and writers alike warned against marital sexual transgression and advocated mutual 
respect and love between the couples, prudence and foresight, even responsible parenting by 
bringing up their children in the laws of God and man.  She refutes the claims about the 
emergence of a new ideal family life from Protestant or Puritan teaching.  However, as some 
suggest, there is no denial that Puritans were certainly the most zealous when it came to 
campaigning against inappropriate sexual conduct with the confines of marriage, including 
having intercourse when the wife was pregnant or menstruating. For more see Faramerz 
Dabhoiwala, The Origin of Sex (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 42-44.     
33 Davies, “Continuity and Change,” 63-75.  
34 Davies, “Continuity and Change,” 72-75. 
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honor.35  Based on the evidence in slander litigations and broadsides, the wife 

accused of adultery was called a whore, whereas the cheated husband was 

mocked and accused of being cuckolded for failing in his marital authority.  

 Even within scholarship on coffee and coffeehouses, the important study, 

The Social Life of Coffee, discussed previously, remains as the only work making a 

passing reference to the topic.  While tracing the role of virtuoso culture of 

curiosity, growing urban commerce and civil society in the rapid rise of the 

novelty in England, the historical work also mentions that to critics coffeehouse 

culture threatened English manliness.36  Instead of attending to their duties as 

household heads, men frequented coffeehouses almost daily to chat and gossip 

for long hours like women.  This view is clearly stated in the anti-coffeehouse 

pamphlets.  According to one, “in this Age” of coffee drinking, Englishmen 

“appropriated Qualities” exclusive to their female counterparts.37  The literature, 

however, remains silent on the relationships between conceptions of manhood, 

as well as pervasive anti-Turk attitudes, in English society at the time and 

virulent discourses against coffee drinking.  Moreover, it does not question the 

origins of the concerns surrounding manliness and effeminacy in early modern 

England.   

                                                
35 Martin Ingram, Church Courts, Sex and Marriage in England, 1570-1640 (Cambridge, 1987); 
Laura Gowing, Domestic Dangers: Women, Words, and Sex in Early Modern England (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1996). 
36 Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee, 131. 
37 A Character of Coffee And Coffee-Houses, 4. 
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 It is thus safe to argue that none of the scholarship discussed here come 

close in intellectual purpose to the central argument in this chapter.  

Nevertheless, aside form The Social Life of Coffee, despite their limitations, their 

focus on the systemic origins of manhood anxiety in early modern England 

adequately sheds light on the predicament of married Englishmen under the 

system of English patriarchy.  To further the scholarly debates on manhood 

anxiety in England, the following pages show how the pervasive phenomenon 

played out even in the contemptuous discourses against the consumption of a 

foreign cultural habit, coffee drinking.  We begin first with a close examination 

of the state of manhood in early modern English society when coffee arrived 

there.  

 

Marriage was a path to full Manhood  

 For early modern Englishmen, marriage was the main gateway to 

their manhood.  A male’s adult maturity was conferred mainly by way of 

matrimony and the achievement of the status of a household patriarch.  Married 

young men even held a higher status in early modern English society than their 

elders who were still single.38  Although the humble socio-economic position of 

many male householders excluded them from the franchise, their marital status 

nevertheless accorded them political significance, even if symbolically.  A social 

                                                
38 Shepard, Meaning of Manhood, 75.    
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institution of great importance, marriage served as a microcosm of English 

society and government.  A man’s ability to perform his patriarchal role and 

duties not only marked his full manhood but proved him equally capable of 

governing even the public realm.39  In their advice book A Godlie Forme of 

Household, first published in 1589, Puritan ministers John Dod and Robert 

Cleaver commented on how it was impossible “for a man to understand how to 

governe the common wealth,” if he did not know “how to rule his owne house.”40  

Similarly, emphasizing the patriarchal nature of the household, seventeenth-

century English clergyman William Gouge also described the family as “a little 

commonwealth” where the patriarch learned “the first principles and grounds of 

government” and judgment.41  The husband’s role in his home was analogous to 

that of the king in the state.  As the ruler of his household, the man held the 

highest role in the family and had “authority over all and the charge of all” 

members of his kingdom, meaning his wife, children and servants if he could 

afford them.42  English cleric William Whately’s A Bride Bush (1619) declared the 

husband as God’s “immediate officer” and the wife “herself his deputy,” but 

                                                
39 Elizabeth Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England: Honour, Sex, and Marriage (New York: 
Longman, 1999), 4. 
40 R. C. (Robert Cleaver),  A Godlie Forme of Household Government: For the Ordering of Private 
Families (London: 1598), 16, available in Huntington Library, Rare Books #60028, and in EEBO. 
The subsequent editions, including that of 1612, was developed from 1598 pamphlet, and was 
co-authored by John Dod.  Both Cleaver and Dod were Puritan ministers.  The source is also 
quoted in Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 4.  
41 William Gouge, Of Domesticall Duties, Eight Treatise (London, 1634), 17. EEBO 
42 Gouge, Of Domesticall Duties, 258. 
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always as subordinate.43  The institution of marriage and its hierarchy were 

constituted by God from the beginning of time.44  So, did marital status enable 

all married Englishmen to live up to the patriarchal ideals of their society?  

Analysis of the hostile discourses against the emergence of coffee in 

seventeenth-century English society shows that it did not.  Married coffeehouse 

enthusiasts, in fact, were repeatedly characterized as failed patriarchs.  To 

English coffee detractors, married men who “bandied to and fro all day between” 

coffeehouses not only subverted their roles as governors of their households, but 

also as the satisfiers of their wives’ sexual needs.45  Getting married was indeed 

not the end of the story for men.  Even within the confines of marriage, 

Englishmen found it difficult to achieve the ever tenuous image of competent 

household heads, and prove their manliness.   As family patriarchs, married men 

were subjected to ideological expectations, and could easily lose their manly 

status if not fulfilled.  For, a man’s honor and reputation rested upon a wide 

range of factors, particularly the governance of his wife’s sexual conduct.  A 

husband who failed to safeguard his wife’s chastity was deemed ineffectual, and 

often faced public humiliation.  Even seemingly innocent consumption of coffee, 

for instance, seemed a threat to a man’s ability to control his wife, and therefore 

                                                
43 William Whately,  A Bride Bush or a Wedding Sermon (London, 1619), Chap. 7, 89, EEBO. This 
source is also quoted in Outwaite, Mariage and Society, 63. 
44 Gouge, Of Domesticall Duties, 214; Anon, Certain Sermons OR Homilies Appointed to be Read in 
Churches, in the Time of Queen Elizabeth of famous memory (London: 1673, first published in 
1562), 308-16: Whately, A Bride Bush, Chap. 2, 1-28, & Chap. 14-15. 
45 The Women’s Petition Against Coffee, 1-6. 
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his manhood.  As some wrote, not only “our Countrymen” ran “a whoring after 

such…distructive Foreign Liquors” and “spend their money,” when they “have 

scarce Twopence to buy their children bread,” but “we find of late a very sensible 

Decay of that true old English Vigour.”46  Frequenting coffeehouses at all hours of 

the day and night turned “Husbands…useless” to the wives, since no longer able 

to “answer the Vigour of her Flames.”47  Drinking the Ottoman novelty, 

according to its English detractors, made Englishmen impotent.   

Undoubtedly, failure to secure the continuous economic well-being of his 

household endangered a man’s honorable male status in the community.   But, 

there could be nothing more devastating to a married man’s manly image than 

his inability, whether based on mere rumor or not, to satisfy his wife sexually.  In 

fact, the public almost always blamed the wife’s infidelity on her husband’s poor 

performance in their marriage bed.48  A neglectful married man, would bring 

himself nothing but “great shame and infamy.”49  Husbands’ blunder in the 

marital bed, while shameful on a personal level, also marked them by the 

community as cuckolds, the most shameful libel for a married man.50  In 

                                                
46 Anon., The Women’s Petition against Coffee. Representing to Publick Consideration the Grand 
Inconvenience accruing to their SEX from the Excessive Use of that Drying, Enfeebling LIQUOR 
(London, 1674), 1-4.  
47 The Women’s Petition Against Coffee, 2-3. 
48 Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 66-7. 
49 Anon., The court of good counsell VVherein is set downe the true rules, how a man should choose a 
good wife from a bad, and a woman a good husband from a bad (London, 1607), C2, EEBO; this 
source is also cited in Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 96. 
50 Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England, 67.  A cuckold was a man who was cheated by his 
wife.  Sometimes a passive husband who was beaten by spouse, or generally ruled by her, was 
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seventeenth-century England, many aspects of society including family 

relationships and sexual activity, particularly those outside of marriage, were 

generally deemed as public and available for community meddling.51  

We must bear in mind, however, that in early modern English society 

conjugal infidelity as a whole was strongly disapproved.  Contemporary didacts 

repeatedly discoursed about faithfulness in marriage, an institution in which, as 

“it was ordained,” all married men and women were “to live chastely.”52 Extra-

marital sexual activity was considered as hateful to God and a threat to the well 

being of the nation.  Adultery was also subject to legal punishment.  In fact, in 

1650, the Parliament passed a draconian act making all sorts of sexual 

transgressions, particularly by married couples, a capital offence.53  Nonetheless, 

                                                                                                                                            
also considered a cuckold for flouting the natural order of patriarchal authority in his household. 
For more see Laura Gowing, Domestic Dangers (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 63.    
51 Erica Longfellow, “Public, Private, and the Households in Early Seventeenth-century England,” 
Journal of British Studies, 45, no. 2 (April 2006): 322-29.  Longfellow points out that based on the 
church court records the lives of the middling and lower sort generally fell under public 
observation and interference.  Living in their large houses, the upper classes seemed more 
immune, although not completely, from their neighbors’ scrutiny.  Furthermore, because of the 
community’s observation of its members’ lives, many women, particularly the poor, were saved 
from repeated violence used by their husbands to govern them.  
52 Gouge, Of Domesticall Duties, 219. 
53 “House of Commons Journal Volume 6: 3 May 1650,” Journal of the House of Commons: volume 
6: 1648-1651 (1802), 408, Institute of Historical Research, London; David Turner, Fashioning 
Adultery: Gender, Sex and Civility in England, 1660-1740  (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2002), 4, & 125.  According to Turner, the 1650 Adultery Act became largely unworkable, and 
finally lapsed at the Restoration in 1660. However, it became the business of church courts, after 
a long hiatus during the Civil Wars and the Interregnum when the Church of England was 
temporarily disestablished, to police adultery and fornication.  Debates about adultery and the 
appropriate punishment for it was an ongoing phenomenon even before 1650.  Sixteenth-
century English moralists such as William Harrington thought that the penalty for male adultery 
should be death and adulterous women should be beaten naked and placed in a convent for two 
years.  On the other hand, in the seventeenth century, William Gouge argued that the innocent 
partner should forgive the “delinquent” spouse only because of repentance, for “Christ said to an 
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a wife’s infidelity, while an assault upon her own reputation, would not 

necessarily put her womanhood in question like it did her spouse’s manhood and 

virility.54  A woman’s sexual conduct played a central to her husband’s manly 

reputation and respectability.  In addition, even the blames for her 

unfaithfulness rested with the man because, as noted, almost no woman was 

seen to be corrupt without the neglect of her husband.  Patronizing coffeehouses 

by married men, as the following pages show, also came to be viewed as the sort 

of negligence that drove their wives to seek love from other men.   

The Eastern-imported culture of coffee drinking made its appearance in 

England at this socio-historical juncture, and further exacerbate the challenges 

of manhood for its male enthusiasts.  Married Englishmen could not, as the 

following pages will show, evade the social stigma of impotent husbands when 

they frequented coffeehouses.  For, the devotion to the Turkish beverage armed 

the opponents with more reasons for which a husband could be blamed for his 

wife’s sexual transgression.  A man’s wandering palate, since he now liked to 

drink the “pernicious” oriental novelty made him ineffectual and unlike “in 

former times” no longer stellar in his conjugal bed, leaving his woman 

                                                                                                                                            
adulteress, I condemne thee not.” Otherwise divorce was permissible.  See Kathleen M. Davies, 
“Continuity and Change in Literary Advice on Marriage,” in Marriage and Society: Studies in the 
Social History of Marriage, ed. R. B. Outhwaite (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1981), 75; Gouge, Of 
Domesticall Duties, 218.     
54 In early Modern era, it was the first occasion of a young woman’s first menstrual period, 
usually around age 14, that began her transition to womanhood, making her also marriageable. 
See Sara Read, Menstruation and the Female Body in Early Modern England (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2013), 1, & 42-47.  
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unfulfilled.55  Of course, these discourses were part of opponents’ continuous 

effort to discourage interaction with the Ottoman phenomenon whose rise in 

England had formed a common cultural border between the two societies.  While 

keeping their own distance from coffee, antagonists embarked on shaming the 

aspiring cosmopolitan men for interacting with the Islamic novelty, 

compromising not only their Christian identity, but also their manly reputation.  

 

Coffee made husbands cuckolds 

 Seventeenth-century English coffee critics described the new exotic-

imported establishment as cuckolds’ haven.  An anti-coffeehouse pamphlet 

warned that when married men gathered in coffeehouses to discourse and drink 

coffee, they ran “the hazard of being Cuckol’d,” making coffeehouses into homes 

of cuckolded men.56  Purportedly speaking for women, the pamphlet asserted 

that no woman of “sense or spirit” could “endure” waiting until late into the 

night only to greet “a meager useless Corpse” of a man “Enfeebled” by coffee.57  

The oriental beverage altered the sexual appetite of once gallant Englishmen, 

who formerly had “stronger Backs, and were more Benevolent,” making them, to 

the displeasure of their wives, impotent.58 Men “in former times were…Hercules” 

                                                
55 Anon., A CHARACTER OF COFFEE and Coffee-House (London: 1661), 4. 
56 The Women’s Petition Against Coffee, 6. 
57 The Women’s Petition Against Coffee, 3, & 6.  
58 A CHARACTER OF COFFEE Coffee-Houses, 4. 
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and could impregnate five women “in one night,” the pessimists cried out.59  But 

now by continuous “sipping of this pitiful drink,” English husbands were 

nothing but “Eunuch” and dried up “as fruitless as those Desarts [deserts] 

whence that unhappy Berry” was brought.60  This left their women sexually 

frustrated with “A Bedful of Bones.”61  Thus, they sought love from other men and 

cuckolded their husbands.  

 But why did married Englishwomen’s sexual transgression seem so 

inevitable to coffee opponents?  The answer to the question lies partly in the fact 

that in sixteenth- and seventeenth- century England, religious and medical 

doctrine promoted the view that women were governed by their uteri making 

them more prone to sexual excess than men.62  As such, they were considered to 

be essentially more lustful sex by nature than men and unable to control their 

sexual impulses.63  This misogynistic manner of representation of female nature 

was further emphasized in early modern English homilies that described women 

not only as weak, but also afflicted with deceitfulness and “not endowed with . . . 

                                                
59 A CHARACTER OF COFFEE Coffee-Houses, 4. 
60 The Women’s Petition Against Coffee, 2-3. Here,  by “berry” opponents of coffee, whether male 
or female, were referring to coffee beans which were imported into England from the Islamic 
world.   
61 The Women’s Petition Against Coffee, 3. 
62 Turner, Fashioning Adultery, 14. 
63 Read, Menstruation and Female Body in Early Modern England, 47; Turner, Fashioning Adultery, 
14; Sara Mendelson and Patricia Crawford, Women in Early Modern England 1550-1720 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1998), 18-20.  Mendelson and Crawford’ source is also quoted in 
Turner’s Fashioning Adultery, 14. 
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constancy of mind.”64  Some, while advising married men to control their 

injudicious wives, even alluded to “the fall” from the Garden of Eden because of 

the transgression of Eve, “the devils Proctor.”65 Thus, to most, including coffee 

detractors, cuckolding her incompetent husband, a coffee drinking one at that, 

seemed a natural behavior from a lust-driven and sexually frustrated woman.  

Occasionally, early modern authors wrote in defense of women, and even 

praised them for their acumen and virtues.  In his The Wil of Wit, first published 

in the 1590s, prolific English writer Nicholas Breton repudiated all the negative 

depictions of women and their nature.  For instance, he wrote that “some will 

say, Women are unconstant, but I say not…for Penelope, and Cleopatra, Lucretia, 

with diverse more too long to rehears [here], shall stand for examples of such 

constancie, as no man (ever) more constant.”66  Breton equated men’s 

duplicitous nature to that of Judas, the disciple who betrayed Christ, and 

described them as wanton as women in “every way,” and not necessarily models 

of chastity themselves.67  But, such sympathetic discourses on women remained 

mostly inconsequential.  For, in a society structured by patriarchy where 

manhood was synonymous with virility, a married man’s sexual exploits, while 

disapproved, would hardly pose a risk to his manly image.  Rather, as mentioned 

earlier, it was his spouse’s sexual lewdness that seemed as the culprit.   

                                                
64 Certain Sermons OR Homilies…in the Times of Queen Elizabeth, 310. 
65 Anon., A QUESTION Deeply concerning Married Persons (London, 1652), 1-3. 
66 Nicholas Breton, The Wil of Wit, Wits Will, or Wils (London, 1606), chapter 5 (not paginated).     
67 Breton, The Wil of Wit, chap. 5.  
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Thus, Englishmen, at least until the close of the seventeenth century 

when manliness was no longer defined mainly through matrimony, remained 

anxious about their manhood mostly because of their concerns about the 

supposedly “insatiable lust” of their wives.  Even male coffeehouse patrons 

themselves, unnerved by accusations against their virility because of coffee 

drinking, cried out about the timeless nature of females’ sexual appetite.  For 

instance, The Mens Answer to the Womens Petition Against Coffee (1674) argued, 

“Certain we are, that there never was Age or Nation more Indulgent to your SEX; 

have we not condiscended to all Methods of Debauchery? Invented more 

Postures than Aretine Deamed of!”68  Yet, “you still offer to Repine?”  Indeed, 

coffeehouse enthusiasts added, “Solomon was in the right, when he told us that 

the Grave and the Womb were equally Insatiable.”  These pamphleteers argued 

that the Turkish drink, contrary to its detractors’ claims, was sexually exciting 

and rendered its male consumers more fertile, with more “ardours [passion],” 

even more “able or eager performers.”69  The women’s perpetual lustful 

expectations was “the occasion of the defect . . . [and] not drinking coffee.”  

                                                
68 Anon., The Mens Answer to the Womens Petition Against Coffee (London, 1674), 1-4.  Here, by 
“Aretine,” the source was probably referring to Pierto Aretine’s sonnets called Sonneti 
Lussuriosi, written sometimes in 1527.  Aretine, or Aretino, 1492-1556, was a famous poet and 
painter of the Italian Renaissance.  Inspired by the 1524 erotic engravings of his contemporary 
Marcantonio Raimondi, he decided to provide them with captions in sonnet form.  Aretine’s 
poems, which explicitly explained the images and actions depicted in Raimondi’s work, became 
very popular in England. See Louise K. Stein, “Eros, Erato, Terpsíchore and the Hearing of Music 
in Early Modern Spain,” The Musical Quarterly, 82, no. ¾, Special Issue: “Music as Heard” 
(Autumn-Winter, 1998): 655; Lora Anne Palladino, "Pietro Aretino: Orator and Art Theorist" 
(PhD diss., Yale University, 1981), 10. 
69 The Mens Answer to Womens Petition, 4.  
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While it may be impossible to know the precise authors of pamphlets or whether 

they knew one another, the arguments in them should not be dismissed as a 

simple war of empty rhetoric between the admirers and detractors of coffee.  

They provide the opportunity to see how the patriarchal system that codified 

and exalted manhood, mainly through marriage, affected the way Englishmen 

judged themselves and the “other,” the women, making them both victims of its 

ideology.  All over England, countless husbands, unable to cope with the shame 

of losing their socio-sexual reputation, deserted their wives or dissolved their 

marriages. After all, as proclaimed in one marriage advice book, matrimony “was 

made for honour of man, and not for the dishonour of man.”70  Fear of sexual 

slander pitted husbands and wives against each other, as defamation suites filed 

in church court show.71  To rehabilitate their public honor and reputation, the 

man blamed his woman’s infidelity on her insatiable sexual appetite, and the 

woman blamed her man’s lack of sexual prowess in their marital bed.  

The back and forth slandering, or counter-accusations, clearly resonated 

in the polemical discourses surrounding coffee drinking habit and its menace to 

the Englishmen’s manhood.  But here, critics used coffee as the scapegoat.  It 

                                                
70 Henry Smith, A Preparing to Marriage (London, 1591), 110, BL in London, Also available in 
EEBO. While throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries adultery remained a debatable 
reason for divorce, in mid nineteenth-century England the 1857 Divorce Act permitted men to 
divorce their wives for simple adultery. The law did not apply to the men who were unfaithful to 
their spouses. As in the early modern era, adultery remained unpardonable behavior for women 
and consequently perpetuation of the practice of double standard. For more see Stone, Family & 
Sex, 503.    
71 Shepard, Meaning of Manhood, 167. 
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was the Turkish beverage that supposedly took a toll on its male consumers’ 

sexual prowess, and therefore their inability to satisfy their wives.  Allegedly 

female coffee detractors wrote that coffee drinking left Englishmen with nothing 

but “their Beard and wearing empty Pantaloons” and the “hazard of being 

Cuckol’d.”72  On the other hand, supposedly male believers denounced the claims 

and argued that coffee enhanced Englishmen’s virility, making them even “more 

able or eager performers, than those Circumcised” Turks.73  In early modern 

English society, sometimes sexually slandered husbands also endured the loud 

ritual of derision known as the charivari, or rough riding as it was called in 

England.  The charivari, a centuries old practice rooted in folk culture in many 

parts of Europe, was a public display of disapproval of all sorts of socio-

culturally inappropriate behaviors such as adultery.74  In England, traditionally 

the cheated husband was pulled out of his house, seated on a horse facing its 

tail, and paraded while wearing horns on his ears as the crowd banged on pots 

and pans announcing his presence.75 Members of all social groups of society took 

                                                
72 The Womens Petition against Coffee, 6.  
73 The Mens Answer to the Womens Petition against Coffee, 3. 
74 Violet Alford, “Rough Music or Charivari,” Folklore, 70, no. 4 (Dec., 1959): 505-6. 
75 Martin Ingram, “Ridings, Rough Music and the ‘Reform of Popular Culture’ in Early Modern 
England,” Past & Present, no. 105 (Nov., 1984): 82-92; E. P. Thompson, “Rough Music 
Reconsidered,” Folklore, no. 1 (1992): 5.  Sources do not tell us how often the ritual of rough 
riding indeed took place.  But we do know that by the early eighteenth century, most of the 
charivaresque practices in England disappeared and replaced by the common law or statutory 
penalties of stocking, whipping, and incarceration. For more see Martin Ingram, “Charivari and 
Shame Punishments: Folk Justice and State Justice in Early Modern England,” in Social Control in 
Europe, 1500-1800, Vol. 1, ed. Herman Roodenburg and Pieter Spierenburg (Columbus: The Ohio 
State University Press, 2004), 306. 
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part in the rituals, including law officials who sometimes even encouraged 

them.76   

The purpose of the rough riding rested partly on the idea that the 

humiliation and contempt would help to strengthen cuckolded men to control 

their wives, reinforcing the household male gender hierarchy.77 Perhaps the 

practice was also to influence or warn other married couples.   In a way, taunting 

the coffee fans was also a shaming ritual of its own and with a correcting 

purpose at that.  While cuckolds were horned and dragged in the streets, 

coffeehouse patrons were reproached and mocked for neglecting their wives at 

home, who in turn cheated on them.  Early modern treatises by English 

clergymen such as William Gouge often warned about the risks of men’s absence 

from home and neglecting their women.  While the husband’s absenteeism for 

the purpose of business or the state was allowable, it was strongly discouraged 

for pleasure.78  By ridiculing coffeehouse habitué for leaving their women to 

their own device, coffee detractors mainly hoped to discourage Englishmen from 

the intermingling with the Ottoman-imported cultural practice.   

  In addition, the mocking discourses against married Englishmen’s 

addiction to coffee and coffeehouses also reflect the continuing angst about, and 

opprobrium attached to, men supposedly abdicating their husband’s duty, 
                                                
76 Ingram, “Riding, Rough Music,” 79-113. 
77 Anthony Fletcher, “Men’s Dilemma: The Future of Patriarchy in England 1560-1660,” 
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4 (1994): 76. 
78 Outwaite, Marriage and Society, 73. 
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particularly in the marriage bed.  As some complained, they “swarm thither 

[coffeehouse] like Bees,” and sitting there awake drinking coffee while “till 

midnight tattling of idle stories,” yet would return home lethargic and “so unfit . 

. . for Action” in bed.79  The male consumers’ presumed lack of virility, because 

of drinking the Turkish beverage in this case, resulted in being cuckolded by 

their sexually bored wives  

 Interestingly though, coffee drinking seemed to play no role in lowering 

the men’s sexual potency, or explaining why they were cuckolded, in continental 

European cultures.  The Ottoman novelty, at least the bean, was imported to 

Italian ports, such as Venice, as early as the 1570s.80  In France, coffee was 

introduced around 1644 in Marseilles where it was welcomed with much 

enthusiasm by the city’s merchants.81  The oriental drink then made its 

appearance in Paris in 1657, provoking the infatuation of the Parisians.  So 

popular coffee became in the city that vendors strolled through the streets 

selling the hot beverage door to door.82  Yet, unlike in England, it appears that in 

these societies the consumption of the Turkish beverage posed no threat to its 

male consumer’s sexual potency, or the stability of the institution of marriage.   

Then what was it about coffee drinking and coffeehouses that seemed, as it did 
                                                
79 The Women’s Petition against Coffee, 3 & 6; The Ale-Wives Complaint against the Coffee-House, 
3.   
80 Ellis, The Coffee-House, 82. 
81 Jean Leclant, “Coffee and Cafés in Paris, 1644-1693” in Food and Drink in History, Selections 
from the Annales, Volume 5, eds. Robert Forster, Orest Ranum, trans. Elborg Forster and Patricia 
M. Ranum (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1979), 87.  
82 Leclant, “Coffee and Café in Paris,” 87-89. 
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to its detractors in England, threatening to Englishmen’s manly virility, even 

making them effeminate?  What made the English case an aberrant one?  The 

following pages show the fact that the controversy surrounding the oriental 

novelty’s emergence in England was shaped partly by the anxieties about its 

Turkish origin and this origin with the male Ottoman Turk’s presumed 

effeminate trait.  The intent is to explain the interconnection between the coffee 

critic’s discourses on the degenerating influence of the cross-cultural interaction 

with the Turkish novelty on the enthusiasts’ manliness and the distorted 

worldview of the Turks as perversely effeminate.  

 

Englishmen turned effeminate in coffeehouses   

  The exaggerated association of eastern coffeehouses with sexual vice was 

not confined to those in the Turkish Empire only.  The coffee places in the early 

modern Islamic societies as a whole were often represented as obscene and 

scandalous places.  The early modern French traveler Jean Chardin, 1643-1713, 

in his Travels to Persia published in the 1680s, spoke of Persian coffee 

enterprises as places where men congregated to drink coffee, and more 

importantly to enjoy the “pretty” young male servers and dancers.83  Dressed in 

effeminate and “lascivious manner with hair strung in female fashion,” these 

                                                
83 Rudi Matthee, The Pursuit of Pleasure: Drugs and Stimulants in Iranian History, 1500-1900 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 169-70. Persia is present day Iran. 
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youths, Chardin added, would utter “a thousand immodest things” to incite the 

clients’ libidinous desires, who would then take them to engage in beastly acts.84   

It should be noted that the intent here is not to dismiss the above discourses on 

the Muslim male’s sexuality as merely fanciful tales.  To be sure, there were 

men, whether Turks or Persians, who had homosexual inclinations.85  Poems 

show sexual relations between two persons of the same sex, or homosexuality, 

has existed in all human societies.86  But British writers ubiquitous rhetoric on 

debauched the cultural habits in the Islamic worlds reflect as much the 

prejudiced mindset of the writers as English and European readers’ fascination 

with such narratives.   

 While ill-advised to speculate about the precise intent of the works 

discussed above, it is not far-fetched to argue that they were produced to be 

marketed to the public as a whole, and for that purpose needed to be 

sensational.  In fact, as noted earlier, many, including Knolles’ Generall History, 

Relation by Sandys and Chardin’s Travel, were widely circulated and reissued well 

beyond their author’s lifetimes.  Such narratives not only provoked public 

interest, but also provided many with information, whether based on fantastical 

                                                
84 Matthee, The Pursuit of Pleasure, 170.  
85 The term “homosexual” and “homosexuality” were not coined until the late nineteenth 
century. Some argue that the term “homosexual” was first introduced by the German-Hungarian 
author Karl Kertbeny (1824-1882) in 1869 in response to Germany’s anti-sodomy laws.  He 
defined a homosexual man as one attracted to other men. See, James Neill, The Origins and Role 
of Same-Sex Relations in Human Societies (North Carolina: McFarland, 2011), 423; Robert Nye, 
Sexuality (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 113-14. 
86 Michelle Foucault, “Des caresses d’hommes considérées comme un art,” Libération, 1 (June 
1982): 27.  
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images or observational accuracy, about distant worlds, in our case Ottoman 

societies.  Eighteenth-century English poet George Gordon Byron, 1788-1824, 

praised Knolles’s work as one of the first to raise his curiosity about the Ottoman 

Empire and give “perhaps the oriental colouring” to his own writings later.87  

Such early literature on the Ottomans helped to cultivate their readers’ 

imaginations, whether in England or continental Europe, about the inhabitants 

of the Islamic world and their way of life, including their sexual practices.  

During his visit in France in the early seventeenth century, the Moroccan scholar 

Al-Hajarî, 1570-1640, found many Frenchmen, including those who never 

traveled abroad, unusually inquisitive about the religion of Islam, but more 

specifically about Muslim men’s sexuality.  Almost always, chronicled Al-Hajarî 

in The Supporter of Religion Against the Infidels, his discourse about science with 

French scholars would fall into disputes about the permissibility of male-male 

sex in the Islamic world.88 They believed, although in error, that “this despicable 

act” was “so widely spread among the Muslims,” including the Turks, because of 

the absence of any laws against it.89  Similarly, in his memoirs, an Osman Agha 

an Ottoman soldier spoke of how, while in captivity in the hands of the Habsburg 

imperialists, an Austrian soldier asked to have sex with him.  The Austrian 

                                                
87 Quoted in Barbour, Before Orientalism, 16. 
88Al-Hajarî, Kitâb Nâsir al-Dîn alâ l-qawm al-kâfirîn (The Supporters of Religion Against the 
Infidels), trans. P.S. Van Koningsveld, Q. Al-Samarrai, & G. A. Wiegers (Madrid: Cooperación 
Espanola, 1997), 103-17. Al-Hajarî fled Spain for Morocco at the age of 29, following the 
persecutions of the Moriscos.  He authored his Kitâb Nâsir al-Dîn  around 1637. 
89 Al-Hajarî, Kitâb Nâsir al-Dîn, 110-12. 
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justified his advance by claiming it was a known fact that “all Turks are 

pederasts.”90  

 Literature at the time, including travel accounts about the Muslim 

Ottomans apparently influenced English coffee critics’ discourses.  Their 

rhetoric against the Englishmen’s devotion to the Islamic phenomenon was 

informed by stereotyping tropes deployed by writers such as Knolles and Sandys 

to portray the Turks as debauched.  Detractors repeatedly mocked coffee 

enthusiasts for drinking the “effeminating coffee” and endangering their 

manliness.  They even called them “Fopps” for emulating the effeminate habit of 

those in “the Lunary World,” meaning specifically the Ottoman Turks.91  Similar 

to fops, the male coffee fans, in the detractors’ view, were only shells of men.  

 Obviously the Turkish drink coffee did not generate the concerns about 

effeminacy in early modern England.  Before the coffeehouse, English society 

was already grappling with the burgeoning subculture of effeminate men.  As 

early as 1598, English poet and playwright John Marston, 1576-1634, in his poem 

The Scourge of Villanie: Three Bookes of Satyres, make                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                
90 Warren Johansson, The Encyclopedia of Homosexiality.  The Turks’ European reputation for the 
love of sodomy continued well-into the 19th century.  The Turkish traveler Mehmet Effendi 
chronicled how during his visit in France, in 1803, his hosts thought that “being Turkish, he 
would be interested in male-male sex act, and even suggested places in Paris where Effendi could 
experience sex with French young men.  For more see Murray, “Homosexuality in the Ottoman 
Empire,” Historical Refletions, 33, no. 1, Eighteenth-Century Homosexuality in Global Perspective 
(Spring 2007): 104.  Osman Agha had been captured and enslaved in 1688 during a war against 
the Habsburg Austria. See Fernand Braudel, The Structures of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1992), 286. 
91 The Women’s Petition against Coffee, 6; A Character of Coffee and Coffee-House, 9. The phrase 
“the Lunary World” as explained in previous chapter referred to the Islamic world.  
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s references to the English male brothels or “male stewes,” as known in the 

sixteenth century.92 Marston also condemns those engaging in the “Monstrous 

filth of . . . feminary” or effeminacy.93  In 1599, Thomas Middleton devoted an 

entire satire to English youths, or “Ingling Pyander ” who prostituted themselves 

to other men for sexual purposes.94   Middleton characterized them as “wanton 

Curtesan,” pleasing the heart of their male clients with their feminine-like 

charm.95   

 Towards the end of the sixteenth century, a high number of feminine-like 

men, called fops and dandies, were flaunting themselves around English cities 

and the royal court, sometimes as male prostitutes.  Throughout the early 

modern era in England, the term fop referred to men who behaved like women, 

particularly because of wearing perfume, cosmetics, ostentatious and colorful 

clothing, as well as acting foolish.  These feminine like conducts were 

incompatible with acceptable masculinity.  A fop could be a homosexual or 

heterosexual.96  The court of James I, 1603-25, himself known for his sexual 

liaisons with other men, was notorious for the presence of such men, as young as 

                                                
92 John Marston, The Scourge of Villanie:Three Bookes of Satyres (London: 1598), B6-I3., EEBO and 
the Huntington Library; the reference to “male stewes” is also mentioned in Alan Bray, 
Homosexuality in Renaissance England (Boston: GMP Publishers, 1988), 53. Stewes were more 
than likely private homes or clubs. 
93 Marston, The Scourge of Villanie, page 4 of Satyre III, “Redde, age, quoe deinceps risiti.” The 
pages are not numbered.  
94 Rictor Norton, Mother Clap’s Molly House (East Haven, CT,: GMP Publishers, 1992), 18-19.  
95 Norton, Mother Clap’s Molly House, 19. 
96 For more on English fops, see Philip Carter, “Men about Town: Representation of Foppery and 
Masculinity in Early Eighteenth-Century Urban Society,” in Gender in Eighteenth-Century 
England, eds. Hannah Barker and Elaine Chalus (New York: Routledge, 1997), 31- 58. 
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fourteen years of age, as the King’s favorites.   In his Diary, even Samuel Pepys 

showed concerns about the regularity of male-male sexual relationships in 

England, particularly in London.  The practice, he writes, according to some “is 

now almost grown as common among our gallant” Englishmen as those of 

Italy.97 In fact, throughout the seventeenth century, in England, male 

homoerotic tendencies or liaisons, irrespective of the men’s socio standing, was 

seen as disorderly, unnatural and against social order, as well as unforgivable sin 

deserving death.98  Paradoxically, however, despite the enduring 1533 statute 

against male-male sexual practices, called buggery or sodomy, legal prosecution 

of those engaging in such acts were rare occurrences.99  This was true even 

despite the prevalence of male prostitutes who sought clients in the taverns, 

playhouses or the streets of cities like London, since at least the Elizabethan 

era.100  

                                                
97 The Rev. J. Smith, Diary and Correspondence of Samuel Pepys, Vol. II, 184-85.  The statement 
was made during Pepys’s conversation with one of the guests, Mr. Batton, at a dinner on the 
evening of 1 July, 1663, surrounding the trial of Sir Charles Sedley on charges of debauchery. 
Smith notes that he found the details of the discourse too gross to include everything.  For more 
on Pepys exact statement, see, Robert Lotham, ed., The Diary of Samuel Pepys, Vol. 4, 1663 
(Berkeley, CA: The University of California Press, 2000), 210.  
98 Alan Bray, Homosexuality in Renaissance England (Boston: GMP Publishers, 1988), 25 & 61-62. 
Kenneth Borris, ed., Same-Sex Desire in the English Renaissance (New York: Routledge, 2004), 86.  
99 Kenneth Borris, Same-Sex Desire, 84; Bray, Homosexuality, 69-72. The passage of the buggery 
Act of 1533, the first of its kind, made male-male sex act a capital offence. But as some point out, 
the statute seems to have been significant more for ideological purposes, not judicial 
enforcement. Out of 72,000 executions that took place under Henry VIII, almost none were 
proven to be under the 1533 Buggery Act. The law remained in the statute book for three 
centuries.  
100 Bray, Homosexuality, 53-54.  Several seventeenth-century contemporaries, such as John 
Marston and Clement Walker, wrote about and condemned male prostitution and the rapidly 
growing number homosexual brothels in London. Of course they were not brothels in the strict 
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 The rarity of formal prosecutions for buggery does not suggest early 

modern English society’s tolerance for same-sex sexual relationships.  While the 

courts seemed sluggish in dealing with the phenomenon, established social 

institutions such as the church traditionally decried and proclaimed them as 

morally disruptive.  Erotic activities between men were seen as no more 

threatening to English society, however, than other sinful conduct such as 

adultery.101  In early medieval and modern England, male-male erotic interests 

were mostly perceived as unmanly, subversive of patriarchal sex-gender 

convention and deplorable excess in the sensual pleasures of sex in general.102   

Indulgence in pleasurable and luxurious sex, according to seventeenth-century 

scholar John Evans, seemed specifically menacing because it was associated with 

strong feminine attributes in men, resulting in the erosion of their manhood.103  

Self-control was fundamental to manliness.  It was common view that women 

only experienced excessive and unrestrained sexual desire was a character 

                                                                                                                                            
sense of the word.  Rather, they were referring to the taverns where many of the male prostitutes 
hung out and entertained clients.  The early modern theaters were also denounced as the 
cruising grounds for homosexual prostitution.  
101 Bray, Homosexuality, 73-79.  A major shift in attitude towards homosexual behaviors occurred 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth century with the increasing debate about the definition of 
normal sexuality in terms of the relations with the opposite sex, and the consequent of 
categorizing of all other sexual acts as deviant.  It was a shift from moral regulations to 
increasingly secular ones embodied in the mergence of new medical and psychological norms.  In 
addition, new typologies of degeneracy and perversion arose which resulted in a decisive growth 
of new sexual identities. So homosexuality moved from being a sin to becoming a psychological 
disposition. See Jeffery Weeks, Homosexuality (New York: Routledge, 1991), 32-33.     
102 Bray, Homosexuality, 25.  John Evans, Hesperides, or, The Muses garden (London, 1655-59), V.B. 
93, Folger Shakespeare Library, Chicago; also quoted in Ian Frederick Moulton, Before 
Pornography (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 72.  
103 Moulton, Before Pornography, 72-73;  
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prevalent in women only.  English wives’ uncontrolled sexual drive made 

cuckolds out of their husbands, whose manly virility was presumably not up to 

par.  So, men’s excessive indulgence in sexual pleasures, specially male-male 

sex, signified their effeminacy and loss of their natural gender role as males.  

 More importantly, attitudes towards unmanly or effeminate sexuality, as 

some seventeenth-century English sodomy trials indicate, were also racially 

charged, provoked by derogatory sexual imagery depicted in early modern 

literature including travelogues.  Lascivious vice was not perceived as part of the 

Englishmen’s natural constitution.  It was mostly associated with the male 

inhabitants of inferior distant lands such as southern Europe and the Islamic 

world, including Ottoman societies.104  When the Domingo Cassedon Drago, a 

Moor, was tried in Essex in 1647 for sexual relations with an English youth, his 

race was repeatedly evoked in the process of his conviction.105  Drago was black.  

While the precise outcome of the trial remains obscure, it is possible the crime 

would be blamed on the accused alien, presumed to be morally degenerate and 

lacking manly virtue, and thus, the polluting influence.  To most English people, 

the growing effeminate male subculture in English society was unlikely a home-

grown one.   Rather, it was the consequences of an infectious imported alien 

                                                
104 Bray, Homosexuality, 75; Faramerz Dabholwala, The Origin of Sex (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2012), 128- 30. 
105 Bray, Homosexuality, 40-41, & 73.  Alan Bray also argues that the anti-witchcraft movement at 
the time also triggered cultural scapegoating, and that perhaps Drago was seen an easy target.  
The precise nationality of the Domingo Cassedon Drago remains unclear. 
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vice, afflicting those easily swayed.   As was commonly held in early modern 

England, English people, men in particular, seemed to blindly embrace or 

surrender to foreign manners and habits.  This was mainly because Britain as a 

whole was still a cultural backwater.  In his Scourge of Villanie, John Marston 

characterizes Englishmen as “Farre worse then Apes . . . imitators of lewd 

beastliness” who imitated the style and the “hell devised lustful villanies” of 

others.106  Over half a century later, this view also resonated in the 

contemptuous discourses against coffee enthusiasts.  Coffee’s critics, for 

instance, described the advocates as “Pure English Apes” who “imitate all other 

people in their ridiculous . . . Customes” even those of the Turks, Indians, and 

French.107  To be in fashion, they “would eat spiders too.”108  Thus, effeminacy 

was portrayed as another imported phenomenon encroaching on England, 

threatening English naturally manly character.  

 The aim of the arguments and examples on the preceding pages has been 

to show that the rise of the Turkish-imported coffee drinking habit exacerbated 

pre-existing anxieties about the state of English manhood.  Coffeehouses did not 

cause anxiety about manhood.  Rather, coffee’s opponents mobilized pre-

existing discourses about English and Islamic effeminacy.  What made the case 

of coffee more unsettling was not merely the consumption of the Eastern 

                                                
106 Marston, The Scourge of Villanie, H-H2. 
107 A Character of Coffee and Coffee-Houses, 1; A Cup of Coffee: OR, Coffee in its Colours. 
108 A Cup of Coffee: OR, Coffee in its Colours. 
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beverage, but also the coffeehouse where it was consumed.  Detractors, because 

of the reputation of Ottoman coffeehouse as centers of homoerotic pleasure, saw 

the homosocial environment of English coffeehouses as places of debauchery, 

further threatening Englishmen’s manliness.  They feared regular mixing with 

the effeminizing Turkish cultural habit degenerated the curious Englishmen’s 

manly virility, making them as impotent as eunuchs and unable to satisfy their 

women who ultimately cuckolded them.  

 

Conclusion 

 This chapter argued that the rise of coffee and coffeehouses in 

seventeenth-century England exacerbated already prevalent manhood anxiety, 

generated mainly by the contradictions of England’s patriarchal sex-gender 

system.  It also illuminated how that anxiety and the perverted views held by 

many in England towards male Ottoman Turks helped to stimulate 

contemptuous attitudes towards those adopting the new cultural practice.  

Opponents feared that distant people whose lecherous behaviors they had heard 

or read about had penetrated the cultural border between Britain and the Islamic 

civilization.  Now, almost on daily basis, aspiring cosmopolitan Englishmen 

could visit coffeehouses and socialize for hours in the company of other males, 

while sipping on the Turkish beverage.  Indeed, as enthusiasts prized the chance 

to experience a phenomenon already known to their Muslim counterparts, 
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detractors dreaded the threat the exotic habit posed to Englishmen’s manhood, 

and proclaimed the fervor for coffeehouses as debauchery.  In their view, 

indulgence in an effeminate cultural practice, from the land of the lascivious 

sodomite Turks, polluted coffee enthusiasts’ manliness, turning them into 

eunuchs, and therefore cuckolds.  
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     Conclusion 

 

 During my trip to the archives in England to conduct research for this 

dissertation, I took time to also visit the site where the first London coffeehouse 

stood.  As I approached the place, now a pub known as Jamaica Winehouse, a 

huge crowd of well-dressed men and women gathered in front noisily talking, 

laughing and drinking beer or wine, drew my attention.  The surrounding, just as 

described by contemporaries in the seventeenth-century, was indeed 

enchanting.  Staring at the crowd, I pictured those in the seventeenth century 

who enthusiastically congregated, almost daily, in the same area, to drink coffee 

and converse with other male clients in Pasqua Rosee’s coffeehouse.  I also 

envisioned men dressed in presumably Turkish attire, each walking around in 

the area carrying a tray with small coffee cups in one hand and a Turkish coffee 

pot in the other and offering coffee to passers-by.  Some customers even asked 

for a second serving.   

 I began to ponder the contentious arguments found in numerous 

seventeenth-century pamphlets and broadsides about the threat of the coffee 

drinking habit.  As I had asked myself even before my trip to England for 

research, why did this this hot drink create so much social uproar at the time, 

generating volumes of debates on its dangers to English people’s religiosity, 

their Englishness, and even their manhood?  Why did some abhor the 
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coffeehouses, while others eagerly embraced it?  To address the questions, I 

knew that understanding the specific worldviews of the English people at that 

particular historical juncture held the key.  

 The dissertation has argued that the distinct social and cultural milieu of 

the English people in the middle of the seventeenth century generated highly 

variable reactions toward the coffeehouse, which came to embody a new Anglo-

Ottoman virtual cultural borderland.  Using transcultural interaction and gender 

theories as a guiding framework, this dissertation has analyzed, and 

contextualized the seventeenth-century coffee controversy and revealed those 

forces that triggered the mixed attitudes towards the Ottoman novelty.  These 

factors included the embattled state of religion in the postrevolutionary period, 

the antagonistic attitudes towards the Ottoman Empire and its Muslim 

inhabitants many English people held, as well as generalized apprehensions 

about the precarious nature of Englishmen’s manhood, particularly those who 

were married.  Coffee consumption arrived in a society torn by seven years of 

bloody civil wars that left behind political, social and religious institutions in 

total disarray.   

 This dissertation has also taken into account the interconnection between 

the conflicting attitudes towards the Ottoman Turks and the sharply disparate 

level of cross-cultural interactions with coffee.  Competing discourses on Islamic 

civilization in early modern literature, particularly travel accounts, helped to 
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shape English people’s hostile or sympathetic perceptions of their Muslim 

counterparts.  English travelers, such as William Biddulph and George Sandys, 

persistently invoked provocative images of the Turks as barbaric, cruel, corrupt 

and blind followers of the false religion of Islam to warn their audience about the 

dangers of intermingling with the Muslim Ottomans.1  Generalizing about life in 

Ottoman societies, they reported Christians living and working there as being in 

a perpetual state of enslavement.  Such biased English adventurers in the 

Ottoman Empire made every effort, through their bigoted discourses, not only to 

warn English readers about the dangers of interaction with all things Islamic, but 

also to excite their sense of national consciousness.   Notably, English coffee 

critics also denounced all contacts with the oriental novelty as unchristian and 

unpatriotic.  Ridiculing enthusiasts for their “Fanatical” taste, they condemned 

coffee drinkers for compromising their religious and national identity by 

drinking coffee.2   Coffeehouses, many with the words “Turk” or “Sultan” in their 

names, were more than just places for the consumption of coffee.  They also 

symbolized the cultural superiority of the Turks over English people, threatening 

England’s sovereignty as a whole.  

 At the same time, the open-minded English travelers, such as Henry 

Blount, eschewed fear-mongering reports and depicted the Ottoman Turks in a 

positive and sympathetic light.  He praised their tolerance for religious diversity, 
                                                
1 Biddulph, The Travels; Sandys, A Relation.  
2 A Character of Coffee and Coffee-Houses, 1.  
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a phenomenon alien to English people at the time, and spoke of the Turks’ piety 

and generosity as well as hospitality, even elaborating on the popularity of 

coffee drinking among them.3  Such reports helped to inspire cosmopolitan-

minded Englishmen not to let their national identity or religious convictions get 

in the way, and to welcome the proliferation  of coffee and coffeehouses in their 

society.  It was now possible to learn and experience the coffee drinking habit for 

themselves.  Advocates found going to coffee places liberating, because there 

they could escape the social and cultural restraints of their society, even if only 

for a few hours a day.  

 The polarized response to cross-cultural interactions in the new Anglo-

Ottoman borderland was also entangled with the issue of patriarchal gender 

roles, specifically those of household patriarchs.  The rise of coffee drinking 

culture provoked scornful discourses against the Englishmen, mainly those 

married, who happily embraced coffee drinking habit neglecting their wives.  

Coffee’s detractors saw participation in the Turkish-imported cultural 

phenomenon feminizing, making them impotent, and, thus, unable to satisfy 

their wives who in turn cuckolded them, destabilizing the institution of 

marriage, the bedrock of preindustrial societies..   

 Concerns about the feminizing effect of coffee drinking were further 

heightened by the fact that the practice of coffee drinking, and the 

                                                
3 Blount, A Voyage into the Levant, A2-99.	
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establishments in which coffee was consumed, coffeehouses, were associated 

with the land of allegedly effeminate males, the Ottoman Empire.   Early and 

early modern Western anti-Turks tropes included copious remarks about male 

Turks as sexually debauched.  Whether by English playwrights, literary experts 

or travelers, Muslim Ottoman men were portrayed as the embodiment of sexual 

excess, particularly regarding their inclination to male-male erotic activities.  

Even their coffeehouses, as reported by early modern English adventurers 

Biddulph and Sandys, were supposedly places notorious for accommodating 

their lustful clients with pretty young male servants.  While English coffee 

opponents did not explicitly eroticize England’s coffee places, they alarmed the 

public about the detrimental effect on Englishmen’s manliness of regular 

contact with the Turkish novelty.  The aim was to discourage the English 

population from receptivity to the cultural practice imported from the Islamic 

world.  But to their dismay, the business of coffeehouses flourished, and by the 

end of the seventeenth century the city of London alone housed around two 

thousand of them.       

 As the forgoing chapters have demonstrated, the cross-cultural activities 

in the Anglo-Ottoman virtual cultural border were connected, constrained and 

enabled by the distinct worldviews of the English borderlanders.  They have 

revealed that the controversy surrounding the arrival of coffee and coffeehouses 

in seventeenth-century England did not arise out of the blue.  The approach of 
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this dissertation has opened the space for new conversations on the topic.  It has 

invited further dissection of the complexities of political, economic, intellectual, 

social and cultural forces, brought on particularly by the English Revolution, to 

explain why and how they encouraged or discouraged participation in the 

oriental cultural practice.  In addition, by including English manhood anxiety in 

exploring with coffee and the coffeehouse controversy, the study has prepared 

the way for debates on the role of masculinity not only in the consumption of 

coffee, but also in the development of consumer culture in early modern as well 

as modern England. 
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